REGULAR MEETING OF
CITY COUNCIL
In OPEN WORKSHOP SESSION
Notice is hereby given of the following Regular Meeting of Council:
November 28, 2016 at 2:00 p.m.
Council Chamber, City Hall

AGENDA
For On-Table additions, see items 1a, 2a and 3a

Call to order.
PRESENTATIONS
1.

Draft 2017 – 2021 Financial Plan – General Fund, Director of Finance
and Information Technology
a.
Staff Presentation (On-Table)
b.
Staff Report

2.

OUR CITY 2041 – Feedback Received Regarding Draft Infill Housing
Design Guidelines, Acting Director of Development Services
a.
Staff Presentation (On-Table)
b.
Staff Report

3.

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Draft Design Guideline
Principles, and Discussion on Possible Degrees of Conservation, Acting
Director of Development Services
a.
Staff Presentation (On-Table)
b.
Staff Report

ADJOURNMENT

November 28, 2016
Doc #962144
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Page 1

There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).
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REPORT
Finance and Information Technology
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council
in Open Council Workshop

Date:

From:

Gary Holowatiuk,CPA, CA
Director of Finance and Information
Technology

File:

Subject:

Item #:
Draft 2017 - 2021 Financial Plan - General Fund

11/28/2016

431/2016

RECOMMENDATION

That Council receives this report for information and discussion purposes; and

That Council provides staff with direction to prepare the consolidated 2017 to 2021
Financial Plan Bylaw

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to present to Council the City’s draft 2017 - 2021 Financial Plan
– General Fund with a focus on the 2017 General Fund Operating and Capital Budgets and
the resulting proposed 2017 property tax rate increase.
SUMMARY
The City’s draft Financial Plan – General Fund has been prepared based on the City’s
financial policies and budget principles that strive to find a balance between affordability and
providing resources to service a growing community. The Financial Plan includes the
operating and capital budgets for the General Fund (Appendices 1 and 2).
Revenues to pay for City services are budgeted at approximately $101.9 million (2016 $98.1 million). Of this, taxation revenue contributes $75 million or 74% of total gener al
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revenues. The increase in 2017 incorporates a proposed 2.98% tax rate increase which
translates into an approximate increase of $85 to the average household and an increase of
approximately $657 to the average business property owner. The balance of the funds
required to pay for general services comes from sale of services, contributions, and other
revenues, as well as internal transfers.
The 2017 General Fund operating expenses total approximately $118.6 million (2016 $114.7 million) to provide on-going municipal services including Police and Fire Services;
Parks and Recreation Services; Engineering Services relating to traffic and transportation;
Development Services; Library; Cultural and Administrative Services. The net $3.9 million
increase in expenses is primarily related to salaries and benefits to accommodate salary
increments and additional staff brought in house to deal with work load issues and strategic
initiatives. A small portion is related to a decrease in contracted services for servic es that
were brought in house. There was also an increase in amortization of tangible capital assets.
Amortization is a non-cash item and therefore does not impact property taxes.
The draft General Fund capital budget has been prepared within the framework of the City’s
long range capital plan. For 2017 the proposed capital budget is $53 million (2016 - $58
million) and includes funding for annual maintenance and replacement of transportation
infrastructure, civic facilities, vehicles and equipment, as well as funding for strategic
priorities such as City Hall renovations, the relocation of the Animal Services Facility and
Tow Yard, the Uptown Library Renovations, completion of the Front Street Parkade
demolition and remediation, and the Front Street Mews. Funding for the capital budget is
provided from reserves, development cost charges, grants, borrowing and contributions.
Budgeted figures for 2018 to 2021 of the draft Financial Plan are projections based on best
estimates of future events that may materially affect the City’s budget, including annual
wage increments. Accommodating these costs dictate future tax rate increases in the range
of 1.76% to 2.47% from 2018 to 2021.
BUDGET PROCESS
In accordance with the Community Charter the City must adopt, by bylaw, a five-year
financial plan before May 15 th, 2017. The financial plan contains the operating and capital
budgets for each year.
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Preparation of the City’s 2017-2021 Financial Plan includes the following processes:

BUDGET DRIVERS
When building the City’s Five-Year Financial Plan the following budget drivers are
considered and factored into long range financial projections.
Growing Community Driving New Initiatives and Capital Investment
Growth in terms of new development helps add to the City’s property tax base, but it also
places pressure on City services and infrastructure with increased demand and use. In
consideration of these pressures, the City has invested and continues to invest in new
initiatives and amenities. This investment comes at a one-time capital cost and ongoing
operating, maintenance and financing costs.
Aging Infrastructure and Annual Funding Gap
Like most other Canadian municipalities, the City of New Westminster faces the challenge
of replacing aging infrastructure, buildings and equipment while at the same time adding
new capital stock to address the needs of a growing community.
Annual Wage / Benefits Increment
As a service based organization, the City’s major cost is salaries and benefits, representing
approximately 67% of the total general operating budget. These costs increase with the
demand for services, level of service and negotiated wage settlements.
External Factors
Increases driven by changes in the economy and inflation.
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In order to mitigate the impact of these cost drivers on the City’s tax rates, the City has
optimized the use of new taxation revenue generated from new development in the City and
funded salaries and benefits at 97% of actual budget, relying on staff vacancies to ensure this
budget target is achieved.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The Financial Plan for the General Fund is presented in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 breaks
down the General Fund budget for 2017 into three components – Operations, Capital and
Reserves – each budget component is discussed below.
General Fund Operations 2017
General Fund Operations includes budget line items that relate directly to providing general
government services and ultimately have an impact on property taxes. The following table
and discussion summarizes and explains the major changes in revenues and expenses for the
General Fund Base Operating budget for 2017. The figures are presented in $000’s.
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2016 Operations
Projected

REVENUE
Municipal Taxation
Sale of Services
Grants from Other Gov'ts
Contributions
Other Revenue

$

Total Revenues
EXPENSES
Salaries, Benefits and Training
Contracted Services
Supplies and Materials
Interest and Bank Charges
Cost of Sales
Grants
Insurance and Claims
Amortization

72,500 $
12,800
1,731
141
11,204
98,376

2017

Budget

72,610 $
12,774
2,000
26
10,641
98,051

Budget

$ Chg

75,188 $ 2,578
13,361
587
1,924
(76)
26
11,397
756
101,896
3,845

76,000
9,000
8,700
1,168
1,100
900
1,364
16,500
114,732

75,660
9,173
8,934
1,168
1,078
864
1,366
16,500
114,743

79,291
8,935
8,992
1,066
1,027
864
1,366
17,100
118,642

NET REVENUE (EXPENSES)

(16,356)

(16,692)

(16,746)

(53)

Debt Retirement & Internal Adjustments and Transfers
Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets
Debt Retirement
Transfer from Electrical Fund
Internal Charges
Internal Recoveries

16,500
(383)
2,500
(8,052)
9,950

16,500
(383)
2,500
(8,053)
9,951

17,100
(833)
2,500
(8,218)
9,999

600
(450)
(165)
48

Total Expenses

NET TRANSFER TO (FROM) RESERVES
2017 TAX RATE INCREASE

$

4,158 $

3,822 $

3,802

3,631
(238)
58
(102)
(51)
600
3,898

$

(20)

2.98%

Revenues to pay for city services are budgeted at approximately $101.9 million (2016 $98.1 million) of which, taxation revenue contributes 74% of total revenues. The balance of
the funds required to pay for general services comes from sale of services, contributions, and
other revenues, as well as recoveries from the utility funds and transfers from reserves.
The overall increase of $3.8 million in revenues includes a $2.6 million increase in taxation
revenue with $0.7 million from new construction and $1.9 million from a proposed 2017
property tax rate increase of 2.98%. Other revenues have increased by $1.2 million
primarily from parking and parking fines ($0.4M) Anvil Centre conference and catering
revenues ($0.4 million), and permit revenues ($0.4 million).
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The 2017 operating expense budget totals approximately $118.7 million (2016 - $114.7
million) to provide on-going municipal services including Police and Fire Services; Parks
and Recreation Services; Engineering Services relating to traffic and transportation;
Development Services; Library; Cultural and Administrative Services.
The $3.9 million net increase primarily relates to: an increase of $3.6 million in salaries and
benefits of which approximately 52% relates to Collective Agreement increments. The
balance is to provide additional full time and term (3 yr) positions required to address
workload and allow departments to carry out work plans associated with the City’s 28
strategic initiatives. It is anticipated that about 50% of the cost associated with the added
positions will be offset either by cost savings, new revenues or use of reserves (for short term
positions).
The other year over year changes in expenses relate to an increase of $0.6 million for
amortization of tangible capital assets; a decrease in contracted services ($0.2M) related to
services brought in house; and a decrease in interest expense tied to the timing of debt
proceeds for the capital program.
Following the “Net Revenue (Expense)” line in the above table are adjustments and internal
transfers that are budgeted for and need to be taken into account when reconciling to the
annual “Net Transfer to (from) Reserves” figure. A key adjustment in this reconciliation is to
add back $17.1 million related to Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets (TCA) previously
deducted under Expenses. This is a non-cash item that does not directly impact City reserves
or property taxes. In this section there are also internal transfers to be accounted for. The
General Fund recovers a portion of its direct operating expenses for administration,
billing/collections and fleet services from the Utility Funds; this amounts to approximately
$1.8 million annually. In addition, the General Fund receives an annual dividend of $2.5
million from the Electrical Utility.
Each year the General Fund budgets to transfer funds into capital reserves for the
replacement and maintenance of equipment, facilities and infrastructure. The General Fund
also budgets to transfer monies from reserves to fund specific operating costs 1. For 2017, the
net transfer to reserves from the operating budget is approximately $3.8 million.
The following table provides an overview of the “dollar impact” to residential property
owners of a 2.98% property tax rate increase.

1

Community Development Reserve transfers funds into the General Operating Budget to pay for debt servicing costs
and consulting costs relating to specific strategic/departmental projects.
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Property Type
Residential Strata (avg)
Residential S/F/D(2) (avg)
Residential S/F/D (high)
Business
Light Industry

Estimated 2017
Assessment (1)
$
380,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,500,000
$ 1,934,000
$ 3,731,000

7

2.98%
Municipal Tax
Increase
$
32
$
85
$
128
$
657
$
1,788

1 For comparison purposes the 2017 assessments have been estimated based on information from BC Assessment
2 Single family dwelling (S/F/D)

Budgeted figures for 2018 to 2021 of the draft Financial Plan are also projected to increase to
accommodate negotiated wage settlements and interest on long term debt. Based on a
review of development and building permit applications to-date, new construction is
estimated to contribute approximately $1.0 million annually in new tax revenue. In order to
balance future years budgets, annual tax rate increases in the range of approximately 1.75%
to 2.47% are required.
Other estimates of future events that may materially affect the City’s budget and property tax
rates are discussed in the following section which deals with funding for priority initiatives.
2017 General Fund Capital
For 2017 the proposed capital budget is $53 million (2016 - $58 million) and includes
funding for annual maintenance and replacement of transportation infrastructure, civic
facilities, vehicles and equipment, as well as funding for strategic priorities such as City Hall
renovations, the relocation of the Animal Services Facility and Tow Yard, the Uptown
Library upgrades, completion of the Front Street Parkade remediation and the Front Street
Mews. Funding for the capital budget is provided from reserves, development cost charges,
grants, borrowing and contributions.
The following table summarizes the capital projects and the funding sources. Appendix 3
provides additional information pertaining to the significant capital projects (>$100,000)
being proposed for 2017.
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Projections

CAPITAL EXPENSES
Land
Buildings
Vehicles/Equipment
Other Projects
Park Improvements
Engineering Structures
TOTAL
FUNDING SOURCES
Reserve Funds
Development Cost Charges
Long Term Debt
Grants from Other Governments
Contributions
TOTAL

$

$

$

$

8

2016
Budget

2017
Budget

1,575 $
2,830
3,968
415
2,435
26,366
37,589 $

3,300 $
13,516
5,770
943
6,796
27,283
57,608 $

800
17,337
6,016
2,222
7,021
19,267
52,662

21,656 $
12,554
200
438
2,741
37,589 $

39,999 $
6,937
6,000
1,050
3,623
57,608 $

37,559
5,872
6,603
2,194
434
52,662

For 2017, under the Land category, the City is budgeting funds for the potential acquisition
of land to accommodate a proposed greenway.
Within the Buildings category, the main expenses relate to a number of multi-year projects
such as City Hall upgrades, relocation of the Animal Services Facility and Tow Yard, and
the Uptown Library upgrades. This category also includes a number of capital maintenance
projects for various other civic and park facilities.
The Vehicles and Equipment category has various upgrades to information technology
software and infrastructure including a CLASS software replacement, Police radios and
various City vehicles including three dump trucks.
The Other Projects category includes a number of engineering and City development studies
such as the Sapperton Transportation Plan. It also has various environmental projects such
as tree planting in Queensborough and the street tree replacement program. Various arts
projects are in this section one of which is the Front St. Parkade public art. Additionally,
there is some senior government funding that will be used in support of childcare space in
the City.
In the Park Improvements category, the City will be focusing on required maintenance of
current park assets, including progressing with the reconstruction of the Queens Park
washroom and concession building; Moody Park Field Lighting; refurbishing the Sapperton
Park playground and spray pool; replacing the Mercer Skate Board Park; renovating
Quayside Park and upgrading tennis courts in three of the City’s parks.
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The Engineering Structures category focuses mainly on maintaining the City’s transportation
infrastructure. It includes funding for the completion of the remediation work on the Front
Street Parkade and the Front Street Mews; continuation of the rehabilitation of Ewen
Avenue; walking, safety and accessibility improvements; and general roads and structural
maintenance. This category also includes work on the Brunette Fraser River Greenway
Braid St. Section for design and construction under a cost sharing agreement with the
Federal Government and continuation of the feasibility of a pedestrian/ferry crossing
between Queensborough and the Quay.
2017- 2021 General Fund Capital
A summary of the City’s 2017 to 2021 General Fund Capital Program by Project and
Funding Sources is shown below. The far right column (shown in blue) represents the
amount of the total project budget that relates to City Strategic Priorities.
2017 - 2021 Funding Sources
Project Description
2017 - 2021

Project
Budget

Reserves

Debt

Roads

25,770,000

16,423,000

General Transportation Program

18,916,800

14,119,250

Transportation Structures

7,900,000

5,323,800

Parks Facilities Maintenance Program

8,925,400

8,844,800

-

Civic Facilities Maintenance Program

14,318,400

14,228,400

Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Program

11,874,650

11,874,650

Parks Maintenance Program

12,265,100

12,242,500

Park & Civic Facilities Major Replacements and Additions

29,440,000

1,880,000

Q2Q Pedestrian / Bicycle Ferries

Grants /
Contributions

DCCs

2,200,000

5,132,000

2,015,000

7,570,000

1,340,850

3,456,700

14,076,800

-

1,326,200

6,650,000

-

80,600

-

-

90,000

-

-

-

-

-

22,600

572,600

-

1,554,000

22,490,000

250,000

500,000

1,250,000

26,006,000

500,000

250,000

-

-

Information Systems / Networks

4,627,700

4,627,700

-

-

Other General Fund Projects

2,628,500

2,128,500

-

-

Parkland Acquisition & Development

Amount Related
to Strategic
Priorities

500,000

8,100,000
260,200

730,000
1,649,000

6,420,000

1,420,000

5,000,000

-

-

5,800,000

Canada Games Pool

25,953,000

5,953,000

20,000,000

-

-

25,000,000

Total General Fund

169,539,550

99,315,600

54,456,000

6,472,850

9,295,100

93,398,600

General Fund Reserves
The General Fund has a number of reserves established for specific purposes such as
equipment replacement, facility maintenance etc. Some are for capital purposes; others are
used to address operational needs (strategic priorities, debt repayment).
The reserves receive ongoing funding from the operating budget and in addition, certain
amounts flow directly into reserves because of statutory requirements (such as land sales that
must be credited to a reserve) and Council direction. These latter amounts are usually unique
in nature or less predictable and therefore, are not conducive to being included in the
operating budget.
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Items that are credited to reserves include the casino revenues that go directly to the
Community Development Fund; proceeds from the disposal of property that go directly to
the Construction of Municipal Works Reserve; digital signage revenues that go directly to
the Facility Replacement Reserve for the Canada Games Pool and Massey Theatre, and to
the Affordable Housing Reserve; and the annual transfer from the Electrical Fund to General
Provisions to help pay for General Fund capital projects.
The Financial Plan as presented in this report generates General Fund Reserves balances that
decrease from $59 million in 2016 to $31 million in 2019 and climb back up to $49 million
in 2021 as illustrated in the chart below.
Total Reserve Balances by Year
General Fund 2014 - 2021
70

60

$Millions

50

40

Other Capital
Reserves

Community
Development
Reserve
Operating
Reserves

30

20

Equipment
Reserves

10

Facility Reserves

-

INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
All departments were involved in preparing the draft Financial Plan.
CONCLUSION
Staff has prepared the draft 2017 - 2021 Financial Plan - General Fund for Council’s
consideration and is seeking Council’s direction with respect to further refinements to the
Plan.
Once Council has approved the draft Plan in principle the next steps are to c omplete a public
consultation process, finalize the Financial Plan and bring the Financial Plan Bylaw forward
for adoption.
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ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1 General Fund Budget
Appendix 2 General Fund Budget By Reserves, Capital and Operations
Appendix 3 2017 Capital Budget Summary projects > $100,000

This report has been prepared by Colleen Ponzini, CPA, CGA

Approved for Presentation to Council

Gary Holowatiuk, CPA, CA
Director of Finance and Information
Technology
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CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
GENERAL FUND BUDGET
2016
Projections

2016
Budget

REVENUE
Municipal Taxation
$ 72,500,000 $ 72,609,975
Sale of Services
12,800,000
12,773,599
Grants from Other Governments
2,169,000
3,050,240
Contributions
21,723,000
17,458,629
Other Revenue
17,192,000
20,818,898
Total Revenues 126,384,000 126,711,341
EXPENSES
Salaries, Benefits and Training
Contracted Services
Supplies and Materials
Interest and Bank Charges
Cost of Sales
Grants
Insurance and Claims
Amortization

76,000,000
9,000,000
8,700,000
1,168,000
1,100,000
900,000
1,364,000
16,500,000
Total Expenses 114,732,000

2017
Budget
$ 75,187,920
13,361,377
4,118,240
13,217,934
15,636,916
121,522,387

$ Chg

2018

Budget Projections
2019
2020

2021

$ 2,577,945 $ 77,560,157 $ 79,922,619 $ 82,616,305 $ 85,656,123
587,778
13,361,377
13,361,377
13,361,377
13,361,377
1,068,000
4,903,940
2,661,940
2,661,940
2,661,940
(4,240,695)
8,397,286
7,158,952
6,749,102
6,764,805
(5,181,982)
12,234,516
12,583,011
12,952,984
12,900,788
(5,188,954) 116,457,276 115,687,899 118,341,708 121,345,033

75,660,250
9,173,046
8,934,277
1,168,282
1,077,650
864,000
1,365,814
16,500,000
114,743,319

79,291,072
8,935,358
8,992,409
1,066,308
1,026,850
864,000
1,365,814
17,100,000
118,641,811

3,630,822
(237,688)
58,132
(101,974)
(50,800)
600,000
3,898,492

81,321,973
8,387,978
8,994,909
1,202,781
1,044,850
864,000
1,365,814
17,275,000
120,457,305

83,082,005
8,399,718
8,999,909
1,348,235
1,063,550
864,000
1,365,814
17,625,000
122,748,231

84,313,266
8,420,978
9,001,909
1,841,176
1,081,950
864,000
1,365,814
17,800,000
124,689,093

86,133,978
8,420,978
9,001,909
2,732,614
1,081,950
864,000
1,365,814
17,975,000
127,576,243

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN TOTAL EQUITY

11,652,000

11,968,022

2,880,576

(9,087,446)

(4,000,029)

(7,060,332)

(6,347,385)

(6,231,210)

Reconciliation to Financial Equity
Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets
Capital Expenses
Debt Retirement
Proceeds on Debt Issuance
Transfer from Electrical Fund
Internal Charges
Internal Recoveries

16,500,000
(37,588,636)
(856,141)
199,713
6,000,000
(8,052,000)
9,950,000

16,500,000
(57,608,120)
(856,141)
6,000,000
6,000,000
(8,052,877)
9,950,741

17,100,000
(52,662,150)
(1,319,202)
6,603,000
6,000,000
(8,218,429)
9,999,469

600,000
4,945,970
(463,061)
603,000
(165,552)
48,728

17,275,000
(32,973,100)
(1,579,039)
6,953,000
6,000,000
(8,295,238)
10,089,217

17,625,000
(32,524,600)
(1,852,416)
14,700,000
6,000,000
(8,410,835)
10,172,817

17,800,000
(38,390,100)
(2,414,637)
26,200,000
6,000,000
(8,528,445)
10,223,835

17,975,000
(12,989,600)
(3,405,391)
6,000,000
(8,647,874)
10,308,539

CHANGE IN FINANCIAL EQUITY (Reserves)

(2,195,064)

(16,098,375)

(19,616,736)

(3,518,361)

(6,530,189)

(1,350,366)

4,543,268

3,009,464

Financial Equity, beginning of year

59,968,834

59,968,834

57,773,770

(2,195,064)

38,157,034

31,626,845

30,276,479

34,819,747

$ 57,773,770 $ 43,870,459

$ 38,157,034

$ (5,713,425) $ 31,626,845

$ 30,276,479

$ 34,819,747

$ 37,829,211

FINANCIAL EQUITY (Reserves), end of year

CAPITAL EXPENSES
Land
Buildings
Vehicles/Equipment
Other Projects
Park Improvements
Engineering Structures

GENERAL FUND CAPITAL BUDGET

Total Capital Expenses

$ 1,574,716 $ 3,300,000 $
800,000
2,830,081
13,515,800
17,336,800
3,967,511
5,769,620
6,015,950
415,223
943,100
2,221,500
2,435,294
6,796,300
7,021,100
26,365,811
27,283,300
19,266,800
$ 37,588,636 $ 57,608,120 $ 52,662,150

FUNDING SOURCES
Reserve Funds
$ 21,656,004 $ 39,998,520
Development Cost Charges
12,553,795
6,937,100
Long Term Debt
199,713
6,000,000
Grants from Other Governments
438,232
1,049,800
Contributions
2,740,892
3,622,700
Total Capital Funding $ 37,588,636 $ 57,608,120

$ 37,559,350
5,871,700
6,603,000
2,194,300
433,800
$ 52,662,150

$ (2,500,000) $
$
$
$
3,821,000
13,787,500
19,668,000
18,929,500
2,007,000
246,330
2,868,600
2,446,600
1,963,600
3,207,600
1,278,400
325,000
335,000
260,000
230,000
224,800
4,167,000
2,315,000
10,407,000
715,000
(8,016,500)
11,825,000
7,760,000
6,830,000
6,830,000
$ (4,945,970) $ 32,973,100 $ 32,524,600 $ 38,390,100 $ 12,989,600
$ (2,439,170) $ 21,569,350 $ 16,868,800 $ 11,259,300 $ 12,058,800
(1,065,400)
147,750
167,800
142,800
142,800
603,000
6,953,000
14,700,000
26,200,000
1,144,500
2,980,000
738,000
738,000
738,000
(3,188,900)
1,323,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
$ (4,945,970) $ 32,973,100 $ 32,524,600 $ 38,390,100 $ 12,989,600
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APPENDIX 2

The Financial Plan – General Fund presentation aligns with the City’s financial
statement presentation. This is a more comprehensive view that includes operations,
capital and reserves categories of the Financial Plan – General Fund.
The tables included in this appendix show how the General Fund budgets for 2017
break out in to each category; the break out for 2016 has been provided for comparison.
The following summarizes the key budget items within each category.
Operations Category
The General Fund operating budget is the largest category and key to deriving the City’s
annual property tax rates. It includes the ongoing revenues (municipal taxation, sale of
services etc.) and expenses (salaries, supplies and materials etc.) associated with
providing general city services, including police, fire and rescue, parks / culture /
recreation, library, engineering, development services and support services.
Capital Category
The capital category defines how the City’s capital program is to be funded in the year.
The items that are included in the capital section include:
a) Capital expenses
b) Revenues from capital grants, contributions, and DCC’s;
c) Proceeds from debt to fund capital;
d) Transfers from reserves to fund capital;
The capital expense and funding sources are summarized at the bottom of the tables in
this appendix.
Reserves Category
Certain budget items directly impact reserves because of statutory requirements (i.e.
land sales must be credited to a special reserve) and Council direction. These items are
usually unique in nature (casino revenues) and / or less predictable (property sales) and
therefore, not conducive to being included in the operating budget.
The items that are included in the reserve category are:
a) Casino Revenues that go directly to the Community Development Fund;
b) Proceeds from the disposal of land that go directly to the Construction of
Municipal Works Reserve;
c) Parkland DCC Revenues which are recognized to retire a portion of the short
term debt incurred for Westminster Pier Park;
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d) Digital Signage Revenues that go directly to the Facility Replacement Reserve
for the Canada Games Pool and Massey Theatre, and to the Affordable Housing
Reserve;
e) Debt retirement paid from DCC Reserves
f) The annual transfer from the Electrical Fund to General Provisions to help pay
for General Fund capital projects.
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CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
GENERAL FUND BUDGET
2017

2016
Projections

REVENUE
Municipal Taxation
Sale of Services
Grants from Other Governments
Contributions
Other Revenue
Total Revenues

Total Budget

72,500,000 $
12,800,000
2,169,000
21,723,000
17,192,000
126,384,000

72,609,975 $
12,773,599
3,050,240
17,458,629
20,818,898
126,711,341

76,000,000
9,000,000
8,700,000
1,168,000
1,100,000
900,000
1,364,000
16,500,000
114,732,000

75,660,250
9,173,046
8,934,277
1,168,282
1,077,650
864,000
1,365,814
16,500,000
114,743,319

11,652,000

11,968,022

16,500,000
(37,588,636)
(856,141)
199,713
6,000,000
(8,052,000)
9,950,000

16,500,000
(57,608,120)
(856,141)
6,000,000
6,000,000
(8,052,877)
9,950,741

CHANGE IN FINANCIAL EQUITY (Reserves)

(2,195,064)

(16,098,375)

Financial Equity, beginning of year

59,968,834

59,968,834

57,773,770 $

43,870,459 $

EXPENSES
Salaries, Benefits and Training
Contracted Services
Supplies and Materials
Interest and Bank Charges
Cost of Sales
Grants
Insurance and Claims
Amortization

Total Expenses

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN TOTAL EQUITY
Reconciliation to Financial Equity
Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets
Capital Expenses
Debt Retirement
Proceeds on Debt Issuance
Transfer from Electrical Fund
Internal Charges
Internal Recoveries

FINANCIAL EQUITY (Reserves), end of year

CAPITAL EXPENSES
Land
Buildings
Vehicles/Equipment
Other Projects
Park Improvements
Engineering Structures

$

Reserves

Capital

$
6,872,691
10,177,647
17,050,338
-

Operations

$
1,049,800
10,559,800
11,609,600
-

17,050,338
(472,691)
3,500,000
20,077,647
-

72,609,975 $
12,773,599
2,000,440
26,138
10,641,251
98,051,403

75,187,920
13,361,377
4,118,240
13,217,934
15,636,916
121,522,387

Reserves
$

79,291,072
8,935,358
8,992,409
1,066,308
1,026,850
864,000
1,365,814
17,100,000
118,641,811

75,660,250
9,173,046
8,934,277
1,168,282
1,077,650
864,000
1,365,814
16,500,000
114,743,319
(16,691,916)

2,880,576

(57,608,120)
6,000,000
-

16,500,000
(383,450)
2,500,000
(8,052,877)
9,950,741

17,100,000
(52,662,150)
(1,319,202)
6,603,000
6,000,000
(8,218,429)
9,999,469

(39,998,520)

3,822,498

(19,616,736)

59,968,834

57,773,770

63,791,332 $

38,157,034

$

800,000
17,336,800
6,015,950
2,221,500
7,021,100
19,266,800
52,662,150

$

(39,998,520) $

Capital

6,886,296
4,240,220
11,126,516

$

-

11,609,600

-

20,077,647 $

Total Budget

$

-

11,126,516
(486,296)
3,500,000
14,140,220
14,140,220

2,194,300
6,305,500
8,499,800

75,187,920 $
13,361,377
1,923,940
26,138
11,396,696
101,896,071

2,577,945 $
587,778
(76,500)
755,445
3,844,668

79,291,072
8,935,358
8,992,409
1,066,308
1,026,850
864,000
1,365,814
17,100,000
118,641,811

3,630,822
(237,688)
58,132
(101,974)
(50,800)
600,000
3,898,492

3,630,822
(237,688)
58,132
(101,974)
(50,800)
600,000
3,898,492

2,577,945
587,778
1,068,000
(4,240,695)
(5,181,982)
(5,188,954)

8,499,800

(16,745,740)

(53,824)

(9,087,446)

(52,662,150)
6,603,000
-

17,100,000
(832,906)
2,500,000
(8,218,429)
9,999,469

600,000
(449,456)
(165,552)
48,728

600,000
4,945,970
(463,061)
603,000
(165,552)
48,728

(37,559,350)

3,802,394

(20,104)

(3,518,361)

57,773,770

(2,195,064)

$

(2,195,064)
(2,215,168) $

(5,713,425)

$

-

$

(2,500,000)
3,821,000
246,330
1,278,400
224,800
(8,016,500)
(4,945,970)

$

-

$

(2,439,170)
(1,065,400)
603,000
1,144,500
(3,188,900)
(4,945,970)

$

$ Chg Total
Budgets

$ Chg in Operations

Operations

(37,559,350) $

61,576,164

GENERAL FUND CAPITAL BUDGET
$

Total Capital Expenses $

FUNDING SOURCES
Reserve Funds
Development Cost Charges
Long Term Debt
Grants from Other Governments
Contributions
Total Capital Funding

$

$

1,574,716 $
2,830,081
3,967,511
415,223
2,435,294
26,365,811
37,588,636 $

3,300,000 $
13,515,800
5,769,620
943,100
6,796,300
27,283,300
57,608,120 $

-

$

21,656,004 $
12,553,795
199,713
438,232
2,740,892
37,588,636 $

39,998,520 $
6,937,100
6,000,000
1,049,800
3,622,700
57,608,120 $

-

$

$

$

3,300,000 $
13,515,800
5,769,620
943,100
6,796,300
27,283,300
57,608,120 $

-

$

39,998,520 $
6,937,100
6,000,000
1,049,800
3,622,700
57,608,120 $

-

$

$

$

37,559,350
5,871,700
6,603,000
2,194,300
433,800
52,662,150

$
$

$

-

$

-

$

$

$

800,000
17,336,800
6,015,950
2,221,500
7,021,100
19,266,800
52,662,150
37,559,350
5,871,700
6,603,000
2,194,300
433,800
52,662,150

$

-

$

-
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APPENDIX 3
2017 Capital Budget Summary
Projects > $100,000
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2017 Capital Budget Summary: Projects > $100,000
Capital
Land
2017 Budget = $800 K
Property Acquisition for Waterfront Greenway
Buildings
2017 Budget = $17.34 M

Dollars ($)
$800 K

Comments

• Property located along the Fraser River required to be purchased to accommodate proposed greenway.

The City owns, maintains and operates 32 major facilities such as City Hall, the Anvil Centre, the Police Building, three Fire Halls, the Canada Games Pool and nine other
parks and recreation facilities. Each facility has a Facility Maintenance Plan which inventories the components of the facility and estimates the time of replacement based
on the useful life of each component. In order to fund the Facility Maintenance Plans, an annual provision is charged to each department responsible for operating a facility
and this annual provision is placed into the Facility Maintenance Reserve.

Buildings Parks
Arenex:
QPX Exterior Stucco Wall Assembly
Canada Games Pool:
CGP Canada Games Pool Upgrade

$200 K

• Repair rotted wood, remove molds and mildew, and replace/repair stucco exterior as well as exterior windows.

$3.00 M

• The current Canada Games Pool is a facility reaching the end of its service life. The City is looking at redeveloping the pool

$150 K

• Repairs and servicing to pool bulkhead, boilers, waterslide, filter, MUA fans.

$195 K

• Replace greenhouse floor, boilers, glass and table structures and raise walls and roof for proper head room.

$262 K
$120 K
$250 K

• Renovate the North Lobby to meet demand for more meeting and activity space for department and community needs.
• To uncover existing arena windows and reinstall energy efficient heritage designed windows and frames.
• This section of the roof covers the front lobby, main washrooms and concession areas and was last reroofed in 1995.

and the neighbouring Centennial Community Centre. In 2017, funding has been budgeted for planning and design work.

CGP Mechanical and Pool Components
Greenhouse:
GR HSE Refurbishment Greenhouse #1
Queen's Park:
QPA North Lobby Renovations
QPA Heritage Windows
QPA replace South Roof
Queensborough Community Centre:
QCC Gymnasium Ventilation System
Buildings Civic
Anvil Centre:
AC Restaurant Leasing and TI

$130 K

• Ventilation system is needed to increase comfort and air quality for active gym users and rental clients.

$395 K

• Additional costs associated with tenant allowances, real estate fees and landlord work that is required to be completed prior

City Hall:
CH City Hall Major Renovation
CH HVAC

$3.50 M
$590 K

• Major Renovation of City Hall associated with consolidation of departments to provide operational efficiencies.
• Replace the HVAC system which was designed to only service the interior core. Addition of a roof top HVAC unit will provide

Fire Halls:
GB FH EOC Centre Relocation/Upgrade

$101 K

• Upgrade some of the technology in both the mobile command unit as well as EOC. Infrastructure and technology changes

to the tenant occupancy.

for better reliability.

will require replacement of out dated equipment over the next five years.

Training Grounds at #3 Hall Reconfiguration
Library:
LIB power transformer

$175 K

• Reconfiguration of the training grounds due to property development on the East side and South fence line.

$250 K

• The transformer is an older unit and is nearing the end of it's service life. It is more cost effective to install a unit substation

LIB Renovation
Other Facilities:
Animal Services Facility and Tow Yard
Police Services Facility:
POL Replace HVAC
POL replace cooling tower components

$2.35 M

• Interior renovations and exterior window replacement

$3.00 M

• This is a multi-year project totaling approximately $7.9 M for the relocation and construction of a new facility.

$250 K
$150 K

• The heat pumps at the police building have reached the end of their service life.
• The cooling tower at the Police Building is nearing the end of its service life.

adjacent to the existing building instead of removing and installing a new transformer.
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2017 Capital Budget Summary: Projects > $100,000
Capital
Vehicles
2017 Budget = $2.40 M

Dollars ($)

Capital
Engineering Services Vehicles:
Eng Services One Ton Pick up 175
Ford F750 Dump Unit 138
Parks Vehicles:
Sterling Dump Truck Unit 204
Equipment
2017 Budget = $3.62 M

Dollars ($)

Comments

The City maintains a fleet of vehicles and other automotive equipment currently comprised of 212 items. Departments that use this equipment are charged an annual
provision, which is placed into the Equipment Replacement Reserve (ERR) and used to fund the replacement of the vehicle at the end of its useful life. The condition and
maintenance history of each unit scheduled for replacement is reviewed by the Fleet Manager to determine whether to replace or extend the service life of the unit.
Comments

$100 K
$160 K

• Replace 10 year old dump truck used by the streets department asphalt crew.
• Replace 10 year old dump truck used to transport hot asphalt. Current unit requires constant repairs.

$183 K

• Replace a 2004 high maintenance dump truck used daily by Parks staff.

The equipment budget funds the replacement of a wide range of office and operational equipment (excluding vehicles) for all City departments. The specific components
change from year to year, but the category as a whole reflects a commitment to staying current with emerging technology. The following is a summary of the major
equipment being purchased in 2017.

Administration:
AC Baby Grand Piano

$175 K

• Baby Grand Piano for performances at the Anvil Centre. Will potentially be used throughout venue 50 to 60 times/year and
there will be user fees charged to recover a portion of the cost.

Fire Services:
Hazardous Material Response
Information Technology:
Network System Technology
Network Communication Infrastructure

$110 K

• Replace consumables, equipment, and hazmat suits for the hazardous material response team.

$400 K
$110 K

• Continue to enhance performance, improve reliability, and increase system availability.
• To improve the reliability and performance of the infrastructure at City Hall, improve reliability of wireless communications,

Replace Printers
CLASS Replacement Project

$200 K
$200 K

• To replace existing batch of multi-purpose and production printers every 5 years.
• Replace CLASS software that is being phased out by vendor.RFP process was spearheaded by a consortium of 22

New Public Library Web-Site
Police:
Police Radios
Other Projects
2017 Budget = $2.22 M

$160 K

• New web-site to be developed for Public Library to incorporate new technologies and e-Library services.

$500 K

• Upgrade to the next generation radio system that is being implemented by E-Comm 911 in 2017.

Capital

upgrade communications gear at civic facilities, and expand Wi-Fi capabilities at arenas and community centres.

municipalities. New system will be subscription based.

Other Projects include corporate projects that do not fit into other capital project categories.

Other:
Affordable Housing Project
Community Message Board for the Queensborough
Community Centre
Child Care Space
Parkade Public Art Mural
Other Parks and Recreation:
Queensborough Tree Planting
Other Studies:
Signal Timing Reviews and Corridor Studies
Sapperton Transportation Plan

Dollars ($)
$120 K
$165 K
$520 K

Comments

• The funds will be used to pay for site preparation, consulting assistance and the costs of City permits
• The current Read-a-Board will be removed to make way for the new Ewen Avenue road alignment. It will be replaced with a
new LED Message Centre.

• To accommodate increased demand for childcare in a neighbourhood that is currently under resourced. Construction and
finishing costs are anticipated to be funded through a senior government grant.

$200 K

• Front Street parkade public art mural

$105 K

• Improvement to the area tree canopy in accordance with the City's new Urban Forest Management Program

$100 K
$150 K

• Signal timing review at various locations
• A neighbourhood transportation and parking plan reflecting existing traffic and planned new developments.
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2017 Capital Budget Summary: Projects > $100,000
Capital
Parks Improvements
2017 Budget = $7.02 M

Dollars ($)

Capital
Athletic Fields:
Mercer Turf Carpet
Off Leash Dog Enclosure
Parks Infrastructure:
QP Replace Washroom & Concession Building

Dollars ($)

Comments

The City maintains an extensive inventory of parks infrastructure including many kilometers of pathways, irrigation systems and fences, park furnishings, playgrounds,
playing surfaces and athletic fields. Maintenance of this infrastructure is in accordance with the Parks and Recreation Comprehensive Plan and the Trails and Greenways
Plans. The source of funding for these capital maintenance programs comes from the City's reserve funds.
Comments

$145 K
$146 K

• Replacement of original turf carpet for Mercer field.
• New off leash dog enclosure. Relocation of Downtown and Queensborough off leash parks. Location to be determined.

$1.20 M

• Reconstruction of the Queens Park washroom and concession facility, which is old and under capacity for its current public
demand load. This item is also a recommendation from the Queens Park Master Plan

• Field lighting at both MP #1 and the Lawn Bowling facility are old, do not meet current standards, and are due for

MP Replace Field Lighting

$961 K

Mercer Skate Board Park
QCC Front Driveway Repairs

$1.00 M
$187 K

Irrigation Central Control System

$165 K

WPP Timber Wharf Shade Improvements

$120 K

• Public has made requests for shade components at Westminster Pier Park. Users of the park are finding the park to be

$787 K

• Sapperton playground is one of the City's oldest playgrounds and is in need of replacement. Many of the components on

Parks Playgrounds:
Refurbish Sapperton Park Playground and
Spraypool
Connaught Heights Refurbish Playground
Quayside Park Renovation
Ryall Park Spray Park Resurfacing and
refurbishment
Playing Surfaces:
Rebuild Upper Hume Tennis Courts
QB CC Tennis Court Upgrade
Queen's Park Reservoir Tennis Project

replacement as they are at the end of their useful life. This project will be phased over two years.

• Skate board park needs to be relocated in parallel with construction of the new secondary school.
• To address driveway "slippage" along drainage canal due to pile driving for the new extension of the community centre.
Includes pedestrian safety improvements.

• Upgrading to a modernized computerized control system that links all irrigation and spray pools. Project will be completed
over several years.

extremely hot without shade, especially for the younger users in the areas of the playgrounds.

both the playground and spray pool have already been removed due to rot and unsafe conditions.

$300 K
$550 K
$100 K

• Playground is old and in need of upgrades to bring it up to new safety and code standards.
• Quayside playground renovation and component replacement.
• Resurfacing of the Ryall Park Spray Park. Anticipated to partially fund the project with a BC Tier Stewardship Grant. There

$126 K

• Tennis courts are in need of total replacement. Major cracks and recent trenching through the courts has made the courts

$100 K
$350 K

Engineering Structures
2017 Budget = $19.27 M

are some wood elements that are not currently meeting Fraser Health standards.

unsafe and one court unplayable.

• One side of the court has sunk due to unstable ground. To repair and change to alternative court sport.
• Estabilish a partnership program to bring a third party not-for-profit organization providing a possible indoor tennis court
facility.

The City maintains an extensive network of public works infrastructure including hundreds of kilometers of roads and sidewalks. Included in the maintenance of these
networks are programs for traffic signalization, street lighting, traffic calming, major road network and multi-modal initiatives. Maintenance of this infrastructure is based on
various engineering maintenance plans that have been developed over the years. Proper annual maintenance programs require a stable source of funding, which to-date
has come from the City's reserve funds.

Capital
Cycling and Greenways:
Rotary Crosstown Greenway Improvements

Dollars ($)
$125 K

Cycling and Greenway Network Improvements

$279 K

Brunette Fraser Regional Greenway - Braid St.

$900 K

Comments

• Bicycle and intersection improvements between 5th and 8th Streets, improvements to better connect the greenway to nearby
schools, and spot improvements along the route. Cost share with Bike BC being pursued.

• To complete greenway and bikeway connectivity gaps. Includes CEEP contribution commitment for cycling. Continue efforts

to expand & complete major greenways; Merrivale in front of museum; Boyd St MUP; spot improvements; 9th Street
greenway/bikeway.
• Brunette Fraser Regional Greenway - Braid St. section, design and construction. 50% federal cost share agreement in place.
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2017 Capital Budget Summary: Projects > $100,000
Capital
Great Streets:
6th Street Great Street

Dollars ($)

Comments

$100 K

• To undertake a design for 6th Street public realm, from Front St to 10th Ave and construction of streetscape improvements
from Queens to 6th Ave, in support of Sixth Street as a Great Street in the Master Transportation Plan.

Livable neighbourhoods
Traffic Calming
Managed roads
Traffic Signal Installation and Improvements

$280 K

• Initial improvements in Connaught Hts, McBride-Sapperton, Massey Victory Hts, and Downtown and Queen's park.

$300 K

• Improvements to existing traffic signals for efficiency and optimization, transit service, bikeway/greenway improvements,

Road Safety Improvements

$350 K

General Inspection & Maintenance

$180 K

Pavement Management MRN
Traffic Controllers
Street Lighting improvements

$3.40 M
$200 K
$130 K

Boyd/Duncan Intersection and Signal

$500 K

Salter Street Work Project
Major Repairs and Rehabilitation:
Esplanade Repairs
Structures Rehabilitation
Special Projects:
Ewen Avenue DCC Phase 2 & 3
Q2Q Quayside to QB Pedestrian Ferries (DAC
Project)

$470 K

• To upgrade Salter St. in accordance with DCC program.

$300 K
$250 K

• Esplanade Timber Deck Reconstruction Program and repairs to sink holes on pathway adjacent to bulk head.
• Rehab of City Engineering structures in various locations

$4.80 M
$500 K

ueensborough DCC.
• Ewen Avenue streetscape improvements (excl. storm, water, electrical) under Q
• Pedestrian/bicycle ferry service between Queensborough and the Downtown Quay. Regulatory approvals may defer some

Front St. Parkade Remediation

$500 K

• To rehabilitate the East Parkade structure to extend its service life beyond 2040. Includes restoration of 4 Street stairway

West Parkade Removal
Frontage Road Mew Design & Construction
McInnis O/P Improvements

$1.80 M
$1.75 M
$100 K

McKenzie Street Improvements
Walking:
Accessibility Improvements

$300 K

• To upgrade and construct McKenzie Street pedestrian realm north of Front Street as an extension to the Mews.

$100 K

• Curb letdowns, sidewalk improvements and spot improvements to remove barriers to walking and transit for seniors and

Sidewalk Installation and Improvements
Walking Infrastructure Improvements

$500 K
$255 K

Pedestrian Crossing Improvement Program

$250 K

Transit:
Bus Shelters

$200 K

queue detections and other operational improvements.

• Short term and medium term road safety improvements as outlined in the 2016 Intersection Safety Review. 50% cost share
from ICBC is assumed.

• Road maintenance at various locations including line marking, crack sealing, crosswalk and sidewalk inspections and
maintenance.

• Pavement rehab at various locations.
• Replace old traffic controllers with upgraded equipment to improve functionality and signal operations.
• Includes upgrade/replacement/maintenance to address light deficient areas. Street lighting replacement in Massey Victory
Heights. 50% cost share from ICBC

• Access improvements required for adjacent development projects in Queensborough. Design and construction. Part DCC.

construction costs. It should be noted that the previous concept of a pedestrian overpass has been deemed unfeasible.

• Carry forward of the committed funds to wrap-up the parkade removal project.
• To create a pedestrian-friendly great street with a contemporary design. Part of the City's waterfront vision.
• To expand the pedestrian corridor of the McInnis Overpass structure. Partially funded by developers and City DCCs.

people with disabilities. Cost sharing opportunities will be pursued.

• Various locations. Infill missing or inadequate sidewalk links. Asset Management Program
• Curb extensions and other spot improvements to improve walking connectivity, especially near parks, community centres,

commercial, institutional and multi-family areas. Parklet and minor public realm improvements. Includes CEEP contribution
commitment for pedestrian facilities. Cost sharing with ICBC will be pursued.
• Design and installation of crosswalks, special crosswalks and pedestrian activated traffic signals. Cost sharing from ICBC will
be pursued.

• Prep for bus shelters, initiating City-provided shelter program, VAC funded public art shelter in QB. Includes CEEP
contribution commitment for transit facilities.
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There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

ON TABLE
Open Workshop
Nov. 28, 2016
re: Item 2a

OUR CITY 2041

Official Community Plan Review
Lynn Roxburgh & Michael Watson
Development Services, Planning Division
November 28, 2016

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Summary of Results:
Townhouse & Rowhouse

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Summary of Results:
Laneway & Carriage House

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Summary of Results:
LWH/CH Parking Options

Question for Council: Do you support the direction proposed that three
dwelling units (a principle dwelling, secondary suite and laneway
house) be permitted and only two parking spaces be required?

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Number of Parking Spaces

Question for Council: Do you support the direction proposed where
building separation would be made a guideline that includes a list of
circumstances (e.g. protecting a tree, allowing one storey accessible
LWH) under which the requirement could be reduced?

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Building Separation

Question for Council: Do you support the direction of maintaining the

current guideline which limits a property with a laneway/carriage house to
one enclosed garage parking space (with the other required space being a
parking pad or carport), which would count towards the Floor Space Ratio?

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Parking Type

•

not allowing additional building bulk on a property to ensure a fit into the
existing neighbourhood context

•

incentivize keeping existing houses that are below the maximum density
permitted by providing an alternate way to achieve the maximum.

•

not precluding options to incentivize preservation of heritage homes by
ensuring that density incentives for Heritage Revitalization Agreements are still
viable and of an appropriate size for neighbourhoods.

•

factor in concerns from the community about the size and bulk of single
detached dwellings currently permitted under existing zoning, by not
permitting additional building bulk

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Density Principles

RS-1

RS-1
Principal Dwelling:
AND
Attached Accessory Structures :
(e.g. balconies, decks, porches, attached garages)
AND
Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. detached garages, sheds)
NR-1
Principal Dwelling:
AND
Attached and Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. balconies, decks, porches, garages, sheds)

NR-1

0.5 Floor Space Ratio
10% Site Coverage

10% Site Coverage

0.4 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.1 Floor Space Ratio for the basement
15% Site Coverage

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Existing Density

RS-1

RS-1
Principal Dwelling:
AND
Detached Accessory Structures :
(e.g. detached garages, sheds)
OR
Laneway/Carriage House:

NR-1
Principal Dwelling:
AND
Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. detached garages, sheds)
OR
Laneway/Carriage House:

NR-1

0.5 Floor Space Ratio
0.1 Floor Space Ratio

0.1 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.05 Floor Space Ratio IF the Floor Space Ratio for
the Principal Dwelling is 0.45 or less
0.4 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.1 Floor Space Ratio for the basement
0.1 Floor Space Ratio
0.1 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.05 Floor Space Ratio IF the Floor Space Ratio for
the Principal Dwelling is 0.45 or less

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Proposed Density

RS-1

NR-1

Question for Council: Do you support the direction proposed which
would allow a maximum total density of 0.6 FSR for the main house plus
a laneway/carriage house, with no other detached accessory building
being permitted?

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW

Laneway & Carriage House:
Property Density

Thank You.
Questions? Comments.
For more information about the OUR CITY 2041 process:
www.newwestcity.ca/ourcity
/New Westminster

@NewWestPlanning

Lynn Roxburgh – e: lroxburgh@newwestcity.ca
Michael Watson – e: mwatson@newwestcity.ca

t: 604-515-3805
t: 604-527-4519
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council
in Open Council Workshop

Date:

11/28/2016

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2525.20

Item #:

425/2016

Subject:

OUR CITY 2041 - Feedback Received Regarding Draft Infill Housing
Design Guidelines

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council provide comment to staff regarding the infill housing design
guidelines as outlined in the “Summary of Questions for Council” section of this
report, which can be used by staff to create the next draft of the design guidelines.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the results of the most recent consultation for the OUR CITY 2041
process for the Infill Housing Design Guidelines for laneway/carriage ho uses, and small
scale townhouse and rowhouse projects. The Our Future City workshops presented display
boards summarizing the key criteria, and both staff and the consultants retained to assist with
this work were available to answer questions. Community members also had the option to
provide feedback through an online survey which included the same material.
Whether participating in person or online, people were asked to either “Agree” or “Disagree”
with proposed guidelines and provide additional comments. Overall, the feedback was
positive and only minor revisions were proposed. This was especially the case with
townhouses and rowhouses.
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This report has two focuses. The first is on the design guidelines related to laneway and
carriage houses where people felt that more refinement was needed; specifically: property
density, smaller second floor, building separation, and parking design. Staff is requesting
direction from Council on each of these items before moving forward with editing the Infill
Housing Design Guidelines.
The second focus is on parking requirements. Participants were presented with three
scenarios related to parking requirements from laneway and carriage houses, and asked to
rate each one. The preferred option was for three units to be permitted (the main house,
secondary suite, and laneway/carriage house) and for only two parking spaces to be required.
Staff is requesting direction from Council on this requirement.
The next step will be for staff to create the next draft of the Infill Housing Design Guidelines
based on the feedback from the community and the direction from Council. Another next
step will be for staff to begin to identify which of the guidelines should be implemented as
guidelines (included in the Official Community Plan) and which should be implemented as
regulations (included in the Zoning Bylaw). Staff will also begin to explore the approval
process and trial period for these new housing forms. Staff expect to report back to Council
on this work early in 2017.
PURPOSE
This report contains a summary of feedback regarding the Infill Housing Design Guidelines
for Laneway and Carriage Houses, and for Townhouses and Rowhouses, received during the
recent OUR CITY 2041 community consultation. This report requests that Council provide
direction based on the feedback received.
BACKGROUND
Previous Council Direction
In January 2014, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the Official
Community Plan (OCP) review process. The purpose of the revised OCP is to provide a
renewed vision for New Westminster to the year 2041 and a regulatory framework to guide
future growth of the city.
The results of public consultation events titled “A Community Conversation on Housing,”
which were held between November 2015 and February 2016, were presented to Council on
April 25, 2016. The report recommended that staff begin an implementation strategy for the
housing forms that received the highest level of support during consultation: laneway and
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carriage houses (66% of participants in support), townhouses (57% support), and rowhouses
(56% support). The implementation strategy was to include exploring three overarching
questions:
 What regulations are needed? (e.g. minimum lot size, parking, building size)
 What design guidelines are needed? (e.g. related to privacy and overlook,
landscaping, building design)
 What does the approval process look like?
Staff retained Ramsay Worden Architects to assist with the drafting of design guidelines for
these infill housing forms. They created the draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines that were
presented to Council on the September 19, 2016.
Implementation strategies for other ground oriented housing forms, such as duplexes and
single detached dwellings on a small lot, will be developed after the completion of the OCP.
Laneway and Carriage House Test Sites
There are just over 6,000 properties in the mainland of the city that are zoned for single
detached dwellings. This total does not include properties in Queensborough, which are not
being considered during this Official Community Plan update, since this neighbourhood has
its own community plan. To better understand how the guidelines could apply to properties
in New Westminster, staff worked with Ramsay Worden Architects, to test some typical site
sizes. The guidelines have been further refined since the test images were created, but they
still help visualize laneway and carriage houses on properties. In addition to Figure 11 and
12, Attachment 8 includes examples of site plans with laneway and carriage houses on
different size properties.
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Figure 9: Example of a carriage house on a lot that is 50 feet wide and 120 feet deep.

Figure 10: Example of a laneway house on a lot that is 40 feet wide and 132 feet deep.

PROCESS
Community Consultation Process
The last major milestone of public consultation included six events which were held over
three Saturdays. Although the main focus of the workshops was to obtain feedback on the
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draft Land Use Designation Map, there was also opportunity to review and provide feedback
on the draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines. Display boards presented the key criteria and
both staff and the consultants were available to answer questions. Community members also
had the option to provide feedback through an online survey which included the same
material. The survey was posted from September 22 to October 23, 2016.
Participants were asked to either “Agree” or “Disagree” with the proposed guidelines and
provide additional comments. Participants were also presented with three scenarios related to
parking requirements for laneway/carriage houses, and asked to rate each of them with stars,
with one star for the least preferred and five stars for the most preferred scenario.
The materials used for the Our Future City events are included in Attachment 1 and the
feedback received is included in Attachment 3. The feedback received through the online
survey is included in Attachment 4. Email and twitter feedback received is included in
Attachment 5.
A detailed summary of the public consultation events, including how they were advertised
and the demographics of participants, and the feedback received was outlined in a November
7, 2016 Council report.
Summary of Participation
Overall, the public consultation was considered to have been a success and a large amount of
detailed feedback was gathered. The in person events also provided an opportunity to answer
participant questions and discuss in detail how the infill housing options could look in their
neighbourhoods. In total, 495 people attended the Our Future City events and 216 people
provided feedback through the online survey, for a total of 711 people (although it is
expected that people may have both attended the events and completed the survey).
Event participants and survey respondents were asked to share information about themselves.
Providing the information was voluntary and was not given by all participants, but the
information collected did give an idea of participant demographics. The results were
compared to data from the 2011 Census or National Household Survey (see additional detail
in Attachment 2). The key findings are illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3 and include:
Over Represented
 Middle age people (between 36-50 and between 51-65)
 Connaught Heights, Glenbrooke North, McBride Sapperton and West End
Under




Represented
Children and youth (under 20) and to a lesser extent young adults (20-35)
Renters
Moody Park, Brow of the Hill
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Figures 1 & 2: Summary of Results - What is Your Age? Do You Rent or Own?

Figure 3: Summary of Results - In what neighbourhood do you live?
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Other Consultation
Committee Consultation
Staff presented the draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines to the New Westminste r Design
Panel and the Advisory Planning Commission. Excerpts from the draft minutes are included
of each Attachment 6.
Development Community Consultation
Builders, developers, architects, designers, a representative of the Urban Development
Institute and a representative of Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation attended a
meeting to discuss the draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines. A total of nine people
attended. Their feedback largely discussed the challenges and successes of designing and
constructing similar infill housing forms in other municipalities. Their feedback is
summarized in Attachment 7.
SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK
Laneway and Carriage House Design Guidelines
For the purpose of the Official Community Plan, a laneway house is a detached rental unit at
the rear of an existing single detached lot with a lane. A carriage house is a detached rental
unit at the rear of a single detached dwelling, but is on a lot which does not have a lane. The
guidelines are intended to ensure that laneway and carriage houses are designed to fit within
existing neighbourhoods, and have minimal impact on streetscapes and neighbours. The
guidelines cover a wide range of topics including building size, setbacks, open space, and
parking.
Community Feedback on Laneway/Carriage House Design Guidelines
Generally, participants continued to express support for the City moving forward with
allowing laneway/carriage houses. Many participants want to see this process move forward
quickly so that they will be able to build a laneway/carriage house in the near future. Many
participants were worried about the guidelines being too restrictive and wanted to see an
appropriate amount of flexibility to maximize people’s opportunity to build, while still
achieving a livable, well-designed infill house.
As indicated in Figure 4, most design guidelines that were the focus of consultation received
a high level of support (over 75% Agree). There were four exceptions:
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 Property Density (49% disagree): The guidelines proposed that the total floor space
permitted on a property would stay the same. So the size of laneway/carriage house
would be limited by the size of the lot and main house. Participants that disagreed
with the guideline felt that the density permitted should be higher than the current
maximum floor space ratio of 0.5. They felt that the limit proposed was far too
restrictive and would prevent too many people from building a laneway/carriage
house. Many felt that this guideline was counterproductive to the overarching
objective of allowing infill. People felt that a higher floor space ratio is needed and at
the very least should permit a laneway/carriage house that is the same size as a
permitted garage.
 Small Second Floor (31% disagree): The guidelines proposed that the second floor
would be smaller than the first (a maximum of 60% of the size of the first floor).
Many participants were interested allowing a second floor that is larger than what the
guidelines proposed. Some felt that 70% or 80% would be a better number. Many
others felt the second floor should be the same size as the first and that including a
restrictive maximum percentage would limit creativity. A smaller number of
participants felt that an even smaller second floor should be permitted.
 Building Separation (30% disagree): The guidelines proposed that the minimum
distance between the main house and the laneway/carriage house would be 16 feet.
While participants supported the principle of building separation they also wanted
there to be a level of flexibility to make sure that home owners would be eligible to
build a laneway/carriage house. Participants preferred a case-by-case analysis that
took the lot-specific context into account (e.g. location of existing home on the lot,
location of trees on the lot). Others felt that there should be a smaller requirement
(e.g. 10 or 12 feet) or no requirement at all based on the feeling that there were too
many rules governing laneway/carriage houses.
 Parking Type (26% disagree): The guidelines proposed that a maximum of one space
would be in a garage (enclosed parking) but would count towards the total permitted
size of the unit. Many participants that disagreed with this guideline felt that more
enclosed/garage parking should be permitted as part of the laneway house building.
Many others felt that enclosed/garage parking space should not count towards the
total permitted floor space.
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Figure 4: Summary of Results - Laneway and Carriage House Design Guidelines

Other Feedback on Laneway/Carriage HouseDesign Guidelines
The Advisory Planning Commission feedback related to laneway/carriage houses was
focused on increasing the total density permitted and allowing units to be located above
garages. A reduction in the number of parking stalls required was suggested when in close
proximity to transit.
The New Westminster Design Panel felt the design guidelines were well written and
illustrated, and provided clear direction. Panel members felt that requiring three parking
stalls was too many and would limit the amount of greenspace. The Panel members also felt
that the density calculation was too restrictive. Some minor revisions were also suggested.
Detailed feedback was received from the development community regarding the
laneway/carriage house design guidelines, including access, servicing requirements, and
setbacks. It was also recommended that the density calculation for the laneway/carriage
house be separate from the main house for ease of implementation. They also felt that the
proposed density and the requirement for a second storey that is 60% of the size of the first
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storey were both too restrictive. They also felt that to be successful only one parking space
should be required. It was also suggested that additional incentives for single story units
should be added.
Laneway and Carriage House Parking Requirements
One of the main topics staff was gathering feedback on was laneway/carriage house parking
requirements. Staff identified three main options:
1. Three Units and Three Parking Spaces: This scenario would allow three units – the
main house, a secondary suite (in the main house) and a laneway/carriage house. One
parking spot would be required for each unit (three total).
2. Two Units and Two Parking Spaces: This scenario would only allow two units – the
main house and either a secondary suite (in the main house) or a laneway/carriage
house. One parking spot would be required per unit (two total).
3. Three Units and Two Parking Spaces: This scenario would allow three units – the
main house, a secondary suite (in the main house) and a laneway/carriage house. Only
two parking stalls total would be required.
Community Feedback on Laneway/Carriage House Parking Requirements
Participants were asked to rate each option out of five stars, with five stars indicating that
they strongly like the option and one star indicating they dislike the option.
Option One: Three Units and Three Parking Spaces
Overall this option received the lowest support (19% five star ratings, 2.8 average stars).
Many participants felt that providing three parking spaces on one site was too much. Some
were concerned about the impact on open space and the amount of paving required. Others
felt that less of a priority should be put on providing parking, feeling that parking needs ar e
changing or that design should not be dictated by parking.
Some felt that the City should use the City of Vancouver as a model and only require one
parking space. Others suggested that there should be flexibility regarding the number of
parking spaces for properties well served by transit or in areas where there is sufficient onstreet parking.
Participants that were in support of this option felt that it was important to provide parking
on-site since there is already a high demand for parking space, including on-street, in many
neighbourhoods. Some participants were worried about the impact of illegal secondary
suites, and the additional parking demand they would generate.
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Option Two: Two Units and Two Parking Spaces
There was also limited support for this option (26% five star ratings, 3.2 average stars).
Participants felt that requiring a choice between a secondary suite and a laneway house
would limit the availability of housing and was counterproductive to the principles of
increasing housing choice and accommodating growth.
Option Three: Two Units and Two Parking Spaces
The support was strongest for this option (44% five star ratings, 3.6 average stars). People
supported this option because they did not feel three parking spaces should be provided onsite. Reasons for this opinion included a feeling that there is a reduced demand for cars, there
would be an impact on open space, and a smaller number of properties would be eligible.
Many also hoped that the lack of parking would help encourage people to use sustainable
modes of transportation rather than owning a car.
Some expressed that while they liked this option best, they would have preferred an option
that allowed three units but only one parking space.
People also noted that some owners would have the flexibility of providing more parking on
their site if they chose to. In this way it would be up to their discretion, based on their needs,
rather than based on City requirements.
Participants were also supportive of this option because it allowed both a secondary suite and
laneway house which would allow for increased housing choice, facilitate affordability, and
would help accommodate growth.
The participants that were opposed to this option felt that it would be impractical to expect
that the three units would not generate a high demand for parking, especially given how
many cars are sometimes owned by one household.
Townhouse and Rowhouse Design Guidelines
Both townhouses and rowhouses are ground oriented units which share a wall with a unit on
at least one side. Townhouses are stratified to allow multiple owners. Rowhouses are
developed as freehold lots, meaning that each unit is on its own lot. For the purpose of the
Official Community Plan infill discussion, the projects being considered would be small
scale (e.g. five to ten units) and side-by-side (e.g. not stacked).
The design guidelines focused on the following forms:
 Street Fronting (Townhouse and Rowhouse): All units on shallow mid-block lots
would face the street. This is a traditional form that creates an attractive streetscape
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with front doors and yards. Units also have back yards. This format also has the
flexibility of being either a townhouse (strata) or a rowhouse (fee simple).

 Courtyard (Townhouse): A project on deep lots could be a courtyard style
development, where units face an internal courtyard. The two end units would be
required to face the street. Due to the layout this format could only be a townhouse
(strata), not a rowhouse (fee simple).
Community Feedback on Townhouse/Rowhouse Design Guidelines
Generally, participants were supportive of this form of infill housing. Most of the concerns
raised were in regards to the location of townhouses and rowhouses in the city, rather than on
their design. As outlined in Figure 6, all questions received a high support level (over 75%
Agree).
Figure 5: Summary of Results - Townhouse and Rowhouse Design Guidelines
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Other Feedback on Townhouse/Rowhouse Design Guidelines
The Advisory Planning Commission feedback focused on suggesting additional locations
were townhouses and rowhouses should be permitted in the city.
The development community recommended a higher density for townhouses and rowhouses
to ensure that the project would be economically viable. Flexibility was also seen as an
important factor for ensuring successful projects and for allowing creativity. There was also
a lot of discussion about the impact of sloping properties, especially on how height should be
calculated.
DISCUSSION
This section provides a summary of the proposed changes to the laneway and carriage house
design guidelines, organized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Property Density
Building Separation
Parking Design
Number of Parking Spaces
Small Second Floor

This section focuses on the more substantial changes proposed to the design guidelines for
laneway and carriage houses. Staff would like feedback from Council prior to moving
forward with making these changes.
No major changes are proposed for the design guidelines for townhouses and rowho uses so
these forms are not discussed in this section of the report.
1. Property Density
The design guideline related to property density proposed that the total floor space ratio
(FSR) for single detached dwelling properties remain the same as today (0 .5 FSR). This
would mean that the floor space of the main house plus the laneway/carriage house could not
be more than 0.5 FSR. Where a home is already built to the maximum, a laneway/carriage
house would not be permitted.
The guidelines as initially proposed were based on the following objectives:
 help ensure that these new units could be added in a way that fits the existing
neighbourhood context, by not allowing additional building bulk on a property.
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 incentivise keeping existing houses that are below the maximum density permitted by
providing an alternate way to achieve the maximum.
 not precluding options to incentivize preservation of heritage homes by ensuring that
density incentives for Heritage Revitalization Agreements are still viable and of an
appropriate size for neighbourhoods.
 factor in concerns from the community about the size and bulk of single detached
dwellings currently permitted under existing zoning, by not permitting additional
building bulk.
Proposed Alterations to Property Density Approach
As outlined in the Summary of Feedback section of this report, this design guideline received
the lowest level of support (51% support) of all the proposed guidelines. Due to the feedback
received, to increase the number of eligible properties, and to continue ensuring that all of
the aforementioned design guideline objectives are met, staff proposes modifying the density
permitted, as follows:
 Allowing laneway/carriage houses to use the area which is currently permitted for
detached accessory structures (such as garages), as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.
Home owners would be able to build either a laneway/carriage house OR a garage (or
other detached accessory structure),
 Allowing a small increase in the permitted size of the laneway/carriage house, when
the additional density is “unused” density from the principle dwelling (i.e. the main
house is not built to the maximum density),
 Keeping the proposed 950 square foot maximum size for a laneway/carriage house,

 Considering any further increase through the negotiation of a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement that protects the heritage merit of the principle dwelling,
 Make additional modifications to the existing Zoning Bylaw regulations (described
below) to ensure concerns about building bulk are addressed.

Proposed Alterations to Zoning Bylaw Regulations
There are two principal single detached dwelling district zones on the mainland of New
Westminster, which would need to be amended to implement this approach: RS-1 and NR-1.
A summary of the existing regulations and the proposed alterations are detailed below.
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Summary of Existing Zoning Bylaw Regulations
As outlined in Figures 6 and 7, these zoning districts currently allow a 0.5 floor space ratio
(FSR) for the principal house (with additional conditions requiring basement space and cellar
exemptions in the NR-1 district).
Detached accessory structures such as garages, sheds, carports and workshops are permitted
in addition to the FSR for the principal building. In RS-1 a maximum site coverage of 10% is
permitted for detached accessory structures. In addition, the RS-1 district allows a site
coverage of 10% for attached accessory structures (e.g. attached garages and carports, decks
porches and balconies). In NR-1, the combined total site coverage of detached and attached
accessory structures must not exceed 15%.
Figure 6: RS-1 Zoning District – Illustration of What is Permitted Now

Principle Dwelling:
AND
Attached Accessory Structures :
(e.g. balconies, decks, porches, attached garages)
AND
Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. detached garages, sheds)
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Figure 7: NR-1 Zoning District – Illustration of What is Permitted Now

Principle Dwelling:
AND
Attached and Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. balconies, decks, porches, garages, sheds)

0.4 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.1 Floor Space Ratio for the basement
15% Site Coverage

Summary of Proposed Changes to the Zoning Bylaw Regulations
Implementation of this approach would require the following changes to the Zoning Bylaw
regulations.
 Floor Space Ratio for Detached Accessory Structures or Laneway/Carriage Houses :
Staff proposes using a floor space measure of 0.10 FSR (the equivalent to a site
coverage of 10%) for detached accessory building. This floor space ratio would
replace the current site coverage regulations for detached accessory buildings. Instead
of building a detached accessory structure home owners could choose to build a
laneway/carriage house with the same 0.1 FSR. This would allow a maximum FSR of
0.6 (0.50 + 0.10) on each property.
 Laneway/Carriage House Floor Space Ratio Bonus: Staff proposes allowing an
additional 0.05 FSR for the laneway/carriage house if the principle dwelling was not
build to the maximum (i.e. if the FSR of the main house is 0.45 or lower, an
additional 0.05 FSR could be allocated to the laneway/carriage house). This would
allow a maximum laneway/carriage house FSR of 0.15.
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 Attached Accessory Structures: Staff proposes removing the site coverage measure for
attached accessory structures (decks balconies, attached garages) and replace it with a
maximum deck, balcony and porch calculation to achieve the objective of addressing
building bulk.
 Parking Exemption: Staff proposes removing the floor space ratio exemption for an
attached garage in the RS-1 zone in order to match the existing regulations regulation
in the NR-1 zone.
Figure 8: RS-1 Zoning District – Illustration of Proposed Approach

Principle Dwelling:
AND
Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. detached garages, sheds)
OR
Laneway/Carriage House:
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Figure 9: NR-1 Zoning District – Illustration of Proposed Approach

Principle Dwelling:
AND
Detached Accessory Structures:
(e.g. detached garages, sheds)
OR
Laneway/Carriage House:

0.4 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.1 Floor Space Ratio for the basement
0.1 Floor Space Ratio

0.1 Floor Space Ratio PLUS
0.05 Floor Space Ratio IF the Floor Space Ratio for
the Principle Dwelling is 0.45 or less

Question for Council: Do you support the direction proposed which would allow a
maximum total density of 0.6 FSR for the main house plus a laneway/carriage house,
with no other detached accessory building being permitted?
2. Building Separation
While participants supported the principle of building separation they also wanted there to be
a level of flexibility to make sure that home owners would be eligible to build a
laneway/carriage house. Staff proposes making building separation a guideline (rather than a
regulation) in order for there to be greater flexibility (e.g. a Development Variance Permit
will not be required for a property specific modification). However, staff would like the
guidelines to outline the conditions under which a reduced building separation would be
considered, such as when it would allow a tree to be preserved.
Question for Council: Do you support the direction proposed where building
separation would be made a guideline that includes a list of circumstances (e.g.
protecting a tree) under which the requirement could be reduced?
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4. Number of Parking Spaces
The results of the consultation, which aligns with feedback received during past rounds of
consultation, indicates a preference for allowing three units (principle dwelling, secondary
suite, and laneway/carriage house) and two parking spaces. Staff supports this direction.
Although this option has the potential to have the greatest impact on on-street parking,
requiring three parking spaces would greatly limit the number of eligible properties. Limiting
the number of units of a site (allowing a laneway/carriage house or a secondary suite) is seen
as not achieving the objective of increasing housing choice and could increase the amount of
illegal suites.
Question for Council: Do you support the direction proposed that three dwelling units (a
principle dwelling, secondary suite and laneway house) be permitted and only two
parking spaces be required?
3. Parking Type
Some participants disagreed with the guidelines that indicated that only one enclosed parking
space (garage) would be permitted. Participants felt that more enclosed/garage parking
should be permitted as part of the laneway house building and should not count towards the
total permitted floor space. Some participants wanted this flexibility in order to build a
laneway/carriage house as a second floor above a full garage.
Staff proposed these guidelines as a way to reduce the bulk and size of the laneway house.
This direction helps to meet staff’s objective of addressing concerns from the community
about the size and bulk of single detached dwellings currently permitted by existing zoning,
by not permitting additional building bulk. Additionally, carports and parking pads are more
likely to remain available for parking (or hard surface open space) rather than be converted
to living or storage space. This approach is consistent with how other municipalities which
have permitted laneway/carriage houses have addressed the conversion to dwelling space.
Staff proposes not making changes to the proposed guidelines in this case.
Question for Council: Do you support the direction of maintaining the current guideline
which limits a property with a laneway/carriage house to one enclosed garage parking
space (with the other required space being a parking pad or carport), which would count
towards the Floor Space Ratio?
5. Small Second Floor
Some participants were interested allowing a second floor that is larger than what was
proposed (60% of the size of the first floor). Some felt a higher percentage should be
permitted (e.g. 70%, 80%, or 100%), while others felt that including a restrictive maximum
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percentage would limit creativity. Staff is conducting additional research on how this
regulation is working on other municipalities that have taken the same approach and will
report back to Council.
SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS FOR COUNCIL
Before moving forward with making changes to the design guidelines, staff is seeking
additional direction from Council on the proposed changes.
1. Property Density
Do you support the direction proposed which would allow a maximum total density of
0.6 FSR for the main house plus a laneway/carriage house, with no other detached
accessory building being permitted?
2. Building Separation
Do you support the direction proposed where building separation would be made a
guideline that includes a list of circumstances (e.g. protecting a tree) under which the
requirement could be reduced?
3. Number of Parking Spaces
Do you support the direction proposed that three dwelling units (a principle dwelling,
secondary suite and laneway house) be permitted and only two parking spaces be
required?
4. Parking Type
Do you support the direction of maintaining the current guideline which limits a property
with a laneway/carriage house to one enclosed garage parking space (with the other
required space being a parking pad or carport), which would count towards the Floor
Space Ratio?
NEXT STEPS
Based on the direction received from Council staff will refine the draft Infill Housing Design
Guidelines. Additional minor refinements will be made based on the feedback received
during consultation. One example will be removing the minimum size required for
laneway/carriage houses, which will allow the opportunity for people to build smaller
laneway or carriage houses (if the remainder of the guidelines can be met). Other changes
will be made to help clarify the intent, when feedback indicated that it was not clear. For
example, defining the density permitted in the basement of a townhouse and rowhouse.
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Next Steps Include:
 Determining which guidelines should be implemented as develo pment permit area
design guidelines and which should be implemented as regulations. Those that should
be regulations would be incorporated into the Zoning Bylaw. Those that should be
guidelines would be included in a Development Permit Area in the Official
Community Plan. The basics, such as setbacks, height and density, will be
regulations. As a starting principle staff intends to keep many as guidelines with
certain conditions to be met to allow flexibility as appropriate.
 Adding new categories of guidelines. During the consultation additional categories of
guidelines were suggested. For laneway/carriage house staff will explore new
guidelines for passive house and for single storey projects that would allow aging in
place. For townhouses and rowhouses staff will add additional clarification about
measuring height and regulating basements, taking the impact of sloped sites into
account.
 Implementation Strategy. Staff will develop an implementation strategy for both
housing forms. This work will include creating draft zoning districts, exploring the
best way to implement these new zoning districts, and determining what the approval
process would be for people wanting to build these forms. This research will also
explore what type of trial period would be appropriate, in order to test, assess and
refine the guidelines and regulations.
Staff expects to complete this work over the winter and report back to Council on the
findings in early 2017. After an update to Council the next steps would be to:
 Present revised regulations and guidelines to the New Westminster Design Panel and
Advisory Planning Commission.
 Present to Council the Development Permit Areas and the Zoning Bylaw amendment
bylaw (for first and second readings).
 Public hearing for the Zoning Bylaw amendment bylaw.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The OCP is being developed as a coordinated interdepartmental process, focused on creating
a single, commonly-held vision that is supported by the community and understood by all
potential audiences. Interdepartmental teams are involved with research and analysis, and
will continue to be invited to contribute their insights and feedback.
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OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council provide comment to staff regarding the Infill Housing Design
Guidelines as outlined in the “Summary of Questions for Council” section of this
report, which can be used by staff to create the next draft of the design guidelines.
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.
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Attachment 1
Our Future City Workshop Materials

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LANEWAY AND COACH HOUSE DESIGN:
Building Size
We are considering allowing Laneway and Carriage Houses in
the city. Before we move forward we want to know what you
think about the draft design criteria we have created.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

BUILDING SIZE
What: The size of a laneway/carriage
house would be between 350 and 950
square feet.

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Why: This would allow for a range of
unit sizes while still ensuring that the
new unit is secondary to the main
house.

PROPERTY DENSITY
What: The total floor space permitted
on a property would stay the same. So
the size of a laneway/carriage house
would be limited by the size of the lot and
main house. This means a house built to
maximum density would not be able to
build a laneway/carriage house.
Why: This would allow increased housing
choice while maintaining the existing
neighbourhood character by not allowing
more density than currently permitted.

SMALL SECOND FLOOR
What: The second floor would be
smaller than the first (a maximum of
60% of the size of the first floor).
Why: This would make the building look
shorter and less bulky. It will also allow
more light into surrounding yards.

Photo Credit: Smallworks.ca

BUILDING INTO THE ROOF LINE
What: The second floor would have to
be built into the roof line.
Why: This would allow a more useful
second floor while keeping the building
height lower. It will make the building
less bulky and allow more light into
yards.

Photo Credit: lanefab.com

September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LANEWAY AND COACH HOUSE DESIGN:
Open Space and Landscaping

Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACE

Photo Credit: lanefab.com

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

What: The new laneway/carriage
house would be provided with a private
outdoor space. The space would be
at least 160 square feet, which would
provide room for patio furniture and a
barbeque.

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Why: This would make the unit a more
livable and functional place to live for
the occupant.

UPPER FLOOR OPEN SPACE
What: The laneway/carraige house
could have additional open space on a
second floor balcony but this space has
to be oriented and screened to reduce
overlook.
Why: This would provide additional
outdoor space while maintaining
privacy between homes.

BUILDING SEPARATION
What: The new laneway/carriage
house would be located at the back
of a property. The minimum distance
between the main house and the
laneway/carriage house would be 16
feet.
Why: This would help ensure adequate
open space, light and privacy for the
new unit and the main house.

LANDSCAPING
What: Landscape design should
incorporate stormwater management
and must consider tree protection.
Planted areas would be required
between the laneway house and the
lane.
Why: This would help achieve other
City objectives and would create an
attractive interface between the lane
and the new unit.

September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LANEWAY AND COACH HOUSE DESIGN:
Privacy, Access and Parking

Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

UPPER FLOOR WINDOWS
Main
House

Photo Credit: lanefab.com

New
Unit

Photo Credit: lanefab.com

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

What: Upper level windows would be
designed to minimize overlook into
neighbours’ yards. Windows could be
oriented to the lane or side street (on a
corner lot). Other windows would not
be at eye level (e.g. skylights, clerestory
windows and floor level windows).

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Why: This would protect privacy of
adjacent houses while still allowing
natural light into the unit.

FENCING AND SCREENING
Main
House

New
Unit

What: Fences would be used on the
sides and back of the property to
increase privacy. Landscape screening
would also be encouraged.
Why: This would provide privacy for the
new laneway/carriage house as well as
for adjacent houses.

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
New
Unit

Main House

What: A 3 foot wide path that connects
the new unit to the front street would
be required.
Why: This access route is meant to
make it easy for emergency services,
pizza delivery and visitors to find the
new unit. It would also mean that the
residents of the unit have easy access to
the main street.

PARKING TYPE
What: Parking pads (neither covered
nor enclosed) would be encouraged. A
maximum of one of the space could be
a carport (covered parking). A maximum
of a space would be in a garage (enclosed
parking) but would count towards the
total permitted size of the unit.
Why: Parking pads are preferred since
enclosed garages add building bulk and
can be converted to living or storage
space. Pads can be used for other
purposes (e.g. play space) but are readily
converted back when needed for parking.
September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LANEWAY AND COACH HOUSE DESIGN:
Number of Parking Spaces
We want input on the amount of parking required for Laneway
and Carriage Houses. We think there are three main options,
each with pros and cons. Review the options and let us know
what you think.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Use a dot to rank each of the
options out of five stars.

Single
Detached
Dwelling AND
Secondary
Suite

Carriage
House

Single
Detached
Dwelling AND
Secondary
Suite

Laneway
House

Laneway house example

Carriage House Example

3 UNITS AND 3 PARKING SPOTS
This scenario requires one stall per
unit and is consistent with bylaw
requirements.

1

Pro: It is likely to meet parking
demand on-site and result in less
demand for on-street parking.

2

Con: Properties would need to be
larger to accommodate all the
parking spots, meaning fewer
properties would be eligible
and the potential uptake of this
program will be lower. It could also
mean a reduction in the quality
and quantity of open space.

don’t like

3

4

5

strongly like

This scenario requires one stall per
unit and is consistent with bylaw
requirements.

1

don’t like

Pro: It is likely to meet parking
demand on-site and result in less
demand for on-street parking.

2

Con: It is possible that an illegal
secondary suite would be added
after the Laneway/Carriage House
is approved. This would mean the
parking demand would end up
not being met and the suite might
not be up to safety and livability
standards.

3

Single
Detached
Dwelling
NO
Secondary
Suite

Carriage
House

Single
Detached
Dwelling NO
Secondary
Suite

Laneway
House

Laneway house example

Carriage House Example

2 UNITS AND 2 PARKING SPOTS

4

5

strongly like

1

don’t like

Single
Detached
Dwelling
AND
Secondary
Suite

Single
Detached
Dwelling AND
Secondary
Suite

Carriage
House

Laneway
House

Laneway house example

Carriage House Example

3 UNITS AND 2 PARKING SPOTS
This scenario, which requires two
parking stalls for three units, is
not consistent with current bylaw
requirements.
Pro: More properties may be eligible
due to the reduced standard. It also
means that it more is likely for a
higher quality and quantity of open
space to be provided.
Con: Since the parking demand
would likely not met on-site, there
might be an impact on on-street
parking.

2

3

4

5

strongly like
September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

TOWNHOUSE AND ROWHOUSE DESIGN:
Street Fronting Projects
We are considering allowing Laneway and Carriage Houses in
the city. Before we move forward we want to know what you
think about the draft design criteria we have created.

STREET FRONTING PROJECT TYPE
What: All of the units on shallow midblock lots would face the street.

Lane

Why: This is a traditional form that
creates an attractive streetscape with
front doors and yards. Units also have
back yards. This format also has the
flexibility of being be either a rowhouse
(fee simple ownership) or a townhouse
(strata ownership).

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Street

FRONT SETBACK

19 Feet

14 Feet

What: The front yard setback for centre
units would be 14 feet, which is more
typical of a townhouse development.
The front yard setback for end units
would be 19 feet, which is closer to what
is require for single detached dwellings.
Why: These setbacks would help new
townhouses fit in with neighbouring
single detached dwellings, while still
maximizing the usable open space
behind the townhouse units.

SIDE SETBACK
What: The side yard between buildings
would be 6 feet, which is larger than
what is required for a single detached
dwelling.
6 Feet

Why: This setback would help reduce
shadowing on neighbours and optimize
daylight between buildings. It would
also allow a planted buffer in the side
yard.
6 Feet

September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

TOWNHOUSE AND ROWHOUSE DESIGN:
Courtyard Projects

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

COURTYARD PROJECT TYPE
What: A project on deep lots could be
a courtyard style development, where
units face an internal courtyard. The
two end units would be required to face
the street. The permitted size of the
development would be slightly higher
than a street-facing project.

Lane

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Why: This format would allow deep lots
to be used efficiently, which helps makes
the economics of the project work. The
two end units would also create an
attractive streetscape.

Street

COURTYARD SIDE SETBACK
What: The side yard between buildings
would be 14 feet, which is larger than
what is required for a single detached
dwelling.

14 Feet

Street

Lane

Why: This setback would help reduce
shadowing on neighbours and optimize
daylight between buildings. This area
would also be open space for townhouse
units.

14 Feet

COURTYARD FRONT SETBACK
What: The front yard setback for centre
units would be 14 feet, which is typical
of a townhouse development.

14
Feet

Street

Lane

Why: This setback would ensure that
new townhouses would help to create
an attractive streetscape with front
doors and yards.

14
Feet

September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

TOWNHOUSE AND ROWHOUSE DESIGN:
Building Size

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

BUILDING SIZE
Street

Lane

What: The maximum frontage (property
width) of a project would be 150 feet
which will limit the scale and number of
properties that can be consolidated into
one project. This also limits the number of
units possible.

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Why: This would make sure that these are
small projects that fit next to and across
the street from single detached dwellings.

BUILDING HEIGHT
What: Units can be up to 2½ floors. For
street fronting projects, the end units on
could only be 2 floors due to their closer
proximity to neighbouring houses.
Why: This would make livable units
while also ensuring that these new
townhouses work well as neighbours to
single detached dwellings.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACE

Open
Space

What: Private outdoor space would be
located in the backyard of each unit.
The space would be a minimum of 160
square feet.
Why: This would ensure the units are
livable and functional.

LANDSCAPING
What: Landscape design should
incorporate stormwater management
and must consider tree protection.
Planted areas would be encouraged
within the parking area to break up the
size of continuous parking.
Why: This would help achieve other City
objectives such as tree protection and
stormwater management.

FENCING AND SCREENING
What: Fences would be required
between back yards to increase privacy
of the private outdoor space. Landscape
screening would also be encouraged.
Why: This would provide privacy for the
each of the units as well as for adjacent
homes.
September - October 2016

OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

TOWNHOUSE AND ROWHOUSE DESIGN:
Parking

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Use a dot to tell use whether you
agree or disagree with the direction
proposed. Use Post-It Notes to tell
us why.

PARKING DESIGN
What: Parking pads (which aren’t
covered or enclosed) would be
encouraged. A detached carport (i.e. that
is separate from the building) would be
permitted but the size (number of stalls)
per carport would be limited.

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Why: Parking pads are preferred they
do not add building bulk and can’t be
converted to storage space. It is also use
for other uses (e.g. play space) but are
readily converted back when needed for
parking.

TOWNHOUSE PARKING
What: Townhouse projects would be
required to provide one stall per unit
plus one visitor parking space.
Why: Parking for a townhouse is in a
common area which is shared by all the
owners. This shared parking area can
include visitor parking which could be
used by a visitor of any unit.

ROWHOUSE PARKING
What: Rowhouse project would be
required to provide one space per unit.
No visitor parking is required.
Why: Each rowhouse would be on
its own property (even though the
unit shares walls with other units).
One parking space is provided on the
property of each unit and no visitor
parking is included as there is no
common (shared) space to locate it.

September - October 2016

Attachment 2
Summary of Consultation Activities

SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES
Our Future City Workshops
The purpose of these events was to get community feedback on the first draft of the land
use designation map. Community members were invited to any one of the events to learn
more about the draft map, which shows the types and locations of land uses that will be
encouraged over the next 25 years.
The same material was presented at each of the morning and afternoon sessions.
Community members could attend whichever session worked best for them regardless of
location. Childcare was provided at each event, which was run by staff from the Parks
and Recreation Department. The fact that childcare would be offered was included in the
event advertisements so that parents knew the option was available to them. The
childcare was well used. Coffee, water and light snacks were provided at each event.
Each participant also got a discount at a food truck.
These events were seen as a success. The event format worked well and achieved the
objective of getting detailed feedback regarding the draft land use designation map. A
large amount of feedback was gathered, questions were answered, and community
members were able to hear what each other thought of the scenarios.
The raw notes from the events are included in Attachment 3.
Event Details
1. Saturday, September 24, 2016 at Lord Kelvin School
Morning Session Attendance: approximately 115 people
Afternoon Session Attendance: approximately 55 people
2. Saturday, October 1, 2016 at Connaught Heights School
Morning Session Attendance: approximately 70 people
Afternoon Session Attendance: approximately 70 people
3. Saturday, October 15, 2016 at Richard McBride School
Morning Session Attendance: approximately 85 people
Afternoon Session Attendance: approximately 100 people
Event Format
 Open house (30 minutes) – Participants reviewed and provided feedback on
presentation boards with the draft vision, goals, and policies. Presentation boards
on the Infill Housing Design Guidelines were also displayed.

 Welcome and Introduction Presentation (30 minutes) – The presentation provided
background and summarized the purpose of the workshop and the OUR CITY
process.

 Table Discussion (50 minutes) – Participants spent time at a table, at which a staff
member reviewed the land use designation map with a focus on one of the
following areas:
o
o
o
o
o

McBride Sapperton and Massey Victory Heights
Moody Park, Glenbrooke North and Queen’s Park
Brow of the Hill
West End and Connaught Heights
22nd SkyTrain Station area

Participants started by introducing themselves and what their interest in the area
was before beginning to discuss and provide feedback on the map.

 Closing Comments (10 minutes)

 Open House (30 minutes) – Participants had additional time to provide any last
comments on the materials, and to ask staff any unanswered questions.
Consultation Materials (see Attachment 1)
 Vision, Goals and Policy Boards asked people to review each of the components
and provide feedback regarding anything that was missing, redundancies, or
suggestions for different language.
 The “How is the Different” Board outlined the changes between the map in the
current Official Community Plan and the draft future land use designation map.
 Land Use Map Colour Definitions Boards provided detail about what the colours
on the Map mean, and what land uses would be permitted. Pictures were used to
give participants a better idea of what the land use could look like.
 The Future Land Use Map Board presented the land use designation map and
outlined the most common land use designations.
 Infill Housing Boards used illustrations, photos and words to highlight the key
criteria included in the. The feedback from these boards will be outlined in a
future Council report.
Advertising
The advertising for the events began three weeks prior to the first event. The events were
advertised through:
 Postcards that were sent to all owners, tenants and businesses in the City.
 Postcards that will be distributed to the schools so they could be sent to parents of
students.
 Postcards and posters were distributed to Residents’ Association Presidents at the
Residents’ Association Forum.
 Postcards and posters were distributed to and displayed at City facilities.
 Ads in the Record, including a post-it note on the front page directing people to
the page the ad was on.













Ads on Record online.
Notices in CityPage (in print and online)
Ads on the City’s billboards.
Audience specific Facebook ads.
Posts on both the City’s Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Updated posted on the City website under “What’s Happening” and on the project
page (www.newwestcity.ca/ourcity).
Invitations sent to the OUR CITY mailing list.
Invitations sent to members of City Committees and Residents’ Associations.
Presentations were made to relevant City Committees and the Residents’
Association Forum.
Advisory Group members helped promote the events through their social
networks.
Media coverage also helped promote and draw more people to these events.

Demographics
The first display boards presented at the events asked participants to tell use a little bit
about themselves. Answering the questions was voluntary, but the majority of people did
provide information. The purpose of asking the questions was to better understand
whether the respondents were representative of the city as a whole. The tables below
compare the information provided by participants to data from the 2011 Census or
National Household Survey. The key findings include:
 Young people (under 35) where under-represented
 Middle aged people (between 51-65) were over-represented
 Renters were significantly under-represented
 Brow of the Hill was under-represented
 Connaught Heights and Glenbrooke North were over represented (and less so
West End)
Additional antidotal questions (that cannot be compared to statistics) were asked. Some
of the findings from these questions included:
 The majority (63%) of people that attended have lived in New Westminster for
more than 10 years.
 The majority of participants were part of a household that was either a family with
kids (41%) or a couple (33%).
 The majority of people (60%) expected to be living in the same home they do
now.

Table A: Summary of Results: What is Your Age?

AGE

19 and
below
20-35
36-50
51-65
66 and
above

Percent of
September
24 (Lord
Kelvin)
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
(Connaught
Heights)
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
(Richard
McBride)
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011
Census)

Difference

0%

2%

3%

2%

18%

-16%

14%
19%
45%
23%

7%
26%
42%
23%

15%
32%
35%
14%

12%
26%
40%
19%

24%
25%
21%
13%

-12%
1%
19%
3%

Table B: Summary of Results: Are You a Renter or an Owner?

Own
Rent

Percent of
September
24 (Lord
Kelvin)
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
(Connaught
Heights)
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
(Richard
McBride)
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011 NHS)

Difference

92%
8%

90%
10%

93%
7%

92%
8%

56%
44%

36%
-36%

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011
Census)

Difference

12%

23%

-11%

Table C: Summary of Results: Where Do You Live?

Percent of
September
24 (Lord
Kelvin)
Respondent
s

Percent of
October 1
(Connaught
Heights)
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
(Richard
McBride)
Respondents

Brow of the
Hill

18%

9%

Connaught
Heights

5%

35%

4%

14%

3%

11%

Downtown

5%

6%

1%

4%

17%

-13%

Glenbrooke
North

12%

16%

18%

15%

6%

9%

Massey
Victory
Heights

3%

1%

8%

4%

5%

-1%

McBride
Sapperton

5%

4%

40%

17%

16%

1%

Moody Park

23%

6%

6%

12%

8%

4%

Queen’s
Park

5%

7%

7%

7%

4%

3%

Queensboro
ugh

5%

1%

1%

3%

11%

-8%

West End

18%

14%

6%

13%

7%

6%

Table D: Summary of Results: How Long Have You Lived in New Westminster

AGE
Less than one
year
1-4 years
5-10 years
Over 10 years
I don’t live in
New West

Percent of
September 24
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

10%

4%

12%

9%

10%
12%
68%

13%
12%
71%

19%
18%
51%

14%
14%
63%

0%

0%

1%

0%

Table E: Summary of Results: Describe Your Household

AGE
Single Person
Couple
Roommates
Family with
Kids
Empty Nester
Other?

Percent of
September 24
Respondents
16%
31%
1%
39%

Percent of
October 1
Respondents
18%
22%
1%
46%

Percent of
October 15
Respondents
6%
47%
1%
37%

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents
13%
33%
1%
41%

9%
4%

12%
1%

7%
2%

9%
3%

Table F: Summary of Results: Where do you hope to be living in the future?

AGE
Living in the same place
Living in a smaller place in
New West
Living in a larger place in New
West
Living outside of New West
Other?

Percent of
September 24
Respondents
51%
12%

Percent of
October 1
Respondents
51%
17%

Percent of
October 15
Respondents
76%
9%

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents
60%
13%

22%

13%

8%

14%

7%
7%

16%
4%

1%
5%

8%
5%

Infill Housing Design Guidelines Online Survey
At the same time as the workshops, an online survey focused on the draft Infill Housing
Design guidelines was launched. The survey was posted from September 22, 2016 to
October 23, 2016. In total, 215 people provided feedback through the survey.
A copy of the survey questions and the raw notes are included in Appendix 4.
Advertising
The survey was advertised through Facebook ads. Emails were also sent to the OUR
CITY mailing list, residents’ associations and City committees. The project webpage,
Facebook and Twitter were also used for promotion. Information was posted on the
project webpage and on the City’s home page (under “What’s Happening”). Participants
at events were also made aware that the online survey was another way to provide input.
Demographics
Three voluntary demographic questions were asked at the end of the survey. The
questions help staff understand whether the respondents were representative of the city as
a whole. The tables below compare the information provided by participants to data from
the 2011 Census or National Household Survey. The key findings include:
 Children and youth (under 20) where under-represented and less so seniors (over
66)
 Middle aged people (between 36-65) were over-represented
 Renters were significantly under-represented
 Brow of the Hill was under-represented
 Glenbrooke North and the West End were over represented
Table G: Summary of Results: What is Your Age?

AGE

Percent of
Respondents

Percent of
Residents (2011
Census)

Difference

20 and below

<1%

18%

-18%

20-35

27%

24%

3%

36-50

45%

25%

20%

51-65

20%

21%

1%

66 and above

7%

13%

-6%

Table H: Summary of Results: Do You Rent, Own or Neither?

Percent of
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
NHS)

(2011

Difference

Own

87%

56%

31%

Rent

13%

44%

-31%

Table I: Summary of Results: What Neighbourhood Do You Live In?

Percent of
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011
Census)

Difference

Brow of the Hill

7%

23%

-16%

Connaught Heights

6%

3%

3%

Downtown

3%

17%

-14%

Glenbrooke North

11%

6%

5%

Massey Victory Heights

2%

5%

-3%

McBride Sapperton

14%

16%

2%

Moody Park

5%

8%

-3%

Queen’s Park

5%

4%

1%

Queensborough

1%

11%

-10%

West End

14%

7%

7%

Outside of the City

32%

Attachment 3
Excerpt of Raw Notes from
Our Future City Workshops

RAW NOTES FROM OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOPS
Laneway House / Carriage House Design Guidelines
Building Size
 allow smaller, starting at 250
 too small at 250 sqft
 Consider some 1000ft, based on lot size
 In the west end and other areas there are several garages which are suitable to be
converted to laneway homes. In order to avoid having to demolish these structures to
allow construction of a new laneway home, the new guidelines must be flexible and
allow for some concessions for existing buildings, subject to certain limits. Specifically,
how you count the floor-space taken by built in parking garage space will be an issue. In
the example provided the floor space exceeds 950sqft. A concession should be allowed
for the parking space that was included in the building when completed. converting into a
carport doesn’t make sense.
 really like this kind of housing, small and boutique
 perfect type of design
 too restrictive, Vancouver allows 1020 sqft
 allow smaller than 350 sqft
 define sqft min + frontage for LWH
 LWH need to have ability to have 2 rooms at least 900 sqft to be livable
 consider larger LWH 1200 sqft
 increase coach house size to maximize space and owner incentives
 consider basement in LWH especially on sloped lot scenarios
Property Density
 Allow bonus for heritage homes
 too limited, Vancouver allows laneway homes to be 16% of lot area
 some consideration for more sqft to support limited development feasibility
 probably shouldn’t allow a huge house with 1 or 2 suites in basement to do a laneway. An
older smaller home that wants a laneway and a bit of an addition should be looked at
 allow extra FSR for laneway houses above and beyond 0.5 FSR
 combined house and laneway max 65% FSR
 I think 10% more density should be added for laneway home with garage. Bby is 60%
Van is 70%
 55% is better
 will families find the size limit attractive
 it depends on lot size
 FSR for LWH CH needs to be increased, should just do on % of lot instead
 FSR 0.5 for laneways too low, 16% in Vancouver
 FSR should be additional for coach house or laneway house
 higher FSr to build laneway






yes to larger more square footage to allow families to stay in New West while having a
mortgage helper
this is not affordable housing, and we want to increase affordability
up to avail FSR disagree

Small Second Floor
 allow bigger. Streetscape along lane not so important, also consider light into backyard
 you should allow houses to have same size 2nd floor, easier to build passive houses
 same size second floor - good idea
Building into Roofline
 We have a big garage. No issues with light. No issues with us or neighbours
Private Outdoor Space
 Maintain suitable outdoor lighting in the lanes to maintain safety in the lanes
 private outdoor space should be recommended not required, same for plantings /
landscaping
 This private outdoor space would likely be used for parking
 This private outdoor space will probably be a parking pad
 what if laneway is for family? Shared space?
 plants at laneway 160sqft patio? Combine it with 100 sq not necessary optimal
 have the parking pad double as outdoor space? 160sqft a bit much for most lots
 make a laneway committee? To observe the growth?
 case by case study, review design to match the cultural landscape
Upper Floor open Space
 can the outdoor space be on 2nd floor only? I agree with this
Building Separation
 Building separation -allow variances to make it work
 Need flexibility depending on current lot/house/tree location
 this is vary dependent on the location of the existing house, too many variables
 too restrictive for older houses on situated mid-lot
 setbacks separation on a case by case basis
 not all lots would allow for this (16 ft) agree, most wouldn’t
 also consider coach carriage house on the side on main house, for lot size that is
horizontal rather than vertical
Landscaping
 stormwater management yes, required planting, no. Two separate items
 A few potted plants, that’s it
 How many laneways can support planting in between house and lane? Seems like lane
space is an issue
 thick topsoil, bricks not pavement, disconnect downspouts
 landscaping - mandate permeable surface






Do we want what Vancouver is suffering from? Bad
lack of trees and greenery become the new norm, sadly
native plants only
then need space for plants, but can close space for 13ft between main house, appealing
aesthetically

Upper Floor Windows
 At least allow glass block windows at side to let is light without having to put them at eye
level
 and in case of fire?
Fencing & Screening
 landscape screening yes, high no visibility not peekaboo or old good neighbours fencing
 Yuck, I want laneway tenants to enjoy backyard, they can have their own section too
 should be recommended, not required.
 Agree, recommend only
Pedestrian Access
 How do you easily do this? Can the path join the house path? Do you have to cut a
separate staircase in a 70 yr old retaining wall?
 In most cases this is a desirable requirement, exceptions should be allowed where needed
 Agree, recommend only
 3 feet is not enough, 1 meter minimum. 4-5 feet would be better. Emergency crews
require more room with all their gear
 access to the lane is good enough
 access to the lane is good enough - Good point
 access to the lane is good enough - I agree
 Good but allow for challenges with existing house walkways, trees etc.
 if have lane then don’t need
Parking Type
 Agree, don’t count garage into floor space
 Where do you expect all those people to park with no garage?
 When the laneway house includes an enclosed garage, then the size will overall should be
larger, as long as same living space is within the size limit
 Main house 2x cars, laneway 2x cars, 1 spot in back doesn’t. 3 in front. No parking
 The square footage of a parking garage built into a laneway house should not count
equally towards the permitted size as the living space does
 if house is a corner lot and big enough lot, ok to put second driveway at side
 im split, yes parking pads are great to decrease congestion, but what happens to green
backyards, more becomes paved
 open carport does not address storage needs of laneway residents, sports equipment, tools

General
 laneway houses must not become separate property, must always be a rental or secondary
accommodation for family of main house residents
 Good idea. Cannot sell laneway house.
 no to carriage houses, yes to lane houses with back lanes a must. Parking on site
proportional to lot size

Laneway House / Carriage House Parking Requirements
Three Units and Three Parking Spaces
 laneway vehicles tend to park parallel to the lane
 This option will greatly reduce the eligible properties in the city for laneway carriage
development
 for coach and laneway housing scenarios there should be a requirement for 3 parking
spots
 3 unit allowed means too many cars! Already have problems with 2 units in the west end
Two Units and Two Parking Spaces
 coach house OR basement suite but not both (2 parking spots) for "single family"
neighbourhoods
 this should be implemented far from train so residents will not take street parking
 2u/2p parking spots should only be allowed near train station or other parts of new west
Three Units and Two Parking Spaces
 2 spots! Not 3
 Only in conjunction with better public transportation
 Ride sharing and autonomous cars are likely to reduce the need for personal cars. Cars
are parking 96% of the time. Utilization will increase
 Only in conjunction with better public transportation
 young people aren’t as interested in driving than older generation. Also self driving cars
are coming. Don’t think well need as much parking in the future
 we need to ensure the entire property is not paved in order to accommodate maximum
parking (5?6?7? Cars)
 Will we be car dependent in the future? Can we imagine housing with no parking?
 want 1 spot only
 laneway houses with suite 2 parking spaces
 can we have laneway houses with no parking? Not everyone drives
 no need for dedicated parking close to transit
 especially near train station
 use transit less cars
 allow even one car space - open air for laneway houses within 10 min walk of skytrain
 we are seeking more housing along transport routes, parking is not a prerequisite in this
scenario

Townhouse & Rowhouse Comments
Street Fronting Projects
 more of these should be fee simple not strata
 front facing units make streets more interesting and walkable - big fan!
 what about lots with significant slopes? Would front back designs work better
Side Setback
 please allow some experimentation for zero line development, makes a lot of sense reference Netherlands
 those of us wanting to downsize from a detached house need a small yard - this is a great
option
Front Setback
 More social interaction happens when front yards are shallow, brownstone example east
coast
 What if neighbours also become a townhouse. Too much concern for street scape, too
much regulation
Courtyard Projects
 in exchange for efficient use of space, what about designing a space for community
events, ie BBQ patio
 consideration for stacked townhouse with lock off suites in higher density areas
 we need more of these types of development, so need to make them feasible
 what size lots would these be?
Building Size
 ensuring age friendly units with options, to enable age-in-place within the neighbourhood
 minimum unit sizes. Families come with a lot of stuff. What is livable
 increasing density by 5x is not acceptable ever
 so could you have a few townhouse properties on a block, or just one
Private Outdoor Space
 less front yard space, more backyard space for activity and privacy
 less front yard space, agreed 3x
Landscaping
 Roof runoff should also be managed onsite, swales, thick topsoil, green roofs, etc
 stronger wording, direction needed for tree canopy
 if this style is built next to heritage house it will destroy that 1 by 1
Parking Design
 don’t re-invent the wheel. Incorporate wins from other places doing this 50+ years
 parking pads should be encouraged
 parking pads a plus! Used for gardens as I hope less drivers in the future
 we like our cars - high volume of people takes that space away











parking pads should be required - unless a separate garage is built onsite
parking pads must be permeable, lattice or bricks
allows for people with cars to utilize the space
mandatory permeable surface
could have covers but be open on sides but no drain spouts, rain stays on site
How do you plan on encouraging this
if people use for storing their crap instead of cars, cluttered unattractive, will you regulate
that?
stop worrying about parking, next generation will use transit / how can you be so sure?

Townhouse Parking
 for the amount of time visitors are present, they should park on the street. Dedicated
space on a lot will be wasted
 1 visitor parking stall is not enough
 need more parking than this
 is this the trend with a current car usage, ie no car or car share?
 allow enclose parking for storage of lawnmower, hockey gear, bikes and strollers. Single
family houses along the same lane will have detached garages so why limit TH?
 TH should have garage space like single dwelling units, maybe side by side
 visitor parking very difficult to accommodate in small townhouse development
 one stall
 as long as visitor parking stays as visitor parking unlike what has happened in many
condos
Rowhouse Parking
 it would be great to have rowhouse as an option
 most families have 2 cars
 I like the idea of "own" property, but maybe parking stall could accommodate 2 cars?
 with row houses there will be no open space
General
 would like to see townhouse at edge of single family neighbourhoods, only as opposed to
midblock, but works for brow of the hill
 rowhouses defined as fee simple - you own the land your home is on, Townhouses are
strata
 Keep ours a community. Learn why Vancouverites are leaving
 pre-zoning is a big concern
 Rowhouses are a great affordable alternative
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RAW NOTES FROM ONLINE SURVEY
Laneway House / Carriage House Design Guidelines
Access Requirements
 But, this should not be a dedicated access....shared access with the main house is
perfectly acceptable.
 Consideration of lane way access makes more sense. Long concrete access paths to front
streets contributes to impervious surfaces and reduces CO2 sequestration
 Corner lots or double fronting lots might have better access from the side or rear street.
 I think streets with laneway houses should be getting street addresses to make it a proper
living space. Access from the front through the main houses entryways can negatively
affect privacy for main house. And may require more fencing and reduction of play space
of residents.
 I think the objective should be easy access; not necessarily access from the front (by
walking past the main house, thus eliminating privacy). If the development can provide
easy access (for emergency vehicles or pizza delivery), and vehicle parking; why must
there also be access to the front?
 In general I agree. However the picture is misleading. Direct line of sight to the street
should not be required.
 Many of NW 'lanes' are actually separate streets and LWH can have unique street address
on secondary street
 Most laneway houses in Vancouver just access the laneway house through the back lane,
so I don't see why this would be necessary.
 Pervents smaller 4000 sq ft lots from possibly having carriage home like Vancouver.
Surrey is 3000 sq ft lot which is a bit too small
 Pictured yard may be an invitation to crime
 This is easily done for new builds where the main house and laneway house are being put
in but may be almost impossible for existing homes to add to due to current layout
without having foot traffic passing through the main house private living area. Would be
better for laneway houses to have identifying address (add LW-west to home address)
 This should only be a requirement if the new unit is a second unit at the back of a
property with no lane access. There needs to be some flexibility.
 Who owns the path? Lane way home owner or main house owner?
 Yes, if a driveway fulfills this requirement.
 Access would be on the side street or alley
 Don't need to provide free access to main street for laneway vistors and residents
 For one there should be no laneway unit if no laneway. The laneway is the access and
where housing is present the lnaeway should be a roadway - even if width makes it a oneway road. This restriction again, limits laneway housing where current structures exist
and house footprint does not allow for this 3 ft lane. this devalues heritage homes and it
should be unnecessary where laneway is properly maintained and upgraded to roadway
status.
 i think you already on the whole have that around most homes, this would eat up even
more real estate. laneways would not require that ,cottages would













Many lanes in New Westminster actually have names. This is a great opportunity make
lane houses face and orient to lane, activating those spaces and maintaining privacy along
side of main houses. For those houses who do not have a named lane, then yes 3 ft guide
is great.
Often when an ambulance is called, two ambulances and the fire truck arrives blocking
the street completely making congestion impossible.
Pizza delivery...really? Other services I get but pizza? Yep right up there with police fire
and ambulance- 2 of 3 services I have used in 26 years of living in the same house. Well
come to think of it, I have ordered pizza more than 3 times. Good idea, sidewalks for the
pizza guy or girl (it's always been a guy BTW) Maybe the postie would have been a
better comment but thanks for the laugh.
Terrible idea. Access should be easy, but not by "taking away" private areas of the main
house. That walkway from the front might pass right by bedroom windows. Just make
sure access guidelines are in place but don't dictate that it has to be from front nor pass by
main house. This one is really dumb, sorry.
There needs to be more flexibility regarding access, although I agree with the principle I
don't think that a single prescribed design solution will always accomplish the best
overall result
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
Why not access just to lane that it rests on ?
Why would this be relevant if the laneway home looks out on an accessible back alley?

Building into Roofline
 Again, I don't think laneway houses should be that elaborate. No second floor period.
 Allow some flexibility for low sloped and flat roofs
 Constraining the majority of program to the ground floor would probably be best for
downsizing boomers: fewer stairs and less house to maintain.
 I love the idea of the option to add housing on the property. This way, some families may
be able to stay together without the need to acquire more land.
 I really like this idea. I would be opposed to any laneway or carriage homes which did
not have to build into the roof line. The alternative is to have a three story equivalent
structure next to your property which would be incredibly imposing and would have a
significant and negative impact on the neighborhood.
 Make them bigger so they can accommodate a family. Possibly up to 1500 sq ft on two
floors
 Special consideration and flexibilty should be offered to homes on steep lots = lots with
large elvation difference from fronthe to back = a means for home owner to provide city
with alternative home design on steep slope that still respects the intention of livability
and sight lines.
 adds more character
 Clarify the ownership of the CH, and whether the main home would allow suites.
 I agree. However, I home that owners have a option to design homes to their preference. I
find the modern look is very attractive (i.e. the room is almost flat).

















Provide more options. There should be no one size fits all. Provide flexibility for more
Eco friendly innovations and designs. Allow for creativity with design and living space.
The current roofline allotted for a garage is a very shallow pitch. Wouldn't be able to add
a second floor within this guidline
"There needs to before choic and variety than the one model, height restrictions need to
be determined. I agree there should be no ""big box"". Consideration should
Be given for outdoor living space area in 2nd level. "
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
This does make sense but the upper floor would be hot in summer. Not the greenest
choice to build into the attic space.
To reiterate my comment on the previous question, I do not understand why you are even
entertaining the idea of restricting the design of lane way homes. Many small homes/
laneway homes are being built with the capability for rooftop gardens or outdoor living
space. As citizens, we do not need counsel to be prescriptive with housing design.
Understandably this protects against a "big box" but must also allow for creativity and
building innovation
While agreeing that this guideline apply at the gable ends it should not necessary be
applied at the central part of the roof, provided that max height restrictions are complied
with

Building Separation
 12 ft would be enough.
 Again....to many rules. The size of lot in New Westminster varies tremendously. There
are lots where this separation would prohibit a new residence. Again, each homeowner
should be able to create the space they want to meet their needs and desires.
 Agree with the idea but there may be cases where an alternative layout might work. For
example, someone with a narrow home on a 50-60+ ft wide lot may be able to locate a
coachhouse beside their primary home but only with 4 ft of separation on either side,
which would be allowed if subdividing. Another case would be a similar situation where
the coachhouse is offset from the primary home. Perhaps separation could be measured in
another way or flexibility could be provided for these situations. Also, allow for
relaxations for character homes.
 Good greif we are closer side by side to the next house than this. Are you trying to make
it impossible to build a laneway or carriage house?
 I think any shadowing would be less than overgrown trees which often occurs.
 Many older homes do not maximize the width of their lots = have significantly large side
yards. A 15 foot minimum would would overly impact thesee older homes = encouraging
people to tear down old homes
 Privacy is in the eyes of the homeowner. Some people don't care if the next unit is close
to their main house
 Setbacks from rear yard and side yard should also be larger than normal to protect
neighbours.

























Some large corner lots may have the main house oriented differently, so there should be
flexibility to allow a laneway house to be built beside it -but the criteria should be limited
to corner lots.
The depth of the lot should determine the min separation. 16 ft as bare min but more for
larger lots.
The minimum should be at least 25 ft.
This may penalize existing homes.
This would not allow this type of construction on many existing lots.
We should ensure that this does not create conflict with laneway parking (garage or open)
in a way that reduces homeowners to one-or-the-other decisions. Perhaps geometric
relaxations could accomodate integrating parking with laneway units.
16 ft seems really close.
Does it have to be minimum of 16 feet? I feel this can be a grey area, if owner wants 14
feet separation based on the lot, does this get denied??
Exclude decks from the separation distance
i would like to see the set back at the front of main house reduced so there would be more
room between homes
Most SFRs are not 16 feet apart in my neighbourhood. This not take into account
irregular shaped lots. 6 feet is enough.
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
This could limit opportunitys for people with small lots and limit their ability to provide
housing for elderly parents or children. unless there is a fire hazard, there should not be
restrictions
this is should be more of a guiding rule as such measure can devalue existing properties
where limitations are present - especially with heritage homes
This may cause the owner to tear down the older home that is set back to far on the lot.
We would like to see the character homes helped to remain to preserve the character that
this city is know for.
What happens if there is no back lane and these secondary units back onto someone's
back yard? Privacy of single family homes and neighbourhoods should not be
compromised. Build density in the appropriate designated areas and stop changing the
OCP original designations!!
why would you choose 16 feet? 10 feet seems much more inclusive. Why should families
on smaller lots not be able to build a laneway home to house family? It would be fair to
assume that lower income families are living on smaller lots and would have a increased
financial need to accommodate family.

Building Size
 150 feet seems small - three regular lots? Why not longer, it is character- dependent on
streets.
 200ft would be seem OK on a major thoroughfare.
 350 is too small, 450 minimum
 Allow them to be bigger so they can accommodate a family. Possibly up to 1500 sq ft on
two floors




































City of Vancouver has allowed laneway houses for years.
frontage needs to be larger.
Given the variety of lot sizes in New Westminster, we should be encouraging developers
to purchase a consolidate lots to create effective, attractive, and efficient developments.
I think that the size limit for Laneway house should be around 700 square feet at the
most.
I would like to see options larger than 950 square feet.
Limiting the size of projects to 150 feet and 8-10 homes ensures only "low cost" builders
will take on such projects. This means neighborhoods full of cheaply built small
townhome developments that will start to drag down the value of the homes around them.
Also, organizing a strata around 8-10 homes is much more difficult than organizing a
strata of 40-100 homes. The townhome / rowhome frontage should be 500 feet (or an
entire city block) and builders should be allowed to create 36-50 townhomes depending
on the size of the lots.
limits to linear length of projects will adversely impact viability from a development
perspective and potentially limit supply of this important housing type
Not in favour of these types of projects
Please do not change the 5th St. - 6th St from single family to townhouse zoning.
Strongly oppose.
Revise minimum floor area from 350 sq ft to 200 sq ft
Should be higher. Say 200 or 250 feet, possibly requiring more than one building.
smaller is better-- but with the right design it would be acceptable (and perhaps
preferable) to have a series of townhouses along a street, rather than a 4 or 5 unit
townhouse dropped down in amongst pre-existing houses and ending up looking totally
out of place
these should be restricted to medium infill neighbourhoods.
Would like to see max size increased to 1200 sqft.
Yes please. Full block projects, even at modest geometries, tend to ruin the diversity of a
block.
You should alllow laneway houses to be upto the size of the main house
350 is too small a living space. 450-1200 is better.
Front / Back duplex situations should be considered ..... drop the upper limit of sq. ft.
Ideally larger house (800-950 square feet). It would not be adequate to have a space that
is small like 350 square feet. I would hope that there would be some leniency when trying
to build a decent size carriage home. It would be unfortunate if people are forced to make
350 square feet homes when a lot is able to accommodate larger home
Need to increase Max size slightly, for lots that can accommodate more.
on larger lots I would agree with larger than 950 square ft. I have looked at Vancouver
and they allow up to 1200 sq ft
Parking for laneway/carriage house must be included in square footage of 350-950.
The size limit should only include living space. If the buidling includes a parking garage,
it should not be included in the floor space
why is 350 sq ft the set minimum? Tiny houses are very livable and can be less than half
the proposed minimum square footage.
Why not have the ability to be flexible, depending on the space of the lot?














350 square feet seems way too small for living quarters. minimum should be at least 500
square feet
If we build a laneway house we would have to move our two cars, which we still put into
a garage, onto the street, along with rental from the tenants to also put cars onto the street.
You cannot drive through the streets now. One of your staff suggested we walk or bike
to the grocery store,,,which is 1K away. We are pushing 80 years old....do you think that
this is an option??
Lane way house should be a minimum of 600 square feet. Especially when a garage is
included. Living space should be a minimum of 400
Seems restrictive, should be based on lot size and family needs
Sizes should be dépendant on lit size and utilization of space. Perhaps two small same
size homes front and back.
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
upto 1200sq on large lots

Fence Screening
 I agree but not to the heights and opacities of your examples. While 'nice' looking, they
discourage neighbourly social contact and would actually conceal a break-in attempt.
 I dont necessary agree screening b/w main house and laneway, but increasing screening
between other neighbours and back alley should be maintained
 If family lives in the laneway house then shared space without fences or landscape
screening might be preferred.
 lower fences would be OK too. Let neighbours chose. Provide a max.
 not sure it is necessary to have 6 foot high fences -- yes, provides some privacy, but also
increases vulnerability to criminal activity  Once again....too many rules. Each owner should make decisions based on their needs.
 Perhaps a larger shared-space is ideal: less individual landscaping requirements
(everyone owning a mower, trimmer, etc), and more space to play.
 Privacy yes but not isolation. No 8 foot fences
 Screening and fencing between the main house and the laneway should not be a
requirement.
 Should be personal preference
 This could reduce safety and increase risk of break and enter. Going back to the days of
picket fences might be a solution and possibly low edges, which of course would increase
garden maintenance
 This should be strata decision, what if you like your neighbours? For fee simple row
house yes it should be encouraged.
 While privacy is important, it is also important to acknowledge that the space is shared to
a certain degree, so completely fencing between the units might decrease awareness and
respect for that shared space.
 And how do you patrol this?
 Any guidelines need to be flexible so that we don't end up with small dark claustrophobic
spaces
 I do not think this should be a regulation, people should put up what they see fit.








The extra landscaping and fencing will prove problematic from a CEPTED perspective.
Lets not create a target rich environment for crooks. we have precious few proactive
policing resources in this city as is.
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
This might not be possible for people with carriage homes. The fence might be too
intrusive btw the main house and carriage home
We have to be careful to be not too limiting

General
 Do not put too many limits on laneway so that not many people are able to build them
 Excellent survey!!
 Glad to see the city moving forward on this - this type of housing is long overdue especially TH/RH (my preference over LWH/CH). Thanks.
 Good job!
 "Good job. Love that I have a say in the direction of the plan.
 Thanks!"
 I cannot stress how important row homes and townhouses are. We have three little boys
in a 2 bedroom condo (a den acts as a 3rd bedroom)..and a larger townhouse/row house
would be ideal. And I can't imagine we're the only family that feels this way. There's a
gap between condos and detached homes that's been severely underserved in
developments
 I do not want to have to move from my long term home because of redevelopment. I'ld
be ok with laneway houses but not townhouses
 I like that more low rise options are being planned
 I noted that the density around 22nd st skytrain is likely to increase - likely a good idea but saw nothing related to the traffic problems on 20th. They are already out of control
and more density will simply exacerbate the problem. It takes far too long to turn left off
of 8th ave in mid morning now to get over the queensborough. It MUST be improved in
any changes to OCP>
 I strongly caution integration of this OCP update with your water/wastewater and
drainage needs as well as your heritage resources. You have recognized the assets but are
doing little to preserve them. I would play out some of these plans as a test case scenario
in heritage areas. Also your consultation was not designed well - neighbours feel they are
being ignored and most definately have misconceptions about the social and economic
impacts of row housing etc. I would recommend experts be brought in as part of the
process where possible
 I would like to see more emphasis on row housing, more space efficient, more energy
efficient and sensible on transit routes.
 In my experience, prescriptive design standards can have unintended consequences. It is
better to set out the design objective (the reasons why stated throughout the survey) and
then challenge the developers to find a solution that meets community requirements at
price the developer is comfortable with
 It is useful to have more housing but you need to have a plan to house the people you are
displacing for it to work


























Let's get moving!
Make sure requirements for lane way and carriage houses make the interiors actually
livable. Many complaints from tenants in vancouver that although they look nice, such
buildings are not actually try livable since majority of square footage is taken up by stairs
and garage. To improve neighbourhoods in encourage long term tenants these spaces
need to be functional and nice to live in.
My property would be a strong candidate for laneway housing to be added and I plan to
pursue it once the plan has been finalized.
New Westminster needs to focus their housing strategy to include all income brackets,
life stages, renters and owners, and units of all sizes to accommodate individuals,
families, and group living situations. Most of these proposed options aren't going to
benefit people living on low incomes or moderate incomes in my opinion.
Parking is already a major concern for us as one of our neighbours has 4 vehicles for 2
drivers and constantly park in front of our house.
Parking minimums should not be mandated. They are counter to every policy goal in
existence.
Plse. don't allow over-building on lot- green spaces critical and views of neighbours
should not be blocked by additional buildings on the lot
Since you are plugging up our streets with cars, where are the biker lanes?
Thank you for involving us in your decisions.
The proposed guidelines especially those relating to total floor space on the lot would
prevent laneway houses from being built on most lots, contrary to the 66% support
received for this form received during the previous process
There isn't enough parking as it is anywhere in the Queensborough area. To many people
are living in each house. You have parents, each having a vehicle, grandparents each
having a vehicle, (that is 4 vehicles.) if they have a legal suite, plus a bach suite in part of
their garage. You have added an additional 2 more vehicles. That is 6 vehicles per 1
detached house. Be realistic in your planning. Please.
we do not want connaught changed near skytrain, it will disrupt many long term people
that have been here for years, and it is less quality of life when you are increasing
density, increases traffic flow in the area which is already insane, there is no way
connaught can handle more traffic coming and going from the 20th street entrances, it is
incredibly difficult now
We live in an expensive city. I was born in the lower mainland and it has been frustrating
not being able to afford a home, even with a professional career. I really do hope that I
am able to build a duplex on my lot so that me and my brother can have our own places. I
really love the area we live in (Connaught Heights), but hope we can build something that
will allow us to continue comfortably live so we can raise our families in this city.
We need more density in the city. The requirements need to be "loose" enough that
laneway, carriage home and townhouses are actually built.
We need to protect single family neighbourhoods. I feel basement suites are enough.
Laneway housing will add too much density, too much parking pressures (and noise) and
forever change single family rights to personal space and privacy. Changing the OCP to
accommodate this unfairly devalues those who have worked very hard to obtain home
ownership. I do not see any value in laneway housing ruining single family tracks of
homes. Once gone we can never get them back!!







We own/live in a 90 year old character home at 307 9th Street. 12 years ago we moved
to New Westminster because it had what so much of the lower mainland lacked - charm,
character and a potential to be a great city. Until 2000 our home was a flop house, known
for its association to crime, until the man we bought it from had the guts to buy it and
restore to its former beauty. Since we bought it in 2004, our two children we were born.
As well in that time, the character homes to both sides of us have been bought by young
families. All of us have spent countless hours fixing up these homes. These old homes
are a big part of what makes New West different and special. In talking with my
neighbours, we noticed that it appears that our homes are all slated for rezoning into
townhomes/multi housing. When New Westminster has so many characterless low rise
apartment buildings, why have you included increasingly rare character homes in this
rezoning? Have your planners and politicians walked around the neighbourhoods and
compared the plans to what they are looking at in person on the street? Do we want the
New West of 2041 to be Surrey? Abbotsford? Please take a walk.
"With all that is going on with rezoning of residential properties, a building boom is
likely to happen when amendments are passed. Don't forget to hire the necessary staff to
deal with influx of workflow. Also assign workflow to a specific employee and provide
that name to the submitting builder so there is someone who can comment on project
status. having waiting in the builders abyss waiting and hearing nothing from City Hall
on development/building permits is maddening. Staff the affected departments
accordingly. The money from developments and a broader tax base will pay for this and
more.
Also be tough and tell people builders they must respect the architecture of the
neighbourhood and build to complement the existing homes and buildings. You can do
this."

Landscaping
 but please don't tell me this picture indicates a possible townhouse design -- ugly !!!
 Dont let designers put too many pavers in over greenspace!
 "Existing trees - rather than try save the old diseased trees, particularly on boulevards,
use these developments to plant new appropriate trees....do not protect the dying...let
them die.
 Stormwater - make each developer deal with their stormwater and offer solutions that
might not be ""space oriented."
 I disagree with restricting the building separation because, in the event of making another
building for family, there is no need to make it so far away, and this restriction may limit
some families from the option altogether.
 If the laneway house is more of a simple sleeping unit above a garage then forcing green
space at the entrance to a garage door wouldn't work.
 It depends on parking. It may be better to have the landscaping beside rather than behind
the laneway house.
 Need to make sure trees do not cause shadowing which of course can increase ones
carbon footprint through increased use of lights and also increased heating costs
 New Westminster as a community is lacking environmental protection and still operates
in a twentieth century paradigm. More consideration of water management surrounding
homes should be considered.





































No project should be refused to save an existing tree. Allow reasonable replacement
options
Planted area between lane and laneway house is not needed.
Said planted areas could also serve as infiltration features.
Should encourage underground parking.
The city themselves should do this. For example, rather than paving boulevards for
driveway access use a permeable material.
The lane I live on doesn't have much space between existing buildings and the lane. Not
sure if full landscaping is practical in all neighbourhoods
There should be a minimum number of trees required both in front and back. If the city
is adamant on tree bylaw then these projects must be able to incorporate a large number
of trees listed on the bylaw.
This limits the design of the property, where the entrance to the Laneway home might be
on the side (with trees), white the lane side of the dwelling might be closer to the alley,
without room for tree etc.
Would like to see more rainscapes / rain gardens / stormwater management solutions in
NW.
Yes!! This will keep developers from building right to the pavement and also make it feel
more like a neighborhood and less like a Alley.
As long as it can be any kind of planted area- for example container garden etc.
i don`t know if everyone needs a landscape design , maybe just don`t allow gravel
pavement ,concrete or types of bricks .
I wholeheartedly agree with storm water management and trying to accommodate trees,
but I do not believe that there should be planting required between laneway and laneway
home simply due to the fact that many lots are too small to accommodate this. Unless, of
course, the city is willing to decommission back alleys and make them green walking
areas.
must take into account the landscape and orientation of neighbourhood to fit in well
Shouldn't dictate where landscaping /trees must be placed. Should generalize such
guidelines.
So we end up with a few token planters with dead plants. Leave it up the owner to decide
what they want and are prepared to maintain.
Storm water management is needed but it should be just landscaping required. 'Must'
have trees I think is too restrictive.
The CONW has gone goofy over landscaping and tree bylaws. Trees and planting
require maintenance and create all sorts of issues for home owners. Drains and gutters
get clogged with debris. tree leaves and detritus create additional expense to clenaup.
Laneway housing is intended to provide living units for people, not another reason for the
CONW to mandate more greenscapes.
What control do you have over people's landscaping. Many yards in the city are
disgraceful and nothing is done by our city.
will the city be evaluating laneway drainage as part of this plan - e.g. inadequate gravel
pit drains in exisitence?
You should allow building right to the rear lot line to better facilitate parking options

Parking Type
 A 1 car garage should be permitted but I'm not sure it should be counted in FSR.
 Enclosed parking should not be included in area of laneway house, especially if the
original FSR is to be maintained. Two car garages should be allowed if other factors
(setbacks, areas, heights, etc.) can be met.
 Enclosed parking should not count towards the total permitted size of the unit.
 First of all covered parking once again reduces ones carbon footprint. Starting car in cold
weather and also defrosting windows by idling vehicle and idling vehicle on hot days to
cool inside of car by running AC greatly increases ones carbon footprint.( many vehicles
have remote starts so one can start vehicle before leaving home)
 I still think laneway/carriage houses are not a good option in New West. So many lots are
irregular and with high slope. It already feels like cluttered, crowded and busy
neighbourhoods.
 I think one of the challenges with Laneway homes will be security. Burglary &
vandalism is more likely to take place behind a property from the alley, than from the
front of the property. Therefore, an enclosed garage provides safe parking, and some
storage (bicycle etc). I would recommend 1 enclosed garage (that doesn't count as square
footage, but can have living space above it), as well as a parking pad that can also be used
as a patio / play area.
 ideally, laneway house residents would have no need for parking: as a student or single
person they should be encouraged to use transit or other modes ( car sharing, bike,
walking)-- especially since the Land Use Plan seems to encourage lane way houses in
areas that are high transit use and close to shopping etc
 It would be nice for the main house to have a parking garage, and shouldn't be counted
towards the total of the laneway house.
 maybe parking should be limited for existing houses as well. Some houses that are
recently built have as many as 7 cars parked outside
 Must enforce that parking pads are for the exclusive use of the laneway home resident
and not the homeowner; otherwise laneway resident will be forced by greedy owner to
park on the street, resulting in crowded, narrow streets and reduced safety for cyclists and
pedestrians.
 Not opposed to it, but shouldnt be required.
 off street parking requirements should not be reduced, and for 3 units on a property, 4
parking spots should be provided
 Our car has been broken into twice in the last year and our tenants car was recently
stolen. Allowing a one car small garage seems reasonable if there is enough square
footage on the building site.
 Outdoor parking can be an eye sore...as mentioned previously...do not include the parking
area of the garage to be included in the floor space calculation. Our New West garages
are generous and needed....let's retain them.
 parking pads "encouraged". Dont automatically limit laneway houses because of limited
parking.























Perhaps allow for a little bit more flexibility for garages under certain circumstances.
Agree with direction but this is a bit overly harsh. Allow for partial but not full floor
space exception perhaps?
This is a conditional agreement. This regulation could discourage a good deal of
otherwise interested owners. I'd advise not including the one-car garage as part of the
permitted size, withstanding my comments on building size.
This would limit the total amount of parking available on the property. And if the current
requirements of a parking spot for each resident is maintained, making parking for other
users of the property becomes challening to impossible, encouraging further street
parking which is already challenging.
This would prevent a simple sleeping quarters above a standard two car garage
Yes parking is going to be a huge factor. Laneways in new West are tight enough,
especially on garbage/recycling day. Developers should be forced to put a black top or a
pull out for the resident parking.
Agree with parking pads, but don't agree that enclosed garage should be included in
laneway floor space.
Covered or I closed parking should be allowed minimum of one car garage
I agree with the principle to minimize bulk, but what if the designer chose to excavate a
parking space beneath the living accommodation within the allowable height? Single
prescribed solutions should be avoid whenever there are multiple design solutions to a
goal.
I would allow 2 car garage if it was within permitted size
In general I agree with the pad or carport parking concept, but I think it is ridiculous that
a enclosed parking space should take away from the living space if the lot is large
enough.
only if encouraged, not mandatory
parking pads are ok for the CH, but how much parking is allowed for the main house?
parking will be a huge issue, lots in our area are 50 ft wide so there are a lot of options .
Should be aloud to be a covered roof for a single space. Open carport style.
There should not be a mandated parking minimum.
This would depend on the size of the unit being built and the type of renter. Not all
renters have cars. Units being built on major transport routes do not require parking.
Units being built deeper into residential areas can give this consideration but parking
spaces should not be mandated.
Would really like to see some flexibility on this. I agree at least one open spot should be
available for parking and other uses. That said, an enclosed (secure) garage is very useful
for secure storage, and shouldn't take away from living space, if other factors can be met.
You should allow for enclosed & covered parking and it should not be included in total
building space
Your word " encouraged" is concerning. How many staff would have to be hired to cover
all the rules and regulation for these laneway houses? As soon as projects have been
approved people start making "adjustments"...right?

Private Outdoor Space
 Although I agree with this concept I am against high fencing between these units






























Could this space be on a second floor patio, or must it be on ground level?
Front yard space and how it meets the street is very important as well. Want to allow
people in front yard to interact with each other and the street.
I agree with having some outdoor space but 160 SF requirement is too much.
I would encourage an option to reduce private spaces to usable patios and combine the
remaining spaces into a larger semi-private shared space that can support more
demanding activities.
In cases where the laneway is used for extended family. Forcing a private open space
would put restrictions maximizing the efficiency of the landscaping for the whole
property.
Increasing outdoor space would increase price of investment and thus rent required. As
many are students, elderly. This is unnecessary. I believe if a required space is required,
perhaps a small deck with space for 2 small chairs and small table or bbq. So perhaps 1/2
to 1/3 of the suggested space
More flexibility is required. Less than 160 might be appropriate (and still would be more
than a condo). If there is more common space smaller private space may also be
acceptable.
Outside space very important to liveability especially during hot summer
projects should include a way to capture rain run off from roofs, patios etc for use in
watering. THis is the time to make some green choices. densification increases the
amount of run off cities have to deal with...put this onus on the developer.
Regulations on direction it faces should be in place as not to affect neighbours. If
someone chooses laneway housing on their property, it should face their yard, not a
neighbours yard.
The option of a shared yard with the big house should be considered on a case by case
basis.
This is judgement on what someone considers livable... There are a wide range of
dwellers in the CNW
We should be ensuring that we are using guidelines that require the space to be useable
outdoor space otherwise we defeat the purpose of having it.
While I agree that private outdoor space is important, I also think it's less important than
indoor liveable space, providing there's also sufficient outdoor space that can be utilised
(multi-use parking pad, lawn/garden area etc). If there needs to be a min private outdoor
space, it should be lower (maybe 100 Sq ft?)
Would this space be included in the allowed floor space? I would hope not. But, in truth,
I would prefer to see each owner create a space that fits their individual desires for the
residence. As before...avoid "too many" rules.
Yes, but location should be flexible. I don't think an 8' rear yard should be required if
private outdoor space is available elsewhere.
Agree in concept, but less than 160 min, especially if other outdoor space can be
provided (ie a top floor balcony)
Agree to the principle of requiring private outdoor space, but a space less than 160 sq ft
should be permitted where appropriate
And patio / balcony space on the second level should also be an option
















And where will children play? We have one park in the westend. Certainly not in the
back lanes...
I do not totally disagree. I do not think this should be in regulations, it should be up to the
owner.
I don't think this should be a requirement as it could restrict smaller lots that cannot
accommodate this. There should be allowances for a shared green space. There should
also be opportunity for laneway home to create private rooftop patio space and garden.
I would not mandate outdoor space at the expense of indoor space. Rental units is the
objective right? Deck space on the 2nd floor would meet this need for private area.
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
this may be hard to accomplish on some lots
This outdoor living space allotment should include any outdoor space provided on the
second floor
Yes, outdoor living space is essential. However, it can also be part of the total housing
design via second floor patios/ roof top patio etc. In addition, if it is family occupying
both main home and laneway home, this should be a regulation as it will probably restrict
many lots from being able to accommodate the space.

Property Density
 A higher density is preferred.
 Combining the FSR with the main building defeats the purpose of the whole OCP
change which is to increase density. Properties that are already at maximum FSR or close
would not be able to have a laneway or carraige house but instead they will keep having
bulky garages sitting empty or full of junk. On the other hand owners with small houses
will be allowed to have the extra 0.15 FSR however the people with small houses
typically don't have the means to build anything otherwise they would upgrade the
existing main house in the first place. So, again this defeats the purpose. The FSR should
be added to the total FSR not combined.
 How many houses would be able to build laneway houses under this?
 I believe that without a small increase in density laneway homes will not be workable for
the majority of people who want them. I'd like more flexibility but still want to maintain
neighbourhood character. The main thing is keeping our existing homes and ensuring the
primary houses are moderate in size. An old character house should be allowed a laneway
house in most situations, which I don't believe the current proposal allows.
 I disagree with this. The purpose of having a laneway/carriage home is to allow
additional people to be able to afford living in the area. By dividing the total space
among both buildings, existing homes (especially newly constructed homes) will not be
able to build this secondary building which doesn't allow for any additional homes. Also,
people will refrain from building laneway homes if they have to share the square footage
with the main house.
 I think this goes against the 'infill' part of this plan because it would encourage the tearing
down of older homes to build new homes that are of a size to allow a laneway home.
Variations should be allowed on a case by case basis.





























I would like to see density bonuses being given to those willing to build larger laneways this gives them an incentive to share space with another family in a smaller property
(instead of a smaller mother in law suite).
I would like to see more density.
If you really want to increase density you need to increase the floor space ratio. How
many properties have enough FSR left in order to allow building of a decent size laneway
or carriage home? It is probably under 10% of the properties. How many of these owners
of small (and typically old hoses) will be willing and able to build a house when a
laneway build is currently quoted over 200k? So what did we achieve?
Increase density allowance.
It is ludicrous to suggest that the total floor space for a property should include the
laneway/carriage house. With the size of house being built today you are eliminating any
opportunity for increased density.
It looks like FSR for the two structures will be .50 max with no accessory structures? I
think it could go to .60 given buildings will be smaller.
Makes sense but coverage should be increased to 40 or 45%
More density is important for a city to grow and be vibrant
More housing density is required for a growing region
Similar to point 1, i would expect that a detached 2nd dwelling would allow for a slightly
higher total square footage, relative to the size of the lot.
The availability of street parking for all the residents should be taken into consideration
as well.
The size of the laneway house should only meeting required setbacks, etc. Limiting the
total space (house + laneway) to the existing FSR will severely limit existing
homeowner's ability to add a laneway house.
there are areas where it does not make sense to retain the existing permitted floor space.
Why not expand this for areas along Tenth Avenue where front yards cannot be used due
to the excessive traffic and noise?
This is fine as long as the allowed FSR on most parcels overshoots the existing structure.
If many are already at or near allowable FSR then you may not get many units made. A
small relaxation of FSR, provided the total coverage is divided between two units, may
be preferable, particularly on more recently infilled single-detached lots with typically
larger primary units than older homes.
This is very discriminatory as this does not allow any new house to build laneway
housing. Since most of these homes are owned by asians and south asians this seems as a
way to punish them for building to lot size capacity
This limits options for man...what's the point of having this option when really it's not an
option.
This seems too inflexible, and severely limits the opportunity to build laneway houses.
Too restrictive. Footprint is not so important as air space around the building, and height.
Laneway houses need to be large enough to house families. Nothing wrong with two or
three families on one lot, since the New Westminster lot sizes are so big to begin with.
Allow increase of density with HRA or slight increase if carriage house is 800ft or larger
and thus good housing option for couples and small families
Density should be increased modestly by 10%






















FSR needs to be flexible if a property owner wishes to build additional housing then
consideration should be given to older homes already at max FSR. Failure to do so may
result in demolition of older homes to allow for a smaller principle residence and a
secondary carriage home. I for one would like my children to continue to live in New
West, but they cant afford to unless they stay living in the principle house, which is at
max FSR. Our lot would allow for a carriage home above an existing garage and would
provide them a home that is affordable in the city in which they were born. Neither can
afford to buy real estate in this city now or in the distant future. I like my children and
they want to stay living in this city. Solution, carriage housing over the FSR limits. Or
knock down a 105 year old home and rebuild to accommodate 2 new units for the parents
and adult children. Each would be living in separate units on the same property.
Hows this going to create density and living space
I strongly disagree with this. If someone already built a home, they would not be able to
make a carriage or laneway house? The laneway/carriage home should not impact the
size of permitted for the primary home!!
Increased density seems inevitable with laneways homes, why is there such a concern?
Neighbourhood character is something that will evolve.
Increased site coverage and density should be considered .... eg. increase from 50% to
60%
Lane way houses should allow for another 10% as a 2 car garage is going to take up 10%
especially on older homes and homes close to the hospital and sky train . Less parking
needed in these areas and the older homes should be preserved. Homes over 100 years
provide the character to this city, if more living space is allowed to be created in the lane
way house the more likely the character home will be preserved
Laneway homes will increase density regardless. Let people maximize their land.
linking laneway house sq ft to house places limits on house that can have unforeseen
circumstances such as unrealistic restrictions on home improvement and devaluation of
existing homes - especially heritage homes. Do not link sq ft to main or at least only link
for new construction main homes
not sure what yah would look like with existing homes ,easy for new builds for sure
Should ne dépendant on lot size and innovative/ eco friendly design principles. E.g. A 70
year old primarary bungalow may be better to demo and rebuild similar size with same
(900-950) sqft lwh/ch
The lot size should dictate the size of LWH/CH built e.g. Allow for open concept that
may mean 2 small houses / same size.
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
This isn't the same as having a basement suite. Overall sq ft Max should be higher for
lane way homes, so they can be built to suit longer term living (not just short term
rentals)
This rule would prevent building a laneway house on most otherwise suitable lots,
contrary to the majority opinion expressed during the visioning process

Second Floor Open Space
 2nd floor open space will likely look down into a neighbours yard reducing privacy.






















Agree to a point. Talking with our neighbours is important. lets not shut them off entirely
But, this open space should not be used in calculating the maximum floor space of the
unit.
I am neutral on this topic.
No if this second floor open space would overlook neighboring backyards.
no second floors ... a laneway house should be a well designed small living area that
offers no wasted space and has minimal impact on surrounding homes.
Should be optional.
The second story will still have overlook through the windows.
Think overlook would be less than many condos
This is a good option but it should not be mandatory.
As long as it is optional
I disagree because I don't think that " privacy " should be a concern. Put up blinds, plant
trees. Don't alter the design of a house to accommodate something easily fixed in other
ways.
I don't think 2nd floor open space should be permitted at all - too difficult to
screen/provide sufficient privacy for occupants & neighbours.
i would rather that be living space than outdoor space,which would be more useful for
people living there
If counted as open space as part of the proposed 160 sq ft open space it should be
allowed. I am ot a fan of balconies because I believe they are not used and tend to lead to
leaky building construction.
If you have laneway houses on each side of the lane where would you have no overlook?
This makes sense, but why can't the deck project (cantilever out) over a garage area?

Small Second Floor
 35-40% is better ratio.
 A larger 2nd floor would allow a smaller footprint which might help the separation of
structures.
 I agree with building smaller second floor but ratio to first should be higher than 60%.
 I don't think laneway houses should have a second floor -- laneway houses should be
comfortable, but provide "single suitable" lifestyle. They should be geared towards a
student, or perhaps act as a "granny suite" for a senior family member. Laneway houses
should not be viewed within the context of a "family home".
 If this is for a lane house, and a garage is on the bottom, it would make it difficult to meet
the garage requirement on the property AND have the second floor essentially the total
living space be smaller than the garage.
 No second floor should be allowed
 Other means can be used to limit bldg mass. The 60% rule lends itself to 'wedding cake'
massing, favorited in Surrey
 Rather than taking the "simple" way out and talking about maximum percentage to be
occupied...work on design criteria the cause the new home to fit the neighbourhood. Use
more active management and fewer hard rules that lead to variance requests.
 Smaller yes, but why 60%. I would prefer 75% or 80%.


























This makes it harder to rent out a second story - I like the idea of a smaller second floor
but 60% seems extreme).
While I agree the 2nd floor should be smaller, I don't know that it should be limited to
60%, as long as other guidelines are met.
60% might be too small. Maybe 70 or 80%?
designs should allow for ground level parking for entire property with living spaces on
2nd level. Higher density will bring more need for onsite covered parking and if site
permits for undue shading of neighbouring yards .... it will not be big deal
I don't like 100% either but I think 80% is fine.
I think that there needs to be a variety of options provided. People should have
opportunity to use top floor for kitchen/ living space to allow for cool temp lower level
bedrooms. Kitchen on top flood could maximize opportunity for outdoor living space and
roof top garden.
If the ground floor includes a parking space the the 60% for the upper floor should be
based on the total floor plate including the built-in garage, not just on the ground floor
living space
In order for carriage and laneway houses to be viable options they need to actually be
livable. With garage space taking up most of the first floor, the second floor need to help
make up some of the living space
isn`t that where we are now?
Isn't the point to provide more rental units and living space. Secondary units can be build
to mirror the main home on a smaller scale. Incorporating deck space on second floor
may an option to facilitate both agendas.
Must allow for creativity for beautification, options to have roof top green space, floor to
ceiling natural light/ opaque glass. Yes, guard against 2level flat roof cube house with
requirements for innovative / eco friendly design.
Second floor must be shorter than main house so it won't obstruct the view of the main
house or neighbouring house.
Second floor should be allowed to be 70%
Should be dépendant again in innovative and eco friendly design, natural lighting, rooftop
green space and outdoor living considerations
Since these types of homes are small, owners should be able to maximize the size. If the
owner wants a more bulky structure on their property, it should be permitted. However, if
the building is intrusive to neighbors, then it should be addressed
Smaller yes, but maybe 75%?
The laneway houses on lanes and on hills can be sunk into the slope of the hill on the
high side of the lot. The upstairs providing most of the living area and the down
providing I closed parking. The final affect of the privacy loss being minimal
There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing
crisis.
This is absurd. Why would you remove all ability for creativity with design. Modern Eco
friendly designs are generally using a flat roof to allow for rooftop gardens, out door
living space, etc. Please do not implement such outdated, shortsighted regulations.

Upper Floor Windows
 Disagree. Windows should be accessible to look out without requiring a ladder! This type if
window would also increase carbon footprint for residence. We need to decrease carbon
footprints!
 Don't make laneway houses into bunkers. Frosted windows give light and privacy, as do
skylights. Sliding glass doors onto the patio should be an option. Landscaping can provide
privacy.
 Houses are allowed side windows subject to BC bldg code. LWH guidelines should be
similar
 Lower storey windows should be permitted to face the principle building. Landscaping can
be used for privacy if the owner wishes to do so.
 not even so much upper floor windows (since I don't agree with 2nd storey lane way houses)
but all windows should be designed to offer the maximum in both light and privacy to both
houses
 Perhaps consider solar orientation contingencies. If fenestration is only constrained by other
structures, some units would receive poor solar economies.
 This is a classist rule. We allow apartment buildings all sorts of overlook. Why are SFH
neighbourhoods afforded special rights? Because millionaires live there?
 This is a good idea in theory, but residents of lane-way housing should have the option of
looking outside. Windows at eye-level could be permitted at the sides of the house, where
they are not looking onto the yard and not invading privacy.
 What views into houses that are opposite side of the lane
 Windows should avoid overlooking neighbours yards, but do not eliminate the use of
obscured windows which can bring in much needed light without "looking into" adjacent
yards. Plus, some owners may want windows so permit monitoring the laneway/carriage
house if it is occupied by an elderly parent.
 aren't skylights difficult to maintain/replace over the long term?
 As soon as the laneway house is built, people will surcumvent the rules as they do now in
having illegal suites which the City does nothing about.
 Don't see why windows in laneway homes should be subject to tougher rules than windows
in the mainhouse
 I am horrified by this proposition. Allow for proper windows! Are you building a prison?
Never mind how dark this would make this area (natural light is healthy and important) but it
will also cause people to use more energy by turning on their lights. Please reconsider this ill
concieved regulation. People will put up curtains.
 not all upper levels windows should have this requirement. Those facing lane should be
allowed to be eye level otherwise not pleasant livable interior space.
 Perhaps add that windows may be placed at eye-level and different places if neighbours
beside home give written agreement.
 The amount of design regulations that council is trying to implement is baffling to me.
People can put up curtains, or plant trees for privacy. No one wants to live in a dungeon.
 There should be fewer restrictions on residential density to help address the housing crisis.
 This seems restrictive the main house can often overlook into the neighbours yards.
Overlooking the lane sounds undesirable.

Laneway House / Carriage House Parking
Three Units and Three Parking Spaces
 As new west is a area for young families, the creation of 'homes' with a huge house, with
a laneway house and no lawn with multiple renters takes away all the open space of our
culture. Leading to children with less outdoor space. Maintaining That space should be
the priority
 I think it should defined by how close you are to transit ,perhaps rent a spot from the city
 I think it's unwise to require parking spots for all three locations. This is not forward
thinking about transportation options around the city.
 I understand that if you are adding a suite or a Laneway home you must provide 1
parking stall per suite; but if an existing property has only street parking today, then
adding a Laneway home should require only spots for the additional suite, not for the
already existing dwelling (thus consuming additional outdoor space).
 parking inadequate, since most people in the carriage houses will be couples, and most
households have at least two cars per unit
 Screw parking. Seriously, we just need to get over it and stop building around cars.
Vancouver's doing just fine with 1 parking stall per house with three units and so will
New West. Given our larger lot sizes we arguably have even more street parking per
house.
 That's a lot of parking on a single lot. As well, vehicle ownership is decreasing.
 Three units on one lot is far too much.
 Too much density with 3 units per single family lot. Allowing for 3 units per property
will have the potential of creating more illegal suites, where owners build an authorized
lane or carriage house with the intention to later add an illegal basement suite because a 3
unit lot is allowed and likely will not stand out. Once again, a policy on how to address
and prevent illegal suites is necessary.
 Unnecessary in Connaught Heights as we have lots of street parking,
 We should be encouraging the reduction of cars. The people who would likely be living
in these secondary suites likely have no cars.
 We should be encouraging transit and not more parking, therefore I think having 3 spots
for 3 units is not a good idea.
 We should be reducing the use of single occupancy vehicles (cars) and promoting public
transit, bicycling and walking, providing 3 parking spots encourages the use of SOVs.
 you'll end up with much of the property encased in concrete/paved. if there are bylaws
today on how much can be cemented they are clearly not enforced as many homes have
entire property encased in concrete etc.
 I dislike when a significant portion of the backyards become consumed by driveway. So
I am against the first picture.
 If close to transit, no need for parking
 In this day and age, less people are opting to drive. If there is proximity to transit, I don't
think a parking spot is required.
 more and more young people do not drive cars. For apartments, condos etc this makes
sense. Not so for carriage homes and 2ndary suites. Consdierationto where the build site











is in relation to transit should be a determining factor in how many parking spots are
required. If on a street serviced by a bus then fewer parking spots needed.
my rating is low because of the parking and the unnecessary on-property lane which is a
waste of green space (laneway should be present and adequate)
not enough parking available would be far worse. Most couples are 2 cars per unit. If
there are adult children living there then you have 2-5 car's per housing unit. Which is
far too much.
The goal is to encourage use of alternative means of transport including bicycling,
walking and public transit so reduce the number of parking spaces.
The maximum no. Of units per property should be no more than 2, the main house and
one other unit
There should be no mandated parking minimum.
Why do we have to have only one choice? Why can't the maximum be 3 and 3 if space
permits, otherwise 2 and 2? I would even support no parking spots for units on transit
routes

Two Units and Two Parking Spaces
 This limits the amount and variety of housing available. It is bad for the environment. It
limits the ability of multiple generations to have independent living spaces on a single lot.
 I think it should be defined by how close you are to transit. or he option to rent the a spot
from the city
 Again, the "addition" of new suites, in the main dwelling or or Laneway home should
provide additional parking, but if a property (size & design) supports multiple suites, it
shouldn't b limited to 2. This seems counter-productive to the point of low infill density?
 parking inadequate. Streets are already too crowded and too narrow for the current
amount of cars.
 Just no. Allow for up to three units. We're an urban place.
 We should be encouraging the reduction of vehicles; offering parking encourages
additional cars. Foks who are likelt to live in secondary suites are more likely NOT to
have cars - young adults and seniors
 This would not allow more density so it really defeats the purpose of the OCP.
 If we are to seriously increase infill and density while maintaining current appearance we
must increase housing availability so 2 units would not be much of an improvement
 my rating is low because of the parking and the unnecessary on-property lane which is a
waste of green space (laneway should be present and adequate)
 Please see my first comment. I would prefer to challenge designers to come up with
solutions that meet the 5 priorities rather than tell architects how to design boxes
 Sames situation as with 3 units and 3 parking spaces. reduce the number of parking
spaces.
 Should be allowed to have more if wanted.
 Should have multi-space available on site for parking.
 There should be no mandated parking minimum.
 This scenario would create significant increases in living spaces without dramatically
affecting the look or livability of neighborhoods. The survey suggests that this would

increase the number of illegal suites but that is really a matter of bylaw enforcement and
not a matter of zoning.
Three Units and Two Parking Spaces
 "This keeps the appearance of parked
 cars to a decent level
 (appearance-wise)"
 I believe each owner should decide how many parking spots should a property have. This
may impact its rental ability and in the areas within 10-15 min of skytrain a lot of renters
will most likely not need a car anyway. Car ownership is in decline and remote work will
be more and more common.
 Increased capacity tends to precipitate higher vehicle ownership. If your
municipal/regional vision is to support active modes and reduce congestion, these sites
can contribute by encouraging vehicle sharing and accommodating more people without
the same ratios that got us the car-ownership rates we have today. On-street parking is
not a bad thing as it calms through-traffic.
 Meets goals of more housing and increased variety of housing. Discourages car use
(which is good for the environment). Encourages green space.
 Fighting for instreet parking is the best way to shift some of the burden on transit. It
doesn't appear that on street parking will be designed away anytime soon - at least we can
make it more competitive to shift interest towards other modes. I'm a big fan.
 This should only be allowed if the suites are under 400sq ft.
 rent a spot from the city
 As a minimum, this provides for most needs I expect. Where additional parking spots are
beneficial to the owner or tenant, they can be provided. If the impact is on street parking,
then implement permit parking and limit the # of permits per property.
 parking inadequate. Streets are already too crowded and too narrow for the current
amount of cars.
 Where is the proposal for 3 units and one parking spot? I'd vote for that if I could. I'm
giving this one five stars only because the best option isn't available.
 More units, fewer parking spaces makes sense to me.
 It is not very practical to assume each unit will only have one car. Looking at a typical
residential street where each house has a garage and a drive way there are a number of
cars parked on the road with the current zoning. Having three units on one lot and two
parking spaces could very likely lead to four cars parked on the street. That would result
in one property taking up the street frontage of two properties in on street parking.
 This will create streets with cars parked from one end to another. In addition, allowing
for 3 units per property will have the potential of creating more illegal suites, where
owners build an authorized lane or carriage house with the intention to later add an illegal
basement suite because a 3 unit lot is allowed and likely will not stand out. Once again, a
policy on how to address and prevent illegal suites is necessary.
 Encouraging people to rely less on cars and more on public transit is the way we ought to
go - allow the requirement to provide an additional parking space to be relaxed
 This seems to be the best of the three, increasing living spaces while lowering
expectations of SOV use. Combine with the push to alternate transit choices and

























providing a bicycle/ pedestrian friendly environment would reduced dependency on the
SOV.
An improvement, better for transit and better for people.
I don't agree with the ratings assigned to the priorities in any of these scenarios for
example the more parking spaces you provide the more vehicles you will attract ending
up with less on street parking
I would except this scenario only if owners are living in on site.
if house on street serviced by bus then no parking necessary. if farther away from transit
then 2 parking spots required for rental unit.
If individuals could build a carriage home above a garage and it didn't count as FSR
space it would all more parking. Eg. 1bdrm suite above 2 or 3 car garage or 2 car garage
with a pad...
In areas around skytrain stations the and large places of employment ( hospital and transit
authority) the need for cars is a thing of the past. Many people do not even have drivers
licenses. Ride sharing Car to Go etc is the way of the future for cars in cities. They cost to
much to maintain and operate
"In the case of Sapperton with close proximity to a skytrain station there is greater
likelihood that tenants for the suites will not have a car at all. That means having a
parking spot requirement would be too restrictive. Also, many properties in Sapperton
are close enough to the hospital that strict parking regulations are in place that means
there is always adequate street parking for residents/tenants.
Be careful about making the parking requirements too restrictive - let's leave as much of
the indoor and outdoor liveable space available for actual people and not just cars."
my rating is low because of the parking and the unnecessary on-property lane which is a
waste of green space (laneway should be present and adequate)
Not enough parking for this senerio
"Overall comment about laneway/coach house: my preference is to stratify the main
house & laneway house for more home ownership options
If this isn't palatable, ensure these spaces are prevented from becoming Airbnb rentals.
This is squeezing out the rental housing market. "
Should have at least one spot for each unit
There should be no mandated parking minimum.
This option is the future as , especially around sky train or large areas of employment (
hospital and Brewery district), that also have Skytrain stations cars are becoming a thing
that people no longer use. Many of the mellenials that I know and work with do not even
have drivers licenses. Cars are to expensive to operate and are not needed as cities
modernize. We have one car and only use it on the weekends as wife works at RCH and I
Sky train it. Ride sharing is coming as it already has in Vancouver. Car 2 Go etc.
This would encourage more people to park on the streets making it difficult to find street
parking (i.e. for visitors/home owners etc). Having less parking doesn't mean less people
will have cars. We still need to be able to commute into work.

Townhouse and Rowhouse Design Guidelines
Building Height
 as in previous comment: perhaps it is preferable to have an entire neighbourhood of
townhouses, rather than trying to wedge a couple into an already pretty dense
neighbourhood. Some of the detached house neighbourhoods that are being marked as
potential townhouse areas are pretty small lots to begin with
 This arbitrarily restricts heights on buildings when there may be no nearby neighbours, or
the neighbours may already be taller buildings.
 Stacked townhouses would require at least 3 floors and much more economically viable.
 A full third floor should be allowed to have more spacious living spaces for some
families.
 Consider supporting units with stairless entries for seniors and differently abled people.
 Agree with idea but potentially allow higher. The top floor should always be a half floor
and basement would need to be sunk partially below grade.
 The focus should not be "how to make townhome projects look like single family homes"
- it should be on creating medium to larger townhome communities that are built well,
that hold their value, where people want to live. Builders should be allowed 3 stories
from the ground up.
 if they are going to fit then the height should be the same as the SFD in the area.
 Only in medium infill areas.
 A better option could be to make this a Mixed Use space and allow a higher building.
 End units could match neighboring houses, not necessarily being limited to two floors.
 Again....too many rules. Stop using a rule book and manage development that fits the
neighbourhood
 allow full 3 story.
 I am opposed to all townhouses
 I would like to see some developments that are allowed to go higher and have rooftop
access, living space and gardens.
 Max. 2 floors with in-ground basement considered 2 1/2 floors?
 Should be fewer restrictions on density to address housing crisis.
Building Size
 I am opposed to all townhouses
 I like the idea of a mix of housing types on a block
 minimized size is good. I would caution about set back where the frontage translates to
unusable space better used in the backyard of each row house.
 Should be smaller - Duplexes encouraged over townhouses
 There are no maximum frontages in Brooklyn and their brownstones are extraordinarily
desirable!
 with reservation. I would prefer a unit to lot size ratio cap with a limit on the number of
units. Three monsters on a large lot won't fit in to most neighbourhoods
Courtyard Projects
 personal dislike of this configuration ...




















Why can't we have one row facing the street entirely, and then another row between the
front and the lane?
Once again, with 3 large city lots together (50x132), limiting the project to 10 townhomes
is not practical. Only low cost builders would be attracted to these projects, and with
land values increasing, it will be harder for small townhome projects to make sense
economically for builders. Allowing more density, and not limiting projects to 150 feet
frontage (allowing 500 feet instead) would attract better quality developments.
In some areas (maybe Connaught?), but not in detached home neighbourhoods.
Though this design seems fair, I still think a Mixed Use designation of this size lot is a
more sustainable and long-term approach to building a community.
This type of development would significantly affect the character of new Westminster
and is indicative of urban sprawl
Yes more variety of housing is needed
I am opposed to all townhouses
I think this is fine where there is new development but I don't think this will fit in well
with existing single dwelling developments
If beside single home lots, concern if the height of the development dwarfs its neighbours
Strong firm design criteria must be in place. Also in place, guards against land assembly
to prevent neighbourhoods from changing into this type of housing development utterly.
This layout makes all common space unusably fragmented. Suggestions: 1. Widen the
central courtyard. 2. Put parking underground and mandate additional
greenspace/playspace.
This may work in some locations, but I think it is unfair if building massing moves too
far into backyards as that impacts neighbouring backyards.

Fencing Screening
 CEPTED? this may create opportunity for bad guys
 I am opposed to all townhouses
 lower fencing is more neighbourly. let owners decide.
 No need. Landowners who are bothered by their neighbours can bear the cost of building
a fence or move to Langley.
Front Setback
 should allow this for somewhere like Tenth avenue and even closer to the street since
front yards are currently unusable
 The proposal to add townhomes and abolish existing single family detached houses is an
ill conceived idea. The character homes of the quaint neighbourhoods is the very essence
of what makes New Westminster the most enviable city in the Lower Mainland. If the
10th Avenue & 5th Street corridor is rezoned for townhomes, that will uproot many
residents in the Glenbrooke North neighborhood for no good reason.
 A shorter front setback is fine
 Can setbacks be same distance as houses next door?
 I wouldn't actually say we're maximizing space behind the units since that implies
compromise on the front. You're "balancing" them this way, not maximizing.
 Would prefer to see smaller front yards for this type of development.





























Worrying about townhome projects looking like single family homes is the wrong
strategy for the city. Having quality developments that last, where people want to live, is
much more important than sticking to a traditional view of a single family neighborhood.
Needs to be more.
Again I think front setbacks are a relative waste or at least under utilisation of valuable
land. Front setbacks even for single detached homes should be reduced.
Again, make the walkable space much larger, and correspondingly reduce the required
setback distance.
Too limiting. Other setbacks may be appropriate in some cases.
I believe this is a form of green washing and when it came to developing the city would
allow variances and setbacks would likely be significantly reduced
could we have some locations where front setback is greatly reduced, like in the eastern
brownstones?
End units should have the same setback as detached dwellings. Centre units no more than
3 feet further forward I think would be a better fit for neighbourhoods of existing
detached dwellings.
front set back is an out dated idea and leads to unused space - better used by families in
the back of the home.
Front setback could be reduced as it is in other jurisdictions such as Europe and England,
gives more backyard space and better street access
I am opposed to all townhouses
I am opposed to all townhouses
Keep 19 foot set back minimim
Same reservations about prescriptive measures. The goal is for the units to fit in, a
prescriptive one distance suits all is not consistent with all the neighbourhoods
Setback could be less, courtyard projects would require land accumulation which would
be difficult in New Westminster
Setbacks should be consistent with the neighbourhood. In some neighbourhoods I believe
the set back is less than 14 feet. I would prefer a relative setback guideline for in-fill
projects (e.g 90 - 110 %) of surrounding properties than these prescriptive design rules.
Should be able to build to lot line.
Should be able to build to lot line.
would like to see 14 ft or similar setback to current houses whichever is greater.

Landscaping
 hope we are financially prepared to update our stormwater
Parking Design
 Parking should either be underground or parking pads. Detached carports should not be
allowed.
 I would support covered pads. They are lightweight and help protect residents' vehicles.
 There is a benefit to car owners to have a covered garage space to keep cars running well.
Better than not allowing it, would be a penalty for those who have one and use it for
storage or other than parking to help make small streets look tidy with cars parked in
garages or driveways.



















must ensure they have the ability for rainwater to be absorbed into the ground. ie. pavers,
In row/townhouse areas yes, as the parking areas wouldn't be as "hidden" as with single
Laneway homes that take up less "building bulk".
Garages should also be allowed where there is enough space and they don't cause other
problems.
Many houses are fully used today and storage is at a minimum....a garage is
required....particularly is the owner is a hobbyist...sawdust inside a garage is preferable to
sawdust in the air.
"parking pads can't be converted to storage spaces" Really? Take a walk around the lanes
and see all kinds of stuff stored outside on spaces that are or could be parking pads!
I agree with design but not requirement of having a parking space
I would like the preference to be carports as they are practical in our climate and provide
architectural value, rather than slabs of concrete.
many laneway housing owners might want storage facilities in their unit for bikes &
sporting equipment
park indoors no carports
Parking is not usable playspace. Especially with the fragmented option. It just increases
the amount of space eaten by cars. Suggest you opt for covered parking and create real
playspace, greenspace, garden.
Parking minimums should not be mandated. They are counter to every policy goal in
existence.

Private Outdoor Space
 I am opposed to all townhouses
 I would not limit backyard space but use what is available, frontage (set back) is an
outdated idea and the land is better re-purposed as family space in the back.
 New west has so many beautiful parks. Why are we forcing density down and house
prices up by incorporating these useless postage stamp lawns?
 Shared space for things like garden, basketball, small field, etc. should be encouraged.
Bury the parking or build on top of it.
Rowhouse Parking
 Public transit and other alternative forms of transportation would have to be readily
available and convenient.
 great new transit routes
 If there is no visitor parking, then should to allow for 2 parking spaces
 When visiting multi housing developments, the number one complaint is lack of visitor
parking. Deal with it on the site rather than filling our overcrowded streets.
 I like the idea of row house MUCH more than townhouses.
 Parking minimums should not be mandated. They are counter to every policy goal in
existence.
 parking will be an issue here so if these types of homes end up on a residential
neighbourhood will create parking wars within those areas
 Where do visitors park?

Side Setback
 The set back should be the same as for a detached house
 As long as it does not compress and compromise the ability of the space between the
rowhouses to conduct staying activity where social contact among neighbours is possible.
Too narrow and it becomes a mere outdoor hallway.
 Should be the same as housing or less
 This requirement is critical if this housing form is to fit in with Single Family homes next
door.
 Once again, trying to fit the townhome mold into a single family home neighborhood by
downscaling the size of development allowed is not practical economically for builders.
Neighborhoods need better quality developments, rather than greenspace between
neighbors with low cost developments.
 side setback should not be larger than SFH
 Too limiting. Other setbacks may be more appropriate in some cases.
 I am sceptical as developers would ask for easements/variances
 This requirement denies the variety of lot sizes in New Westminster.
 As my previous comment, I don't agree with this layout in existing single dwelling
neighbourhoods.
 I am opposed to all townhouses
 I am opposed to all townhouses
 I would prefer relative design principles rather than prescriptive design rules. Usually it
isn't necessary to specify a single design solution to accomplish a specified goal. footprint
to lot size ratios and height to set back ratios could be used for example
 I wouldn't want a row home built next to my home, height and total lot use had been
maximized in seemingly illegal proportions allowing little green space for some new
sfd's
 If less than 6 ft is OK for single detached dwelling then why not for a townhouse?
 increase setback is preferred, for bigger windows and light into the rowhome units
 Should be able to build to lot line.
 Should be able to build to lot line.
Street Fronting Projects
 In a medium infill neighbourhood area, not in a low infill neighbourhood. Row houses
will detract from the value of detached home neighbourhoods, much more than Laneway
homes would.
 My wife and I would love to purchase a row home
 Please make the rarely-used front yards smaller, and the sidewalk larger. This will
promote pedestrian use, and decrease excessive landscaping needs.
 Some designs that don't all face the street may be better in some cases.
 The quantity of Street Fronting Projects should be expanding more than currently
proposed.
 This requirement might limit creative projects.
 This type of development would destroy the feel of new Westminster.










While this is traditional it may result in a "high density" look to the neighbourhood...we
should encourage creative building placement.
Yes we need more variety
I am opposed to all townhouses
Row houses please, strata is to be avoided.
Suggest adding outdoor playspace by covering the parking. Outdoor space could be
overtop of garage or garage under buildings.
this row house is good but I would be weary of the City allowing developers to talk them
into using the wider blvds (2nd, 5th, etc) and I would caution that water/wastewater and
storm drainage be a key part of these plans as they are not even current with existing
needs in areas.

Townhouse Parking
 it would be an interesting project to offer a less expensive townhouse complex without
individual parking, save one or two stalls for a shared use car like Modo and with good
access to transit - Vancouver has done it --- and more and more young people are keen to
do this.
 There is no real need to provide visitor parking. New West streets are typically quite wide
allowing for on-street parking for visitors.
 How is it ensure that the one visitor parking space is used by a visitor and not a resident's
second vehicle?
 Small scale townhome projects shouldn't require visitor parking anymore than a single
family home is required to have visitor parking.
 The wording of the statement makes it unclear whether each unit gets one visitor stall or
if the whole complex gets one visitor stall. If the former, then I disagree.
 As a condo dweller, I can say now that the visitor parking will be abused by tenants with
two cars. Removing the visitor parking stall would make for more green space.
 would like TH/RH developments with private garage space attached to unit.
 Unsure if all of these parking is necessary.
 Could each townhouse have its own stall directly behind? Less chance of friction
between residence when everyone knows which is their parking space.
 Remove the requirement for one visitor stall. One parking pad per unit is enough.
 Reduce parking spaces in favour of bike storage and encourage less use of vehicles.
Perhaps a density bonus for innovative eco options. Also should depend on the
neighbourhood and accessibility of public transit.
 It depends on the area of the city. For instance uptown, including part of Brow of the Hill,
does need one parking spot per person. I do agree with visitor parking
 incorporate the parking into the townhouse design so that it feels more like sfd and the
neighbourhood is not looking at a large parking area
 no visitor parking should be required. 1 stall is cost prohibitive and would lead to
operational challenges. visitors can use street.
 Only in medium infill areas
 Visitor parking needs to be mandatory and not allowed for residence as occurs with most
stratas
 Covered parking with a pad at twh for visitors
















If you had five units that would be okay, but for developments with two or three
townhouses that wouldn't make sense.
More visitor parking
no visitor parking necessary. visitors for houses park on street. should be same.
One or to visitor parking spaces OK, but when townhouses are for people who don't have
their own private cars, why waste space for mre parking spaces. Think about shared cars,
transit, bicycles, future self driving Uber cars etc
only if indoors
Parking minimums should not be mandated. They are counter to every policy goal in
existence.
that works
The important factor here is that the on-site parking spaces aren't converted to living
space with the cars being forced to park on the stree, impacting adversely the
neighbourhood.
There should be more visitor parking so the street parking doesn't become congested
With self driving cars and car sharing programs individual car ownership may be
obsolete in the near future.
You need to have 2 legal parking spaces per unit and additional parking spaces for
visitor's. 1-2 spaces per unit for visitor parking. So if you have 5 townhouse units, you
have 10 parking spaces for the 5 townhouses; and 5-10 spaces for visitor parking.

Attachment 5
Written Feedback

EXCERPT OF EMAIL FEEDBACK RECEIVED
Email Received October 2, 2016
Dear Mr. Watson,
It was very nice meeting you at the Glenbrooke North Association meeting on Thursday
September 29th. You provided us with all the pertinent information on the the City's OCP to
propose townhouse zoning for the 5th Street and 10th Avenue corridor.
I recently moved from Burnaby to my new home because my family fell in love with the
character & heritage of our neighborhood on Fifth Street. I was very appalled to learn from the
OCP that the City is currently proposing to zone townhouse development on our beautiful street.
It is one thing to revive a neighborhood that has too many old homes that are not well
maintained. But it is another thing to adversely affect the aesthetics of Fifth Street when most of
the houses comprise of well maintained older, heritage, and several new homes.
Herein are some comments and objections relating to the townhouse zoning proposal:
A townhouse building might overlook our property; this will lead to a loss of privacy and will
certainly impact on the peaceful enjoyment of our home and garden.
A townhouse building will also be visually overbearing on Fifth Street. It is an inappropriate
design for this part of the city. Such a large building would be totally out of keeping with the
neighboring properties, which are mainly smaller sized single detached houses.
Tenth Avenue is already a busy and congested road; this additional concentration of traffic and
roadside parking on Fifth and Sixth Street will cause future traffic problems. This will also cause
a safety hazard for motorists and pedestrians alike.
I therefore wish to object strongly to the OCP proposal to zone 5th Street for any form of
townhouse development in the future. Thank you for reading my letter and should you require
any information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Your Sincerely,

Email Received October 15, 2016
Dear Sirs:
We have some concerns regarding the utilization of our neighbourhood in the Draft Future Land
Use Venue that was recently presented at Lord Kelvin School. .
If densification is to be the "Norm", our City has the opportunity to showcase what densification
can look like. Our hope is to see a professional approach to our land assembly on the 100 Block
of East Eighth Avenue.
Side by side townhouse units would provide more affordable housing for families. These homes
could be built with underground parking and with elevations of the property in mind and they
would not block views for the neighbours.
Future townhouses are depicted on the next block down on East Eighth Avenue where existing
houses now stand. This trend should continue up Eighth Avenue, including the south side as
well.
We are hoping that these suggestions will be heavily regarded when the 100 Block of East
Eighth Avenue is considered in the rezoning plan.
Thank you for taking the time to regard this matter.
Yours truly,

Email Received October 20, 2016
Hello.
My husband and I are homeowners.
We moved to New West, in part, for the development and we are excited about the evolution that
is taking place. We are very in favour of the changes upon us.
We want to see a proper design spec for moderate density in-fill. We would like the option to
have a laneway house on our property. HOWEVER, we believe strongly in a well thought-out
plan for building design, sound-scaping/noise mitigation, landscaping and pedestrian / vehicle
management.
Thank you very much.

TWITTER FEEDBACK
Date
Sept. 19
Conversation 1

Name
CNW
Planning

66% of people in #NewWest want laneway houses. What do you think?
#buildourcity http://bit.ly/2ciwmEW

P3

@NewWestPlanning I think that .5 FSR on Rs‐1 lots is Ridiculous. If you
want gentle density increase it to .70 #newwest

B1

@P3 @NewWestPlanning Has to be with conditions of secondary suite
and/or Laneway. Or it's just bigger SF houses.

P4

P3 ‐ could keep RS‐1 FSR at 0.5 but rezone large swaths of it for
townhouses and rowhouses instead.
then it needs to be conditional. 0.5 for main house, 0.25 extra only for
lane way?
@P4 sure. Or some mix including secured market rental. Why should
only developers get bonuses? I want to save a house and add stock
@P3 @P4 Would you be taxed as a SFH or a mixed development?
Developers usually create projects that lead to more tax revenues
@P1 @P4 I am already taxed as a multifamily.
@P3 @P4 perfect, I have no qualms with small densification projects
being given incentives provided they taxed correctly

P4
P3
P1
P3
P1
P3

@P1 @P4 frankly I could could give 2 *!$*what you have qualms with.
This is about OCP and density. Not about taxes

P1

@P3 @P4 If the development isn't increasing the tax base the developer,
large or small shouldn't get a bonus

P5

@P1 @P3 @P4 Tax set on value of property. Value is independently set
by BC Assessment.

P1

@P5 @P3 I've always assumed density bonuses were given out under
expectation of more tax $ but clearly I'm missing something

P5

@P1 @P3 Ah, that's different. My understanding is that developers can
purchase extra buildable density in some areas.

P1

@P5 @P3 @P4 what I like about lane way is opportunity for more taxes
but not needing large infrastructure assessments

P5

@P1 @P3 @P4 In most cases density increases assessed value, which
means greater tax base.
@P1 @P3 @P4 Note I'm likely using "tax base" wrong ‐ I'm specifically
referring to total value of all property.
@P1 @P3 @P4, @PJNewWest has a solid series on how property taxes
are calculated: https://patrickjohnstone.ca/2016/03/ask‐pat‐tax‐
increases.html

P5
P5
Conversation 2

Comment

P5

@NewWestPlanning Even 0.6 FSR for existing homes & 0.55 for new
builds (total FSR) would be better. Ideally 0.65, inc 0.15 for laneway.

P6

@P5 @NewWestPlanning Agree lots can handle 0.65. Lnway massing
will be at the rear so st. not affected. Eg. many ex "garages" and HRA.

Date

Name

Comment

P5

@P6 @NewWestPlanning I'm betting it would be easier to bump out 3
floors 280sqft each and just have a basement suite instead.

P5

@P6 @NewWestPlanning Running numbers myself. 5500sqft lot,
1900sqft house. 825sqft max size laneway would max me out.

P5

@P6 @NewWestPlanning As currently written I doubt there will be
much uptake (sadly). Expanding basement suites easier and cheaper.

Conversation 3

P7

Conversation 4

P5

@NewWestPlanning we already have tons of them. Make them legal so
the tenants can raise the blinds.
Retweet: Bring on the laneway homes! Please modify the proposed 0.5
overall FSR cap or else no one will be able to build them. #newwest
#VanRE

B2
P5

@P5 @NewWestPlanning An excellent way to increase supply, help
affordability, diversify housing stock and more.
@B2 @NewWestPlanning "Small" 5000sqft lots would only be able to
have a 2000sqft house and 500sqft laneway. Not much for year 2016.

B3

@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning Tying LWH fsr to main house adds
~$2000 to cost in extra design time (and limits # of viable lots)

P3

@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning no kidding on our 3900sq' lot with
2085sq' house we get left with 500sq' laneway. .70 Fsr wld be better

P5

@P3 @B2 @NewWestPlanning You're already over without adding the
laneway. Would be limited to 1950sqft if you had to rebuild.
@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning what is current ? .55 ?
@P3 @B2 @NewWestPlanning 0.5
@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning Ridiculous. No wonder we have an
affordability crisis
@P3 @P5 maybe that's a sign a 2085 sqft house is too big...?
@P4 @P3 @P5 considering that 2085 contains a suite I'd say no not
really.

P3
P5
P3
P4
P8
P5
P4
P3
P9
Conversation 5

P10

24‐Sep

P11

Conversation 1

P11
P11

@P8 @P4 @P3 Exactly. My ask: 0.4 main house+suite, 0.15 for laneway
with 0.05 "bonus" to make it work for existing.
@P8 @P3 @P5 Didn't know it had a suite, so yeah, that's definitely cool.
@P4 @P8 @P5 Legal suite. Taxed and paid for. With off street parking as
well. For those concerned about subsidizing cars
@P4 @P3 @P5 Agree, but it’s not like there are many empty 5000 sq ft
lots. You start with something built already.
Retweet: I think it's a great idea, #newwest is kinda out of land!
Retweet: Looks like a lot of couples and families with kids in attendance.
#NewWest (Staff: Who doesn't like a bit of dotmocracy on a Saturday?
@NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster #ourcity2041)
@Staff @NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster Curious... What does
the post it note on the demographics board say?
Staff tweeted closer shot of picture
*Question about getting younger people involved

Date

Name
PX
P12

Conversation 2

P11
CNW
Planning
P11

Comment
@PX @P11 @New_Westminster We have a task force investigating
consultation of hard to reach people. http://bit.ly/2cQmz5u
@NewWestPlanning @PX @P11 @New_Westminster I think 19 and
under would be easy to find (schools) early twenties though…
@NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster Is there a reason you don't
ask in what type of dwelling people live in as well?
@P11 @New_Westminster We'd like to know a bit about where you are
now but we're focused on where you would like to be by 2041!
@NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster Sure. But feels as relevant to
the conversation as everything else you're asking.
10+ year residents and residents looking to stay put in their current
home seem to make up a large portion of participants as well.
#NewWest
https://twitter.com/NewWestPlanning/status/782317974363316224

Conversation 3

P11

Oct. 1

CNW
Planning

Conversation 1

P1

@NewWestPlanning Maybe the right question isn't "would you live in
it?" Maybe it's "could your niece, child, or grandchild live in it?"

Conversation 2

P4

Retweet: Left is perfect for today's neighborhoods. Right is perfect for
2041's neighborhoods.

Oct. 7

CNW
Planning
P14

Oct. 15

P4

We have a whole range of opinions regarding the future of housing in
the City!

95% of #NewWest homes are houses and apartments. What else should
be built? #buildourcity http://bit.ly/2ciwmEW
Retweet: I put in a few more than 2 cents. Help the middle options not
to be missing!
Thank you @NewWestPlanning for an engaging OCP workshop this
morning! It was great to see more people advocating for missing middle
housing!

Attachment 6
Committee Feedback

CITY COMMITTEE FEEDBACK
Advisory Planning Commission (September 20, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
Official Community Plan – Update on the OUR CITY process and the OUR CITY
Infill Housing Design Guidelines
Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, summarized the report dated September 20, 2016 regarding the
update to the OUR CITY process.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Roxburgh and Mike Watson, Senior
Planning Analyst, provided the following information:

 The new Official Community Plan (OCP) will identify the need for voluntary
amenity contribution or density bonus program, which would identify amenities
that are needed in the area around the 22nd Street SkyTrain Station, and how those
amenities will be paid for;
 Staff is continuing to work on a separate masterplan for the Sapperton Green;
 There is a medium-term lease for one of the buildings located on the Sapperton
Green site; however, there are opportunities to develop around that building;
 The Sapperton Green project is expected to be a 25-30 year build out;
 A delegation authority process for Development Permits may be considered in
order to assist with the development process time;
 Carriage Homes (CH) or Lane Way Homes (LWH) are intended to be rental units
in order to assist with ground-oriented rental unit stock in the city;
 Pre-zoning of properties could be considered, and may reduce the risk, and time
commitments, and improve the economic viability of projects;
 Townhome designations are generally focused on transit corridors;
 Reducing the minimum lot size required for a single-family home could be
explored at a later date, after the adoption of the OCP;
 While there is a separate Lower Twelfth Street Master Plan, there continues to be
a lack of development in the Lower Twelfth Street area. Therefore, the area is
identified as a study area that would explore how to achieve a creative mix of
traditional uses, such as industrial, residential and commercial;
 There would be no distinctions between different types of industrial land use in the
land use designation map in the new OCP;
 Overlays for the land use designation map have been created for specific areas,
such as near the 22nd Street Station;
 CH and LWH will not be permitted to be built above garages, as applicants
wishing to build CH or LWH will be requested to implement parking pads;
 Access for pedestrians to CH or LWH would be required from the main street
sidewalk;,

 It is proposed that homes currently built to the maximum Floor Space Ratio (FSR)
would not be permitted to construct CH or LWH. This could provide the City
with opportunities to allow greater density for Heritage Revitalization Agreements
(HRA) projects; and,
 Proposed green spaces could be indicated on the 22nd Street Station Map for
developers’ information.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
 The City’s ability to “fast track” redevelopment applications could be positive;
 It was suggested that town home designations could be extended along more
active transit streets in single family neighbourhoods, such as along Sixth Avenue
and Eighth Avenue;
 Concerns were expressed regarding the inability of residents to implement CH or
LWH above garages, as this could contribute to the loss of greenspace and
increase the need for street parking;
 Allowing CH or LWH units above garages could allow for increased density with
less impact on neighbourhoods;
 There seems to be a lack of feedback from residents living in multi-family
housing;
 The maximum FSR could be increased to 0.6;
 Residents living in multi-family homes may have different expectations of privacy
than individuals who live in single-family homes;
 The ability to sell a CH or LWH as a strata unit could be reviewed, in order to
provide residents with different options of owning property;
 Incentives could be provided for CH or LWH as opposed to secondary suites;
 The provision of different parking requirements for secondary units in areas
located closer to transit was supported; and,
 Support was expressed for allowing the option of three units with two parking
spaces in specific areas, such as near SkyTrain stations.

New Westminster Design Panel (September 27, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
3.1

Infill Housing Design Guidelines

Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, and Mike Watson, Senior Planning Analyst, summarized the
report dated September 27, 2016 regarding the first draft of the Infill Housing Design
Guidelines for Laneway and Carriage Houses, and for Townhouse and Rowhouses.
Cindy Brenneis and Peter Reese, Ramsay Worden Architects, provided a PowerPoint
presentation regarding their collaboration with the City on the draft Infill Housing Design
Guidelines.
In response to questions from the Panel, Ms. Roxburgh, Mr. Watson, Ms. Brenneis and
Mr. Reese provided the following information:

 Through the development of the Official Community Plan (OCP) the City is
noticing an increase in the need and interest for infill housing;
 Lots would be evaluated on a case by case basis to determine if a laneway/carriage
house could be built;
 Lot size requirements for laneway/carriage houses have not been determined by
the City;
 The focus would be on the liveability of the site as opposed to an exact size
requirement;
 Parking could be a determining factor when evaluating property potential for a
laneway/carriage house ; and,
 The garage would be included in the floor space ratio (FSR) to reduce the
incentive to build a garage and then convert it to additional living space.

Discussion ensued, and the Panel provided the following comments:

 Overall, the document provides strong direction for the City to fulfill the need for
infill housing;
 The draft design guidelines are well illustrated and concise;
 Additional clarification was suggested for the building envelope diagrams
illustrated in the document;
 Allowing for three cars on a single family lot could create issues with crowding.
Instead, it was suggested that two cars be recommended;
 Implementing parking pads for laneway and carriage housing could limit
opportunities for greenspace;
 In an effort to encourage residents to consider implementing laneway/carriage
houses it was suggested that the City consider allowing home owners a slight
increase in their FSR;

 The provided plant list and suggestions in the document could be too prescriptive.
Instead, it was suggested that guidelines regarding plant characteristics, sun shade
tolerance and permeability be developed;
 In some cases, permeable paving and storm water management could be more
beneficial than the implementation of greenspace;
 It was suggested that the guidelines indicate that the emergency access path for
infill housing be permeable paved;
 Recommending that laneway/carriage houses be made adaptable is adequate;
however, it could also be made a requirement;
 To address potential issues with privacy and overlook it was suggested that the
separation of outdoor space for infill housing be made a requirement;
 Including the garage space in the allotted FSR could deter home owners from
building garages in the future;
 Concerns were expressed regarding the limitation of implementing only two types
of materials for cladding. Instead, it was suggested that cladding be designed
with relation to the principle building on the site; and,
 Providing a pushback for the end units of townhouse developments was
recommended to enhance the streetscape.

Attachment 7
Development Community Feedback

DEVELOPER COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Builders, developers, architects, designers, a representative of the Urban Development
Institute and a representative of Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation attended a
meeting on October 11, 2016 to discuss the draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines. A
total of nine people attended. The feedback received is summarized below.
Townhouses















Prefer a density of 1.0-1.2, especially with underground parking
Clarify density in basement areas
TH height determined from building envelope, not from lot is good
Non-usable space can be excluded, i.e. space with no windows, mechanical rooms
Don’t like Vancouver’s third story front step-backs
Smaller building lengths, break up into piece help adapt to the slope
Consider front setback from boulevard, not from property line
Corner unit setbacks 19ft, push back end units into rear yard
Could define grade at +- 5ft from street, this would define a main floor level
Parking on steep slopes is a challenge, may need retaining walls along rear, maybe
could give bonus density to put these underground
Allow flexibility for underground parking if slope favours that scenario
Buyers stay longer with underground parking
Car storage is still needed, even though people drive less
Passive house design, consider relaxations for height and depth

Laneway Houses / Carriage Houses













Review parking regulations such as prohibition of parking near windows
Exit onto landing, not just directly into lane
Consider how to design around hydro boxes and overhead electrical
Width of fire access 3ft maybe be an issue with existing houses
City could consider permit parking on street? Then would need only one parking
space
Property density 0.5 is too restrictive
Remove minimums in size 350
No accessibility requirements, but single story will improve – consider relaxations
for single storey units e.g. setbacks, more site coverage, less parking, reduced
design review.
Idea of character held above affordability and energy efficiency
Prefer totally separate FSR for laneway, use detached accessory 10%
No min width, no min lot size






Remove 60% upper story requirement
2ft setback on sides like garage
1,200 square feet is a better size for three bedroom
16ft building separation, can be flexible to preserve trees, not straight across, make
guideline, required unless (trees, 1 story, sun lit courtyard)
 Building envelope - prefer 12ft vertical before 45 degree angle
 Test with green building walls, give alternatives shadow study
 Clear matrix of goals, define objectives vs making regulations

Attachment 8
Laneway and Carriage House Test Sites

Laneway House

Lot size: 33 ft x 132 ft
Lane width: 16 ft
2 stalls per lot

corner lot
Laneway House

mid block
Lot size: 45 ft x 113 ft
Lane width: 16 ft
2 stalls per lot

Issues:
Number of parking stalls
Size of infill unit
Location
Height

corner lot

Laneway House

mid block

Lot size: 50 ft x 97 ft
Lane width: 16 ft
2 stalls per lot

Issues:
Number of parking stalls
Size of infill unit
Location
Height

corner lot

Carriage House

mid block 1

mid block 2

Lot size: 50 ft x 116 ft
No Lane
2 stalls per lot

mid block
Laneway House

corner lot

mid block 1
Carriage House
Lot size: 50 ft x 120 ft
3 stalls per lot

mid block 2

mid block
Laneway House
Lot size: 58 ft x 116 ft
16 ft lane
3 stalls per lot

There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).
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Queen’s Park Conservation Area

ON TABLE
Open Workshop
November 28, 2016
re: Item 3a

• OCP Designation
• City-wide policy
• Conservation Area
– Protection
– Design Guidelines

• Zoning

New Westminster

What is a Conservation Area?

Overarching:
• Heritage driven
• Managing change
– Protection

• Allowing growth
– Require approvals
– Design Guidelines

New Westminster

What is a Conservation Area?

New Westminster

CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES

#1

The heritage character of the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood is
highly valued by the neighbourhood,
the community, and the City, and is
therefore worthy of conservation.

New Westminster

Proposed Cons. Principle #1

The heritage character of the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood is derived from the
varied styles of housing, and their siting,
landscapes and streetscapes, which
reflect the history of New Westminster
throughout the twentieth century.

New Westminster

Proposed Cons. Principle #2

Heritage character in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood stems from its
relationship with the history of
governance and commerce in New
Westminster, which is reflected in its
street and lot patterns, parks, and
boulevards.

New Westminster

Proposed Cons. Principle #3

Most of the existing buildings and
landscapes contribute to the heritage
character of the neighbourhood and
should be conserved.

New Westminster

Proposed Cons. Principle #4

New development should be
respectful of the overall heritage
character of the neighbourhood.

New Westminster

Proposed Cons. Principle #5

Infill should be encouraged, and
should be respectful of the heritage
character of the surrounding
buildings and streetscape.

New Westminster

Proposed Cons. Principle #6

New Westminster

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

#2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

History of the neighbourhood
Regional and local parks
Formal street design
Residential scale and setting
Landscapes

New Westminster

Statement of Significance

New Westminster

DESIGN GUIDELINE PRINCIPLES

#3

Reflect the overall neighbourhood
heritage values and character.

New Westminster

Proposed Design Principle #1

Ensure new elements are compatible
with the heritage character of the
surrounding building, landscape and
streetscape context.

New Westminster

Proposed Design Principle #2

Require that new elements be
physically and visually subordinate to
and distinguishable from the original
historic fabric of the streetscape.

New Westminster

Proposed Design Principle #3

Encourage authentic representation
of Queen’s Park’s historical
development.

New Westminster

Proposed Design Principle #4

Use principles of good architectural,
and landscape and site design.

New Westminster

Proposed Design Principle #5

New Westminster

COUNCIL APPROVAL

#4

New Westminster

What will be protected, and how
strongly?

Round 1:
• What should be protected?
• Introduce design guideline principles
• Introduce conservation principles &
historic justification

New Westminster

Consultation

Round 2:
• How should it be protected?
• Finalize Design Guidelines
• Finalize Statement of Significance
• Finalized Conservation Area policy

New Westminster

Consultation

New Westminster

Thank You

New Westminster

3b

REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council
in Open Council Workshop

Date:

11/28/2016

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2605.40

Item #:

406/2016

Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Draft Design Guideline
Principles, and Discussion on Possible Degrees of Conservation

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council endorse the proposed regulatory elements for the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area, including the Draft Heritage Conservation Area
Principles, and the Draft Design Guidelines Principles.
THAT Council endorse the proposed consultation approach for the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area Review.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In May 2016, Council directed staff to begin the Heritage Conservation Area Review
process. A Conservation Area, which was recommended by the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Working Group, would provide the City greater oversight of change in the
neighbourhood, and would ensure the maintenance of the area’s historic character. The
Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016) identified that there is general support for a
Conservation Area in Queen’s Park.
The Conservation Area would provide additional oversight to development for all properties
within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, in addition to the City’s existing policies and
regulations (e.g., Official Community Plan, Zoning Bylaw). There would be different levels

City of New Westminster
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of oversight for different elements and activities. Oversight would be provided through the
following elements, as detailed below:
1. Heritage Conservation Area Principles (whole area)
2. Statement of Significance (whole area)
3. Architectural, landscape, and site design guidelines (all properties, including new
construction and existing building additions or alterations)
4. Requirement for Council approval of selected activities (tbd)
Two rounds of community consultation are scheduled as part of the policy development
process. Round One community will ensure that property owners fully understand the
implications and obligations of being part of a Conservation Area. This will focus on
gathering feedback on the proposed regulatory tools, including identifying which
development activities should require Council approval. Round Two will focus on reviewing
the proposed Conservation Area policy and regulations. An online survey will also be
established for both rounds.
The Working Group, Community Heritage Commission, identified stakeholders,
neighbourhood residents, and city-wide residents will all be engaged in the process.
PURPOSE
This report provides Council with an outline of the draft regulatory elements, and
consultation approach for the proposed Heritage Conservation Area for Queen’s Park, for
which staff is requesting Council endorsement.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Heritage Conservation Areas
Enabled through Part 15 of the Local Government Act, a Heritage Conservation Area is a
specific area that is designated in the Official Community Plan (OCP). Its purpose is to
manage change in an area that has been identified as having a large number of heritage
resources, or strong heritage associations. The Conservation Area bylaw must describe those
special features or characteristics which justify the protection. Additionally, the bylaw must
also clearly indicate the objectives of protecting those heritage characteristics. Conservation
Area requirements may apply generally to buildings and land, or more specifically to
architectural and landscape features.
A Conservation Area bylaw provides a layer of regulation in addition to that of the OCP and
the Zoning Bylaw, which continue to apply to the area along with other city-wide policies
and bylaws.

Agenda Item 406/2016
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Notification and Compensation Requirements
The inclusion of property within a Conservation Area does not require the permission of the
property owner, even for the highest level of protection. However, all affected property
owners are required to be notified prior to the public hearing on the Conservation Area
bylaw. Upon the implementation of a Conservation Area there is no requirement for
compensation to a property owner by the City.
BACKGROUND
Previous Council Direction
In June 2013, Council received a delegation of representatives from the New Westminster
Heritage Preservation Society and the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association. The delegation
identified concerns regarding the loss of historic houses in the neighbourhood. Stemming
from the delegation’s comments, Council directed that heritage conservation options for the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood be explored.
In November 2013, Council endorsed the creation of a Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Heritage Study. The Study’s goal was to explore conservation options with the
neighbourhood. As part of the Study, Council created the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Working Group. The Working Group consists of representatives from the Queen’s Park
Residents’ Association, the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society, and individual
community members. In April 2016, Council endorsed the recommendations of the Working
Group, including exploration of establishing a Heritage Conservation Area for Queen’s Park.
In May 2016, Council directed staff to begin the Heritage Conservation Area Review
process, including engaging necessary consultants. A detailed work plan for the Heritage
Conservation Area Review was provided to Council at that time (attached as Appendix A).
In June 2016, Council adopted a Heritage Control Period bylaw to manage change during the
investigation and consultation with the community on establishing a Conservation Area.
Consultant Teams
As per direction in May, two requests for proposals were posted over the summer: one
seeking a heritage and design specialist for an update of the Queen’s Park Historic District
Residential Design Guidelines; and one seeking a group who would craft the consultation
component of the Conservation Area Review. In addition to the typical City evaluation
process, members of the Working Group provided input on the selection of the consultant
teams.
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Dialog Design was selected as the consultant group on the community consultation events.
Donald Luxton and Associates with PWL Partnership was selected as the consultant group
for the design guidelines update.
Role of the Working Group
The Working Group continues to meet as part of the Heritage Conservation Area Review
process. The community members of this group provide input on both the conservation
policy and design guidelines, provide feedback on the materials and format prior to the
consultation events, assist with the promotion and hosting of consultation events, and act as
community ambassadors.
DISCUSSION
Benefits of a Heritage Conservation Area
The unique heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood has been acknowledged
by the City and the community for many years. Though Queen’s Park is not the only historic
neighbourhood in the city, it maintains a large inventory of historic homes, and the
development of the area is reflective of New Westminster as a city; including homes from
the early settlement, through wartime, to industrial boom.
As identified in the Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016), the character of the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood is often cited as the reason people choose to live there. It is
also seen to be an integral aspect of the community. However, the concerns over loss of
historic buildings and streetscape character have been longstanding. For example, Council
directed staff to explore heritage conservation approaches in Queen’s Park in 1995. In 2000,
the Queen’s Park neighbourhood became a Historic District. However many neighbourhood
residents indicate that the Historic District status is not sufficient in maintaining the
important heritage and character elements of the community.
The Working Group identified a number of options which might provide additional
protection, and recommended to Council that a Conservation Area be implemented. A
Conservation Area would provide the City greater oversight of change in the neighbourhood,
which would ensure the maintenance of the area’s historic character.
Proposed Regulatory Elements of the Heritage Conservation Area
The Conservation Area would provide additional oversight to development for all properties
within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, in addition to the City’s existing policies and
regulations (e.g., Official Community Plan, Zoning Bylaw). There would be different levels
of oversight for different elements and activities.
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Oversight would be provided through the following elements, as detailed below:
1. Heritage Conservation Area Principles (whole area)
2. Statement of Significance (whole area)
3. Architectural, landscape, and site design guidelines (all properties, including new
construction and existing building additions or alterations)
4. Requirement for Council approval of selected activities (tbd)
1. Heritage Conservation Area Principles
The Conservation Area Principles would be the foundation of the policy. Regulation related
to these foundational tenets would apply to the whole area, including private properties and
City owned lands.
Draft Conservation Principles:
i.

The heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is highly valued by the
neighbourhood, the community, and the City, and is therefore worthy of conservation.

ii.

The heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is derived from the varied
styles of housing, and their siting, landscapes and streetscapes, which reflect the
history of New Westminster throughout the twentieth century.

iii.

Heritage character in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood stems from its relationship
with the history of governance and commerce in New Westminster, which is reflected
in its street and lot patterns, parks, and boulevards.

iv.

Most of the existing buildings and landscapes contribute to the heritage character of
the neighbourhood and should be conserved.

v.

New development should be respectful of the overall heritage character of the
neighbourhood.

vi.

Infill should be encouraged, and should be respectful of the heritage character of the
surrounding buildings and streetscape.

2. Neighbourhood Statement of Significance
The Statement of Significance identifies the important aesthetic, historic, cultural and social
features of the neighbourhood which are to be protected, and would apply to the whole area,
including private properties and City owned lands.
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Staff is preparing a Statement of Significance (SOS) for the neighbourhood. The SOS would
be the guiding heritage character document for the Conservation Area. The document would
describe the heritage merit of the neighbourhood, and identify important historic periods and
associations. The SOS will also list elements of the historic fabric which have been identified
as being important to the community, and reflective of the area’s heritage value. This list
would inform the framework of protection and provide an evaluation criterion against which
to review future development.
The SOS will be based in historic research, and community input. The list of important
elements has already been compiled in the Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood, as created by the Queen’s Park Working Group (Appendix B), and The
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Context Statement (Appendix C), as created through a citywide consultation process in 2009. These elements will be confirmed through the community
consultation process.
3. Updated Architectural, Landscape, and Site Design Guidelines
The fully updated Design Guidelines would apply to all properties in the Conservation Area,
including new construction, and alterations or additions to existing buildings .
The City currently has two types of design guidelines which apply to heritage-related
development: a) the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada (Standards and Guidelines); and, b) the Queen’s Park Historic District Residential
Design Guidelines (Design Guidelines). The Standards and Guidelines provide the Canadian
benchmark for evaluating intervention on heritage assets. They were endorsed by Council in
2008 for the evaluation of alterations and additions to existing heritage buildings and their
sites. The original Historic District Design Guidelines were created in 1999 and are
voluntary. They apply to alterations and additions to existing buildings as well as new
construction.
The Design Guidelines are being fully updated as part of the Conservation Area Review, and
will be based on the Standards and Guidelines. The updated guidelines will be informed by
best practices in heritage design as well as feedback gathered from Council, stakeholders and
the community. They will include guidelines for site, landscape and architectural design,
which would fit within five overarching design principles, as follows:
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Draft Design Guideline Principles:
That development in Queen’s Park should:
1. Reflect overall neighbourhood heritage values and character defining elements.
Taken together, the buildings, landscapes, site planning, and streetscapes of Queen’s
Park provide a coherent heritage context, which is outlined in the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Context Statement, the Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s
Park Neighbourhood, and the Statement of Significance. New development should
take the elements identified through these documents into consideration.
2. Be compatible with the heritage character of the surrounding building, landscape and
streetscape context.
The variety of buildings and landscape features from different eras found within
Queen’s Park contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. New
development should strive to be compatible with the immediate context of its
streetscape, including: landscape design and materials, site planning, building
massing and visual scale.
3. Be physically and visually subordinate to and distinguishable from the original
historic fabric of the streetscape.
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood maintains a high level of historic buildings,
landscapes and streetscapes. New development should be complementary to the
architectural style and materials of the original historic fabric while also subtly
demonstrating and keeping record of changes occurring over time. New development
should not detract from the physical history present in the neighbourhood.
4. Provide an authentic representation of Queen’s Park’s historical development.
Each historic place within Queen’s Park is a physical record of its time, place and
use. New development should avoid creating a false sense of historical development
by mimicking existing heritage buildings, adding elements from other historic
properties, or by combining features on the same property that never coexisted.
5. Use principles of good architectural, landscape, and site design.
All new development should reflect general best practices for good design, such as:
sensitive building placement, consideration of privacy and overlook, preservati on of
open space between buildings, consistency of grades, well-crafted buildings and
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landscapes, careful selection and configuration of landscape and building materials,
streetscape design that is safe and functional, consideration of maintenance
requirements, biodiversity enhancement.
4. Requirement for Council Approval for Certain Activities
The types of activities that would require a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) would be
determined through the Heritage Conservation Area Review, as described in th e Community
Consultation section below.
The Conservation Area bylaw provides the authority to require approval by Council, or their
delegate, for selected activities. This would be achieved by identifying these activities in the
bylaw as requiring approval of an HAP prior to the subject application proceeding through
the City’s typical review process. Council or its delegate would be able to reject an HAP
application if they felt the work proposed would be contrary to the Conservation Area
purpose and policies.
The types of activities that are currently under exploration include: existing building
demolition, major renovation, minor renovation; new construction of houses, or accessory
buildings, including potential laneway/carriage way buildings (if approved by Council
through the OCP process); removal of mature (specimen) trees, designated trees; alteration
or removal of masonry walls; and, changes to deep front yard setbacks which create large
open front yards. The exploration related to existing buildings will be further broken into
different building eras, designated buildings, and buildings on the Heritage Register, to allow
for a discussion of different levels of protection.
Role of Incentives
The purpose of a Conservation Area is to require protection and regulate change
management. It is not a tool that provides incentives.
The City may apply existing or identify new incentives which would apply to heritage -based
development applications throughout the city, including within the Conservation Area, for
example:
 The City’s practice of using Heritage Revitalization Agreements (HRAs) as a way to
incentivize conservation and protection of heritage assets could be applied within the
Conservation Area, as a means of encouraging properties to be moved into the
strongest level of protection if they aren’t initially identified as such.
 The Official Community Plan (OCP) update has been identifying opportunities for
infill in RS-1 neighbourhoods across the city, including through carriage and laneway
housing. Should these strategies for infill be approved by Council, they would apply
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to the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. Additional density and other zoning relaxations
could be negotiated through an HRA process.
 The City could explore considering other creative types of infill for larger lots, or
stratification for larger houses.
All properties that are given the highest level of protection in the Conservation Area would
be considered Protected Heritage Property under the Local Government Act and would be
eligible for BC Building Code equivalencies.
CONSULTATION
Community Consultation Events
The City’s consultant has prepared a consultation strategy based in the City’s draft Public
Engagement Strategy. As per the endorsed Heritage Conservation Area work plan
(Appendix A), two rounds of community consultation are scheduled as part of the policy
development process.
The Working Group, Community Heritage Commission, identified stakeholders,
neighbourhood residents, and city-wide residents will all be engaged in the process.
Round One
Through the Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016) it was identified through
community consultation that there is general support for a Conservation Area in Queen’s
Park. Round One community consultation will focus on ensuring that property owners fully
understand the implications and obligations of being part of a Conservation Area.
As such, the focus of Round One will be:
1. Reconfirming that the neighbourhood understands and is supportive of establishing a
Conservation Area for Queen’s Park.
2. Gather feedback on the proposed regulatory tools:
a. Draft Heritage Conservation Area Principles – are these the right principles,
b. Statement of Significance’s important elements – reconfirm that these are the
right elements,
c. Draft Design Guideline Principles – are these the right principles, and which
types of development should these apply to (i.e. new construction, major
additions/ alterations, minor additions/ alterations), and
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d. Requirement for Council Approval – identify which development activities
should require Council approval.
Round One of community consultation is scheduled as follows:
Event
Evening Stakeholder Workshop
Evening Community Event
Afternoon Community Event
MetroQuest Public Survey

Date
Wednesday November 23 rd
Wednesday November 30 th
Saturday December 3 rd
November 30 th -December 14 th

Location
City Hall
Century House
Century House
Online

Round Two
Following Round One consultation, staff will craft the draft Conservation Area policy. The
focus of Round Two will be:
1. Reviewing the proposed provisions of the Conservation Area, including what is
proposed for advanced, standard and minimum protection,
2. Commenting on the proposed application review process for new construction,
alteration and addition applications in the Conservation Area,
3. Providing feedback on the proposed Design Guidelines.
Round Two consultation dates will be provided in the next update to Council.
Online Survey
An online survey will also be established, open for two weeks following the public
consultation events, that asks the same questions as will be explored in the in-person
workshops. The format will be the same platform as used for the Official Community Plan
update process, and which has been a successful tool in that process.
Identified Stakeholders
Throughout the Neighbourhood Heritage Study, two main stakeholder groups were
identified:
1. The Queen’s Park Residents’ Association; and
2. The New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society.
The Directors of both groups have been invited to a stakeholder workshop which will also
include members of the Queen’s Park Working Group and the Community Heritage
Commission.
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The stakeholder groups in their entirety would be specifically invited to the community
events in both rounds of consultation, and the City would continue to engage their
Directorship as part of the Conservation Area process.
Community Heritage Commission
The Community Heritage Commission is being kept up to date on developments in the
Conservation Area process. As part of both rounds of consultation, members would be
invited to a workshop which includes other stakeholder groups. Members would also be
invited to the public consultation workshops.
Queen’s Park Working Group
The Working Group continues to meet monthly to advise staff and provide comments on
historic context, policy development, and the community engagement process. Members also
participate in consultation events beyond their regular meetings.
NEXT STEPS
Staff will use feedback from the Round One consultation event to refine the Conservation
Area Principles, and the Design Guideline Principles, and to prepare the draft provisions of
the proposed Conservation Area (i.e. what elements will be protected, which will have
high/medium/low protection). Staff will also prepare a draft development application review
process for the Conservation Area, which will be based on the process in use for the Heritage
Control Period. The City’s consultants will prepare the draft Design Guidelines.
Once complete, these items will be presented to Council for endorsement prior to proceeding
to Round Two of public consultation.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
In December and January, prior to Round Two community consultation, the draft design
guidelines and policy structure will be reviewed by an interdepartmental staff team. These
comments will be integrated into the drafts outputs.
OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council endorse the proposed regulatory elements for the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area, including the Draft Heritage Conservation Area Principles, and
the Draft Design Guidelines Principles.
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2. That Council endorse the proposed consultation approach for the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area Review.
3. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends options 1 and 2.

ATTACHMENTS
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Appendix C: Queen's Park Neighbourhood Context Statement
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Appendix A
HCA Review Work Plan

MONTH
October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

DESIGN GUIDELINES
2nd-8th
9th-15th
16th-22nd
23-29th
30th-5th
6th-12th
13th-19th
20th-26th
27th-3rd
4th-10th
11th-17th
18th-24th
Winter Holiday
Winter Holiday
8th - 14th
15th-21st
22nd-28th
29th-4th
5th-11th
12th-18th
19th-25th
26th-4th
5th-11th
Spring Break
Spring Break
26th-1st
2nd-8th
9th-15th
16th-22nd
23rd-29th
30th-6th
7th-13th
14th-20th
21st-27th
28th-3rd
4th-10th
11th-17th
18th-24th
25th-1st

Design principles (staff review)
Working Group feedback
DG principles to Council

Draft 1 DGs
Staff review (DRC)
Staff review
Working Group feedback
Draft 2 DGs
Advisory Planning Committee
Draft DG to Council

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

Draft consultation strategy
Staff review
Working Group feedback
Finalized round 1 strategy
Launch survey
Consultation Event #1
Consultation Event #2
Debrief meeting with staff

WORKING GROUP
HAP Process

COUNCIL

Pubilc Hearing
Consultation Strategy & DG principles

No meeting
Consultation strategy & principles to go to events (round 1)
Public hearing

Debrief round 1 & strategy for round 2
No meeting
No meeting

Round 1 report due

DG workshop
Finalized round 2 strategy
Launch survey
Consultation Event #3
Consultation Event #4
Debrief meeting with staff

Schedule properties workshop

No meeting
Public hearing
Report back (on round 1) & draft DGs to go to events (round 2)
Holiday
Public hearing

Debrief on round 2
Workshop with Council

Workshop with Council

Workshop

Draft 3 DG

Round 2 report due
Final meeting

Public hearing
Process workshop

Final considerations

Delegation
EXPIRY

EXPIRY

EXPIRY

Draft admin/process report
Holiday
Administrative/process report
1st/2nd Reading
No meeting
Holiday
Public Hearing
Adoption
EXPIRY
Holiday

*Registration with LTO

Debrief

Appendix B
Summary of Historic Values for the
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood

Summary of Historic Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
History of the neighbourhood







Neighbourhood layout designed by the Royal Engineers
City as capital city; the grand boulevards on Second and Fifth Streets
Residents of the neighbourhood who became well-known in politics and business
Stories from the past
Physical remnants from the past (bricks in roads, granite curbs, tram tracks)
Civic, religious and military institutions

Regional and local parks




Queen’s Park: its importance as a regional park, home to various sports teams including
the Salmonbellies lacrosse team
English common-style park (Oliver Park)
Tipperary Park, Friendship Garden and other small parks

Formal street design






Grid pattern established by the Royal Engineers
Different widths of streets
Boulevards on larger streets
Short streets and angular nature of Park Row
Walkability

Residential scale and setting








Grand homes and their setting
Large open formal gardens
Small homes and their setting
Blend of large and small homes that work well together
The neighbourhood is a complete neighbourhood and not just a collection of homes
Common palette of materials which gives a sense of cohesion to the buildings
Views of the Fraser River

Landscape






Mature trees
Mature private gardens
Public gardens, treed areas and natural areas of Queen’s Park
Hanging baskets
Boulevard trees
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Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Context Statement
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•
•
•
•

Queen’s Park

Adjacent major green space (Queen’s Park)
Tipperary, Sullivan, and Friendship Parks, which in their
scale recall and English commons
Formal boulevard design (legacy of setting for future
Legislature Building), both in layout and details
Regionally important heritage

•
•
•

Very large well detailed houses on large
properties
Open manicured landscape settings for
historic housing
Common palette of materials (imparting a
sense of cohesion to the building design)
Views to
Glenbrooke Ravine

Queen’s Park

Street widths on
Second and Fifth
Streets are
remnants of origi
nal grand plan for
Queen’s
Park as the site
of the
Legislative As
sembly; boule
vards from 1912
beautiﬁcation
Millworkers’
cottages on
the rear of
properties

Major com
mercial
strip on Sixth
Street

Views to
Fraser River

Remnants of
public squares
laid out by the
Royal Engi
neers

Site of major
sporting institu
tions, and the
Arena and
Arenex
buildings

Armoury
City Hall and civic
parks
on site that is
remnant of the
planned for site of the
Legislative Assembly
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Park Row a rem
nant of
early grand plan
for City as the Pro
vincial Capital
Views to
Fraser River
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Queen’s Park Values

Queen’s Park is the oldest of the ﬁve New Westminster
neighbourhoods under consideration. While Albert Crescent was initially
intended to be New Westminster’s prestige residential area, Queen’s
Park soon took charge and continues to do so to the present day. The
neighbourhood receives the most care and attention from residents and
the city alike, due both to its long history of settlement centred on New
Westminster’s largest and ﬁnest park and to the character of many of
its homes.
Queen’s Park as bounded on the north by 6th Avenue, on the south
by Royal Avenue, on the west by 6th Street, and on the east by the
75.5 acre Queen’s Park. The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is higher in
elevation than the Downtown neighbourhood to its south and does not
contain steep slopes or rapid topographical change.

The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is of aesthetic value primarily for
its outstanding stock of houses and older apartments in a variety of
stately traditional styles set in a landscape of mature trees, shrubs, and
planted borders. It’s streets are aesthetically valued for their variety
from the tiniest of lanes to the grandest of boulevards with planted
medians and variety of pavements with great physical character.
The intimate parks that are the legacy of the Royal Engineers in the
neighbourhood are of aesthetic and social value, giving the area
speciﬁc unique character.

The area’s aesthetic importance lies in part in the relative physical
cohesion brought about through the deployment of a common palette of
materials commonly found in late 19th and early 20th Century housing.
The area is historically of value for having received much planning and
building attention, (for example, being planned to accept the provincial
legislative assembly, being the site for the civic and military institutions,
and the major recreational park), and yet also for being an area with
millworkers’ cottages and small informal streets.
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Queen’s Park is of cultural value for its association with the city’s
establishment and its role as the most prestigious residential area
in the city. It is valued as the historical centre of governmental and
military power. Its attention getting grand housing (often given names)
claimed the area for the city’s elite . Its residents still ﬁgure prominently
in civic affairs, playing a central role in foundation of city wide heritage
preservation society and a wider consciousness of the value of heritage
in the province.
Beginnings

!

The Royal Engineers marked out the area that now known as Queen’s
Park including road allowances for wide streets and landscaped
boulevards, land reserves, and squares in 1859. The next year the
Royal Engineers surveyed 75.5 acres for what became Queen’s
Park itself. The area very soon began to attract merchants and
entrepreneurs seeking a prestigious location away from the noise and
pollution of the downtown and river front. Subdivision into smaller lots
began in 1880. The ﬁrst house was constructed in 1862, being followed
by a few others in its wake.

In 1887 the city auctioned off land reserves acquired from the province,
which opened up the neighbourhood’s southeastern edges and created
many more building lots. The manager of the Bank of Montreal had
built himself “Breezehurst” in 1888. This was the ﬁrst of numerous
architecturally designed elite residences. The city’s growth enriched
numerous residents, and it was most often to the area around Queen’s
Park they headed to make visible their new got gains. The largest
house was “Blossom Grove” built for Henry V. Edmonds, one of the
wealthiest men in the province. Queen’s Park itself acquired public
gardens, race track, athletic ﬁelds, and the province’s ﬁnest exhibition
building. By 1892 the area around Queen’s Park contained 104 houses
home to 658 people.
The Queen’s Park neighbourhood acquired services at an early date
compared to other areas in the city. In 1891 street railway tracks were
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laid in Queen’s Park, running from Royal Avenue to 2nd Street, up
Park Row to 1st Street, and down 3rd Avenue to 6th Street. Water and
electricity followed. Just two years later, on the death of the owner of
recently constructed “Blossom Grove,” located adjacent to the new
transit line, the grand house was converted into Columbian Methodist
College, the ﬁrst post secondary institution in British Columbia.

!

That was not all. In 1906 Queen’s Park acquired paved street
and concrete sidewalks, in 1912 a sewer system, and a year later
street curbs, making it the ﬁrst fully serviced neighbourhood in New
Westminster. 1912 also saw the design of the landscaped boulevards
on 2nd and 5th Streets. By then the area was basically ﬁlled up as
an elite residential neighbourhood with some more modest houses
located to the north and west of the park. In 1912 the area contained
379 houses. New homes constructed during the buoyant 1920s mostly
replaced earlier residences dating from the 1880s.
Challenging times

The next decades challenged the character of Queen’s Park. A ﬁre
destroyed the exhibition buildings in 1929, Columbian College closed
in 1936 and its buildings torn down, and interurban service stopped the
next year. The depression saw some homes that had reverted to the
city for inability to pay property taxes being torn down. Then, during the
Second World War, the federal government overruled local zoning laws
to allow Queen’s Park residences to be converted into suites to meet a
housing shortage, a regulation only repealed a decade after the war’s
end. More change ensued. In 1955 the local zoning board permitted
older multiple story houses considered ‘obsolete’ to be replaced by
more fashionable one story houses. City policies in 1963 allowed
apartment construction in part of the neighbourhood.
Revitalization

A study undertaken by the city’s Planning Department in 1965 for the
purposes of urban renewal divided the city into nineteen areas requiring
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further study. The area roughly equivalent to today’s Queen’s Park and
Glenbrooke North neighbourhoods was 61% residential, 21% park,
10% other social amenities (school, church, hospital, government
services), 6% commercial, 2% industrial, and just 1% vacant land (78).
The study sounded the alarm about the neighbourhood’s changing
character:
This area contains some of the oldest dwellings in the City and some
of the ﬁnest homes. Many are being converted into multiple use
and pockets of deteriorated buildings and mixed uses are scattered
throughout most of the area. Evidence of private rehabilitation and
redevelopment is apparent….Urban renewal treatment would most
likely include rehabilitation and conservation measures. (63)

!

It was during the 1970s that the Queen’s Park neighbourhood turned
around. Houses began to be acquired to be returned to single family
residences. A residents’ association was formed in 1977, and Queen’s
Park residents played a central role in the foundation of citywide
heritage preservation societies. In 1987 parts of Queen’s Park were
returned to single family zoning.

In 1993, by which time the push for heritage conservation was well
underway in New Westminster, the city initiated a heritage management
plan. During the course of its preparation, several community open
houses were held to identify resources and their best management.
Eighty ﬁve persons, far more than at any other open house, attended
the meeting held in March 1993 for Glenbrooke North and Queen’s
Park. According to the summary of the meeting, it was Queen’s Park
priorities, and likely attendees from that neighbourhood, that drove the
meeting:
People deﬁned heritage resources as being “something of historical
signiﬁcance”; “whatever a community decides is a resource”; and
“older people who tell you about the heritage of the neighbourhood”.
People agreed that heritage resources contributed to the unique
neighbourhood and sense of harmony in Queen’s Park. As a way
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of deﬁning what they meant by a “heritage resource,” participants
offered examples ranging in scale from cobblestones to streetscapes
and views. Although heritage was deﬁned broadly, Queen’s Park
residents emphasized the importance of larger older homes and
the built environment, and listed many historical homes by name as
being important examples of heritage. People mentioned the need to
preserve streetscapes instead of concentrating solely on buildings.
Small lot development and inﬁll housing were perceived as impacting
negatively on the existing neighbourhood – densiﬁcation was regarded
as being undesirable. … Many people wanted to explore the possibility
of implementing development permit areas for part or all of Queen’s
Park. Invoking design controls was also discussed as another
management tool. Others mentioned the need to provide incentives to
developers and homeowners to build and restore appropriately.

!

Queen’s Park continues to be distinctive, its population containing
in 2000 01 the smallest proportion of immigrants, highest average
household income, and largest percentage holding a university degree
of any New Westminster neighbourhood.
Perceptions from within the neighbourhood

A workshop was held with the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association
on November 30, 2008.Participants expressed appreciation of their
neighbourhood, including the relationship of houses to streetscapes.
They like the high proportion of older homes, not just pockets here
and there. Most of the houses, being older, have a common palette
of materials, leading to a sense of cohesion. Residents appreciate
Queen’s Park as an intact neighbourhood, not just a collection of
homes. The whole neighbourhood has a heritage character.

The neighbourhood’s past is very much alive to residents. They value
the historical signiﬁcance to homes, many of which were lived in or
owned by provincial government ofﬁcials and other prominent persons.
They appreciate the capital city layout by the Royal Engineers that
is visible in the boulevards. It was pointed out that the boulevards
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on 2nd and 5th are laid out to symmetrically, framing the grounds
between Queens and Royal Avenues for the legislative building which
never materialized. Reference was made to resident input into the
neighbourhood in 1913 and to the variety of housing styles even from
the same era. Residents view Queen’s Park as western Canada’s
oldest city in its collection of old houses.

The residents of Queen’s Park consider they share ideals in their
love of old houses and appreciation of their care. They like being
part of community that holds the heritage important. Residents also
understand that the entire city enjoys the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
Queen’s Park is a regional resource in the sense that people come to it
from all over to walk its streets and the adjacent park

!

!

Speciﬁc aspects of homes were pointed out. There is limited modern
inﬁll; rather it is an old house landscape, a time capsule. Residents
value that no houses have garage doors as front doors. Distinctive
structures were noted. These include the armoury, the buildings in
Queen’s Park itself, mill workers’ cottages behind larger houses as on
Arbutus Street, a house that was an old interurban station, a house
within the envelope of an apartment building on 2nd Street at the
bottom of Queen’s Avenue, an old schoolhouse that is possibly the
oldest school in New Westminster being moved to 2nd Street between
Royal and Queen’s avenues, and pre 1896 houses in the Queen Anne
style.

It is not just homes but their settings which matter. The variety of lot
sizes was pointed out, as was the good spaces between houses.
Residents appreciate that people take care of their lawns and gardens.
The neighbourhood is unconforming and not homogeneous, with big
lots and little lots, but it all works together. Boulevards are in their
dimensions, design, and materials very deliberate, forming a hierarchy.
There are no sidewalks next to roads; rather they all have a grass
boulevard buffer. Reference was made to stone walls such as those of
Columbia College at Queen’s Avenue between 1st and 2nd streets, to
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the boulevards on 2nd, 5th, and Queen’s, and to the interurban tracks
running along 4th Avenue and Park Row. The quality of workmanship
and craftsmanship was mentioned, as with granite curbs, the early
asphalt setts on 3rd Street, sidewalks with stamped names. Laneways
are important, sometimes having the stature of named streets, often
without more than one or two houses fronting onto those lanes.

Less tangible aspects of the neighbourhood also matter. Residents
appreciate the aural value of the bells from Queen’s Avenue United
Church at 6th Street and Queen’s Avenue. They value the Mayday
festivals held in Queen’s Park that are the oldest in the Commonwealth,
the Hyack festivals, the farmer’s market at Queen’s and 4th Street, and
Easter in Queen’s Park. Sporting activities matter. Residents mentioned
the athletic events that have occurred in Queen’s Park in hockey and
lacrosse. New Westminster is a “City of Champions” and most sports
took place in Queen’s Park.
The natural environment is valued. Reference was made to Tipperary,
Sullivan, and Friendship parks, which in their scale recall an English
commons. Queen’s Park is a walkable neighbourhood. Residents value
the mature trees, the manicured lawns, the established plantings on
City and privately held property, and ﬁne views over the river to the
south from many places in the neighbourhood. They enjoy living in a
well treed neighbourhood. Queen’s Park with its low density and lots of
planting represents to its residents an escape from the larger busy city.
Neighbourhood changes were generally commended. New housing of
three and four stories ﬁts into the neighbourhood, as do the anomalies,
being dwellings apart from the original houses. So do the inﬁlls,
whether modern or heritage style houses. The neighbourhood, being
a strong collection of large gracious homes, is so strong that it can
handle the odd idiosyncrasy without dilution of the overall effect.

Attendees did express a number of concerns ranging from affordability
to density to incompatibility of some homes, referring both to their
building materials and to the quality of the building. There is some bad
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new development. They worry about development on the periphery of
the neighbourhood and about trafﬁc. The view of the river must not be
obliterated with downtown high rises. Trees are unprotected and need
a tree protection bylaw. The neighbourhood is not bicycle friendly but
could be: there are too many potholes in the streets. Green initiatives
need to happen to retroﬁt and sensitively to upgrade older homes.
Queen’s Park Thematic Framework

!

Suburban development:
• Later settlement in a location away from Downtown
• Early agricultural history and development of some larger estate
lots
• New house and commercial building construction during boom
years prior to 1913
Transportation corridor:
• BCER connected New Westminster to Vancouver along Sixth Street
Post WWII boom and transformation:
• Conversion of larger and architecturally signiﬁcant homes into
suites
• Construction of multi family and apartment buildings
Neighbourhood Features
Landscape Characteristics
• An range of suburban landscapes largely dating from the late 19th
Century and early 20th Century
Natural Systems and Features
• high ground with waterways to east and south

Spatial Organization
• mix of planned and idiosyncratic residential streets most set
orthogonally (with planned exceptions such as Park Row)
Land Use
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New Westminster’s Neighbourhoods
Identifying Historical Contexts

•
•
•

Early suburban estate housing
regional park (Queen’s Park)
major public institutions (recreational facilities in Queen’s Park, City
Hall, the Armoury, and major churches)

Cultural Traditions
• ready access to major City park: Queen’s Park
• cultural and sporting activities and events in Queen’s Park
• neighbourhood walking/house watching down streets and lanes
Circulation
• grid of major roads and local residential streets

Topography
• southeastern edge of high land over river lands

Vegetation
• residential streets with suburban planting from late 19th Century
and early 20th Century
• formal and informal civic planting on boulevards and medians
• major evergreen (including native species) and deciduous trees
associated with areas of Queen’s Park not used as playing ﬁelds

Buildings and Structures
• often grand suburban estate houses from the late 19th Century and
early 20th Century
Views and Vistas
• views east from the Park, views south from the residential streets
Water Features
• none remaining
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